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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8,457,676 B2 Page 1 Of]
APPLICATION NO. : 12/665427

DATED : June 4, 2013

INVENTOR(S) : Juergen Michel et al.

It is certified that error appears in the above—identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Claims

Column 9, line 20 thiu Column 10, line 7

Strike the phrase “, wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being met

based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals following a

previous power control headroom report, wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one

threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer k” from lines 10-17 of

claim 33, and insert the phrase --; wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a

criterion being met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time

intervals following a previous power control headroom report, wherein k is an integer and wherein

said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer k-- after

the phrase “provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the at least

one threshold” at line 19 of claim 33.

Signed and Sealed this

Seventh Day of July, 2015

‘%u;uo&.X/..<:’..e__
Michelle K. Lee

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Oflice
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DATE 2 D.4L3.Ql29.1.§

: ART UNIT 2,531

: Request for Certificate 0! Correction for Appl. No.: LZ[§§§,52Z Patent No.: 8,4S7,6 B2

  

TO SPE OF  

 SUBJECT

  

  
  

  
  

  
  

 

_ Col‘C mnilroom date: 03[03[201S

Please respond to this request for a certificate of correction within 7 days.

FOR IFW’ FILES:

Please .revlew the requested changes/corrections as shown in the COCIN document(s) in
the IFW application image. No new matter should be introduced, nor shouldtheiscope or

meaning of the claims be changed. ~

Please complete the response (see below) and forward the completed response to scanning
using document code COCX.

.FOR PAPER FILES:

Please review the requested‘changes/corrections asshown in the attached certificate or
correction. Please completethls form (see, below) and forward it with the file to:

Certilicates of Correction Branch (ColC)
Randolph Square — 9D10-A
Palm Location 7580

Note: In the claims %Z/}/7/fa, <90/56/*6
Certificates of Correction Branch  

(571) 272-0460

  
  
  

Thank You For Your Assistance

The request tor issuing the above-identified corr.ection(s) is hereby:
Note your decision on the appropriate box. - .

  
 

% Approved All changes apply.

0 Approved in Part Specify below which changes do not ,eppl_y.—

CI Denied State the reasonslor denial below.

Comments:
 

 

 

 

 

' /Nag] A . Maun%/ AU2 64 7PTOL-306 (REVJID3) — . . D AR 0 M 9 en} en ya emark ca
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.'3__ PN EF EHT 'EF O'__ Tl

DATE : Q4[§Q[2Q] 5

TO SPE OF 1 ART UNIT 2551

SUBJECT : Request for Certificate of Correction for Appl. No.: lZ[§§§,f{2Z Patent No.: 8,457,676 B2

COIC mailroom date: 03[03[2015

Please respond to this request for a certificate of correction within 7 days.

FOR IFW FILES:

Please review the requested changes/corrections as shown in the COCIN document(s) in

the IFW application image. No new matter should be introduced, nor should the scope or

meaning of the claims be changed. V

Please complete the response (see below) and forward the completed response to scanning

using document code COCX.

, FOR PAPER FILES:

Please review the requested changes/corrections as shown in the attached certificate of
correction. Please complete this form (see below) and forward it with the file to:

Certificates of Correction Branch (CofC)
Randolph Square — 9D10-A
Palm Location 7580

 Note: In the claims %Z/)/u'(// Wart
Certificates of Correction Branch

(571) 272~0460

Thank You For Your Assistance

The request for issuing the above-identified correction(s) is hereby:
Note your decision on the appropriate box. .

 

 

 

 

 

C] Approved All changes apply.

C] Approved in Part Specify below which changes do not apply.

D Denied State the reasons for denial below.

Comments:

PTOL-306 (REV. 7/03) U.S. DEFARTMEFH OF COMMEFIEE Fatent and Trademark Office
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMFNT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS,. Box1450

exandria, Vi.rgLnia 22313-1450
 

wwwuspto .goV
LII’

APPLICATION NUMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US)
CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

27189 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

PROCOPIO, CORY, HARGREAVES & SAVITCH LLP

525 B smear H|I\I\I\IIHN||l\\I|Ulfl1|I\\\I|\\\|I\\\|I\\\\II\\|\I|\IHHI|\I\IHI||\||H\\|\|H\|I\
00000007 505039

SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

Date Mailed: 04/09/2015

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 04/03/2015.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the

above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/hsarWari/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OE COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addiess. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS,. BOx1450

exandria, Vi.rgI.TIia 22313-1450
 

wWW.11sptO.gov

APPLICATION \l UMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US)
CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

29683 POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE

HARRINGTON & SMITH

4 aese/men DRIVE, Suite 202 lllllllllllllllllIllllIlllflllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllll
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212 °°°°°°°7 5°5° 8

Date Mailed: 04/09/2015

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 04/03/2015.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as

provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

lhsarwaril

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 Of 1
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PTO/SB/80 (11-08)
Approved for use through 11/30/2011. OMB 0651-0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO

37 CFR 3.73 b .

I hereby appoint:

Practitioners associated with the Customer Number: 271 89
OR

El Practitioner(s) named below (if more than ten patent practitioners are to be named, then a customer number must be used):

as attorney(s) or agent(s) to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection with
any and all patent applications assigned only to the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignment documents
attached to this form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) to:

The address associated with Customer Number: 27189
OR

| | Firm orIndividual Name
Address

City Zip

Country

Telephone Email

Assignee Name and Address:

Cellular Communications Equipment LLC

2400 Dallas Parkway, Suite 200
Plano, TX 75093

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Form PTOISBl96 or equivalent) is required to be
filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) may be completed by one of
the practitioners appointed in this form if the appointed practitioner is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee,
and must identif the application in which this Power of Attorne is to be filed.

SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record

The individual whose signature and title is supplied below is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee

signature ' Date April 1, 2015

Name i_ ' Telephone 214-291-4647

Title Director and Chief Executive Officer
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1 . The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to

opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Title of Invention: Power Headroom Reporting Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Juergen Michel

Customer Number: 29683

Richard Ernest Campbell/\Nayne Mahoney

Filer Authorized By: Richard Ernest Campbell

Attorney Docket Number: 863.0156.U1(US)

Receipt Date: 03-APR—201 5

Filing Date: 22-JAN—201 0

Time Stamp: 15:04:40

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

430167
Assignee showing of ownership per 37

CFR 3.73 373STMT_122611_O43US1.pdf 2d0dd95faca95226e10165c44f54bc5cc460

Information:
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Assignee showing of ownership per 37 373_SUPPL_122611_043US1.
CFR 3.73 pdf 6fl680d2b27ed365fid77b28199eflm986583

638

Information:

_ _ _ 1056335
Assignee showing of ownership per 37

CFR 373 ASS|GNCOPY_2_122611.pdf 307b904db875l 70dl (bl f0f84l 744ba9eff9
a79d

Information:

Power of Attorney SB_80_POA_12261 1.PDF 9284c9e739312825b9209c57e83a40019ad
b0e95

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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PTO/SB/96 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.7303)

App,,Ca,,,,pa,e,,, Ownen CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LLC

Application No./Patent No.: 8,457,575 Filed/Issue Date: June 4, 2013

T't| d:
I e POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LI, 8 Limited Liability Company
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.

states that it is:

1. the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in;

2. D an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %); or

3. D the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made)

the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either:

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a
copy therefore is attached.

OR

B. A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1_ From; PEDERSEN, KLAUS INGEMANN; ROSA, CL! To; NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS OY

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Frame 0785 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: MICHEL, JUERGEN To: NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS OY

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 023844 , Frame 0041 , orfor which a copy thereof is attached.

3_ From; NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS OY To: NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS OY

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 034294 , Frame 0003 , orfor which a copy thereof is attached.

Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records ofthe USPTO. 1 MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Richard E. Campbelll Apri| 2, 2015

Signature Date

Richard E. Campbell Attorney of Record

Printed or Typed Name Title
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner

for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. PetitiOne1,vS
If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection

with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the

collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;

and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do

not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or

abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

‘I. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the

Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from

this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to

opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of

Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the

individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the

Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as

amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in

this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the

World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal

agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to

the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as

part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall

be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after

either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37

CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an

issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,

or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b)
CONTINUED

Applicant/Patent Owner: CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LLC

Application No./Patent No.: 8 457 676 Filed/Issue Date: June 4 2013
  

Titled: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LLC , a Limited Liability Company
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

B.

4. From: NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS OY

To: CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel _, Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

DOCS 122611—043US1/22017891
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ASSIGNIVENT

WHEREAS, NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS DY, formally known as NOKIA SIEMENS

NETWORKS OY, a Finnish limited liability company, having a principal place of business at Karaportti
3, 02610 Espoo, Finland (hereafler, together with any successors, legal representatives or assigns thereof,
called “Assignor”) and its afiiliates are the beneficial owners of the Patents and applications listed in
Schedule 1 attached hereto;

AND WHEREAS, CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT LLC, a Texas limited liability
company having a place of business at 2400 Dallas Paritway, Suite 200, Plano, Texas 75093 (hereafter,

together with any successors, legal representatives or assigns thereof, called “ASSlGNEE”) wants to

acquire the entire right, title and interest in and to said Patents and applications listed in Schedule 1
attached hereto, and all the inventions therein, and Assignor is willing to enter into such assignment.

NOW, THEREFORE, effective on December 24, 2014 and in consideration of the sum of One Dollar

($1.00) in hand paid and other good and valuable consideration the receipt of which from ASSIGNEE is

hereby acknowledged, Assignor has sold, assigned, transferred and set over, and does hereby sell, assign,
transfer and set over to ASSIGNEE the entire right, title and interest in and {U (3) the Patents and
applications listed in Schedule 1 attached hereto; (b) all reissues, reexaminations, continuations,

continuations-in-part, divisionals, renewals and extensions (collectively “Related Cases") of such patents

and patent applications; (c) all patents and patent applications 0) to which any or all of the foregoing

directly or indirectly claims priority to, or the benefit of, the filing date, or (ii) for which any or all of the

foregoing directly or indirectly forms a basis for priority or otherwise provides the benefit of an earlier
filing date; and (d) all Related Cases (whether pending, issued, abandoned or filed before or alter the

effective date of this assignment) and foreign counterparts to any or all of the foregoing, including utility

models, certificates of invention and equivalent rights worldwide; such right, title and interest further

includes without limitation all rights to claim priority on the basis thereof, all rights to sue for past,
present and future infringement, including the right to collect and receive any damages, royalties, or

settlements for such infringements, all rights to sue for injunctive or other equitable relief, and any and all
causes of action relating to any of the inventions or discoveries thereof;

Assignor hereby covenants that it has full right to convey the entire interest herein assigned, and that it
has not executed, and will not execute, any agreement in confiict with this Assignment;

Assignor hereby further covenants and agrees that it will communicate to ASSIGNEE any and all facts

known to it respecting said patents, and testify in any legal proceeding, sign all lawful papers, execute and
deliver all papers and take any actions that may be necessary or desirable to perfect the title to any

aforementioned patents and inventions, execute all divisional, continuation, reexamination, reissue and

substitute applications, and make all rightful oaths and generally do everything possible to aid
ASSIGNEE to obtain and enforce proper patent protection for said inventions in all countries.

FOR USPTO RECORDING

C(:}l7’Y- Dii) NOT REC(Z)RD
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand this day of Cg,
204$‘?

NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS OY

(Assi or} =

 
Nam : M
Tifie: Authorized Signatory

WITNESSED BY:  
Name: G£¢q/GK

C(})P’Y- I_)(f) NOT RE.(ZORD
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P A T E N T

Attorney Docket No. 12261 1—043US1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

First Named Inventor: Juergen Michel Group Art Unit: 2647

Patent No.: 8,457,676

Issued: June 4, 2013

Serial No.: 12/665,427

Filed: January 22, 2010

For: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING

METHOD

Examiner: REGO, DOMINIC E

Confirmation No.: 101 1

RE UEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION UNDER 1.323

USPTO MISTAKE

Mail Stop Certificate of Corrections Branch
Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Submitted herewith is a Certificate of Correction (Form PTO/SB/44) to correct

typographical or clerical errors in U.S. Patent No. 8,457,676 which occur in claim 33 (columns 9

and 10).

The mistake was incurred through the fault of the Office and is clearly disclosed in the

records of the Office. During an examiner—initiated interview on January 9, 2013 it was agreed to

add claim 8 to each of the independent claims by examiner’s amendment. The examiner inserted

the limitations of claim 8 into claim 34 (claim 33 of issued U.S. Patent No. 8,457,676) in a

location Within the claim that created a lack of antecedent basis for “the signal.” Specifically,

“the signal” appears prior to the introduction of “a threshold adjustment signal” Within the claim.

DOCS 122611-O43USl/2l45275.2
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P A T E N T

Attorney Docket No. 12261 l—043USl

This mistake is correctable by moving the limitations added from claim 8 to the end of the claim.

The following markup of claim 33 of U.S. Patent No. 8,457,676 illustrates this correction:

33. A network element comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memory including software, where the at least one memory and the

software are configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the network element to

at least:

receive a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a set of at least one

triggering criterion is met because at least one threshold has been reached;

 
provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to

adjust the at least one threshold;

wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion

being met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k

transmission time intervals following a previous power control headroom report,

wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the

signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer k.

The following correction is requested:

1. Strike the phrase ", wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a

criterion being met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k

transmission time intervals following a previous power control headroom report,

wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the

signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer k" from lines 10-17 of claim 33

(column 9, line 20 to column 10, line 7), and insert the phrase “; wherein the set of at

-2-
DOCS 122611-O43USl/21452752
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P A T E N T

Attorney Docket No. 122611—043US1

least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals following a

previous power control headroom report, wherein k is an integer and wherein said at

least one threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer

k” after the phrase "provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in

order to adjust the at least one threshold" at line 19 of claim 33 (column 10, line 9).

It is respectfully requested that the attached Certificate of Correction indicating the

corrections be issued.

The proposed corrections do not constitute new matter and do not require reexamination.

The Commission is hereby authorized to charge any fees and/or credit any

overpayment/refunds to Deposit Account No. 50-2075.

Respectfully submitted,

PROCOPIO, CORY, HARGREAVES &

SAVlTCH

Dated: March 3, 2015 By: /Jacob P. Beers/
Jacob P. Beers

Registration No. 68,574

Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch LLP

525 B Street, Suite 2200

San Diego, California 92101-4469

(619) 238-1900
Customer No. 27189

DOCS 122611-O43US1/2145275.2
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Also Form PTO-1050

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8,457,676

APPLICATION NO.: 12/665,427

ISSUE DATE 2 June 4, 2013

WVENTORISI Juergen Michel; Klaus lngemann Pedersen; Caudio Rosa

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent

is hereby corrected as shown below:

Strike the phrase wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being met based on

reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals following a previous power

control headroom report, wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the

signal comprises adjusting the threshold integer k" from lines 10-17 of claim 33, and insert the phrase -—;

wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being met based on reaching a threshold

of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals following a previous power control headroom report,

wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adjusting the

threshold integer k—- after the phrase "provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to

adjust the at least one threshold" at line 19 of claim 33.

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below):

Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch LLP
525 B Street, Suite 2200

San Diego, CA 92101
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND To: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1 . The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to

opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Title of Invention: Power Headroom Reporting Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Juergen Michel

Customer Number: 29683

Jacob Paul Beers/\Nayne Mahoney

Filer Authorized By: Jacob Paul Beers

Attorney Docket Number: 863.0156.U1(US)

Receipt Date: 03—MAR-201 5

Filing Date: 22-JAN—201 0

Time Stamp: 18:49:22

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

REQUEST_CERT|F|CATE_CORRE

CT|ON_1 2261 1_043US1 .pdf
Request for Certificate of Correction 8:1201a31fd71ad2f2e2816de7eff303d867

Information:
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165470
CERT|F|CATE_CORRECT|ON_12

2611_O43US1.pdf
Request for Certificate of Correction 870:1de63d4f6e8c151b4f0ff4ed113f3057 c

903

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
12/665,427 06/04/2013 8457676 863.0156.U1(US) 1011

29683 7590 05/15/2013

HARRINGTON & SMITH

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 396 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will

include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management

(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Juergen Michel, Munchen, GERMANY;
Klaus Ingemann Pedersen, Aalborg, DENMARK;
Claudio Rosa, Randers, DENMARK;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.
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 UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0. Box I450Alexandria, Virginia 223l3-1450 ~
www.usp|.o.gov

CONFIRMATION N0.APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

I2/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0lS6.Ul(US) 1011

29683 7590 05/07/2013 _

HARRINGTON&SMITH
4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202 REC-0. DOMINIC E

SHELTON, CT 06484-6212 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2647

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

05/07/2013 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Petitioner's Exhibit 1002
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Application No. App|icant(s)

_ _ _12/665,427 MICHEL ET AL.
Response to Rule 312 Communication

- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address —

1. E The amendment filed on 25 Ag/1'! 2013 under 37 CFR 1.312 has been considered, and has been:

a) E entered.

entered as directed to matters of form not affecting the scope of the invention.

disapproved because the amendment was filed after the payment of the issue fee.

Any amendment filed after the date the issue fee is paid must be accompanied by a petition under 37 CFR 1.313(c)(1)

and the required fee to withdraw the application from issue.

disapproved. See explanation below.

entered in part. See explanation below.

.,/
,~}

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-271 (Rev. 04-01) Reponse to Rule 312 communication Part of Paper No. 20130506
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 lF«/
N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INRE U.S. PATENTAPPLICATION OF:

APPLICANTS: Michel et al.

SERIAL NO.: 12/665,427

FILING DATE: January 22, 2010

EXAMINER: Dominic E. Rego

ART UNIT: 2647

ATT’Y DOCKET NO.: 863.0156.U1(US)

TITLE: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

Mail Stop Issue Fee
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

(Notice ofAllowance Mailed)

Sir:

The present amendment is submitted in response to the Notice to File Corrected

Application Papers of April 16, 2013 on the above-identified application. It is being submitted

prior to the end of the shortened 1-month period for response set in the notice. As such, no

request for an extension of time is believed to be necessary. In the event that the undersigned

attorney is incorrect on this point, please consider this to be such a request, and charge Deposit

Account No. 50-1924 for any fee required under 37 C.F.R. §1.17(a).

Please amend the application as shown below.
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S.N.: 12/665,427
ArtUnit: 2647

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION:

On page 1 of the specification, immediately above the section heading FIELD OF THE

INVENTION, please insert:

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of Provisional Application No. 60/936,649, filed June 20,

2007, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
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S.N.: 12/665,427
ArtUnit: 2647

REMARKS

The present amendment is respectfully submitted in response to the Notice to File

Corrected Application Papers of April 16, 2013 on the above-identified application. Entry of the

amendment is respectfully requested. A copy of the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers

accompanies this paper.

Applicant respectfully requests the application now proceed to issuance as the issue fee

has been paid and the requirements of the notice have been satisfied. In the event that further

action is required, please contact the undersigned.

gt/Z52/' 3
John A. Date

Registration No. 60,470

Customer No.: 29683

Respectfully submitted:

HARRINGTON & SMITH, ATTORNEYS AT LAW, LLC

4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212

Telephone: (203) 925-9400 ext. 15

Facsimile: (203) 944-0245

E-mail: jgarrity@hspatent.com

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service

as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop Issue Fee, Commissioner for Patents,

450, Alex‘a, VA 22313-1450.
P

4»/?—?—[¢3
Ca y Sturmer 1 Date

3
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexnndxin. Virginia 22313-I450
www.usplo.gov

  
vi

0 .‘ . - _. . '.

APPLICATION No. ‘ FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET No.
 
 

CONFIRMATION N0.

10 l II2/665,427 0|/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.01 56.Ul(US)

‘ HARRINGTON & SMITH g EXAMWER
4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202 _ REG0. DOMINIC E

SHELTON’ CT 064846212 ‘Em ‘ 95"?
, - 2647

L"'"" ’
04/I6/2013 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

Application No. : 12665427

Applicant : Michel

Filing Date : 01/22/2010

Date Mailed : pq //é /.2013

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Notice ofAllowance Mailed

This application has been accorded an Allowance Date and is being prepared for issuance. The

application, however, is incomplete for the reasons below.

Applicant is given 1 month from the mail date of this Notice, or the time remaining from the Notice

of Allowance and Fee(s) Due, whichever is longer, within which to respond.

The application is not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.78, as indicated in the attachment. The consequences

of failure to respond within the above-identified time period are set forth in the attachment.

Even if the Office has recognized a benefit claim and has entered it into the Office’s database and

included it on applicant’s filing receipt, the benefit claim is not a proper benefit claim unless the reference

in compliance with 37 CFR 1.78 is included, depending upon the application’s filing date and as indicated

in the attachment, in an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification and all other

requirements are met.

This period for reply is NOT extendable under 37 CFR 1.136(a).

See attachment.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply. Please address response to

“Mail Stop Issue Fee, Commissionerfor Patents,

P. 0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450”.

Jonathan Robbins

Publication Branch

Office of Data Management

(571) 272-4200
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Application No. 12665427

APPLICATION FILED PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 16, 2012,
NOT IN COIVIPLIANCE Wl [H 37 CFR 1.78

Cl The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification does not indicate
the relationship (continuation, division, continuation-in-part) to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international

application designating the US. See document coded dated , listing application number(s)

CI The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the

title does not provide the U.S. nonprovisional application number (series code and serial number) or, with respect to an
international PCT application designating the U.S., it provides the international application number or international filing
date but not both. See document coded __ dated in which the following is
missing: .

El The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the
title shows an incorrect, incomplete, or illegible U.S. nonprovisional application number, international PCT application
number, or international PCT filing date. See document coded __ dated in which the following error was
made:

 

 

CI The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international application designating the
U.S. is not present on an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the title, thus
removing the validating link under 35 U.S.C. ll9(a)-(d) to a prior foreign application or under 35 U.S.C. ll9(e) to a prior
U.S. provisional application.

CI The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international application designating the
U.S. is not present on an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the title.

E The 37 CFR l.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application is not present on an application data sheet or in
first sentence(s) of the specification following the title.

The 37 CFR l.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application on an application data sheet or in first sentence(s)

of the specification following the title does not provide the provisional application number (series code and serial number).
See document coded dated in which the following is missing: . '

CI The 37 CFR l.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application on an application data sheet or in first sentence(s)
of the specification following the title shows an incorrect, incomplete, or illegible U.S. provisional application number. See

  

 

document coded dated , in which the following error was
made:

CI Other:

HOW TO RESPOND

A proper response to this notice would include any one of: (1) a supplemental Application Data Sheet (ADS) pursuant
to 37 CFR l.76(c) which provides benefit information that complies with 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(5); (2) ar.
amendment to the first sentence(s) of the specification which provides benefit information that complies with 37 CFR l.78(a)(2)
or 37 CFR l.78(a)(5); or (3) a petition filed pursuant to the provisions of 37 CFR l.78(a)(3) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(6) if the benefit
information fi'om the document identified above by code and date does not accurately reflect the benefits under 35 U.S.C. ll9(e)_.

120, I21 or 365(c) as claimed by applicant (a grantable petition would include either a supplemental ADS or an amendment to
the first sentence(s) of the specification as required by 37 CFR l.78(a)(3)(i) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(6)(i)). Such amendments to the
specification or supplemental ADS submission may be filed after payment of the issue fee if limited to inforrnalities noted herein.
See Waiver of 37 CFR 1.312 for Document Required by Office of Patent Publication, 1280 Ofi'. Gaz. Patent Office 918 (March
23, 2004).

WARNING: If Applicant fails to timely submit a proper response, the benefit information will be deleted and the patent
will be printed without the benefit information present.
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 UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0. Box I450 _
Alexandria, Virginia 22JlJ-I450
www.usplo.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED [NVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

l2/665,427 Ol/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0l56.Ul(US) lol I

29683 7590 04/I6/2013

HARRINGTON&SMITH
4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202 REGQ DOMTNIC E
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2647

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

04/l6/2013 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Offioe

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

Application No. : 12665427

Applicant : Michel

Filing Date : 01/22/2010

Date Mailed : pq//é/10/3

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Notice ofAllowance Mailed

This application has been accorded an Allowance Date and is being prepared for issuance. The

application, however, is incomplete for the reasons below.

Applicant is given 1 month from the mail date of this Notice, or the time remaining from the Notice

of Allowance and Fee(s) Due, whichever is longer, within which to respond.

The application is not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.78, as indicated in the attachment. The consequences

of failure to respond within the above—identif1ed time period are set forth in the attachment.

Even if the Office has recognized a benefit claim and has entered it into the Off1ce’s database and

included it on applicant’s filing receipt, the benefit claim is not a proper benefit claim unless the reference

in compliance with 37 CFR 1.78 is included, depending upon the application’s filing date and as indicated
in the attachment, in an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification and all other

requirements are met.

This period for reply is NOT extendable under 37 CFR l.136(a).

See attachment.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply. Please address response to

‘Mail Stop Issue Fee, Commissionerfor Patents,
P. 0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450”.

Jonathan Robbins

Publication Branch

Office of Data Management

(571) 272-4200
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Application No. 12665427

APPLICATION FILED PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 16, 2012,
NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH 37 CFR 1.78

C] The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification does not indicate
the relationship (continuation, division, continuation-in-part) to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international
application designating the U.S. See document coded dated , listing application number(s)

El The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the
title does not provide the U.S. nonprovisional application number (series code and serial number) or, with respect to an
intemational PCT application designating the U.S., it provides the intemational application number or international filing
date but not both. See document coded __ dated , in which the following is
missing:

Cl The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference on the application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the
title shows an incorrect, incomplete, or illegible U.S. nonprovisional application number, intemational PCT application
number, or international PCT filing date. See document coded __ dated , in which the following error was
made:

El The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international application designating the
U.S. is not present on an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the title, thus
removing the validating link under 35 U.S.C. ll9(a)-(d) to a prior foreign application or under 35 U.S.C. l l9(e) to a prior
U.S. provisional application.

C] The 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) reference to the prior U.S. nonprovisional application or international application designating the
U.S. is not present on an application data sheet or in the first sentence(s) of the specification following the title.

E The 37 CFR l.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application is not present on an application data sheet or in
first sentence(s) of the specification following the title.

E] The 37 CFR l.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application on an application data sheet or in first sentence(s)
of the specification following the title does not provide the provisional application number (series code and serial number).
See document coded dated , in which the following is missing:

Cl The 37 CFR 1.78(a)(5) reference to the prior U.S. provisional application on an application data sheet or in first sentence(s)
of the specification following the title shows an incorrect, incomplete, or illegible U.S. provisional application number. See
document coded dated , in which the following error was
made:

D Other:

HOW TO RESPOND

A proper response to this notice would include any one of: (l) a supplemental Application Data Sheet (ADS) pursuant
to 37 CFR l.76(c) which provides benefit information that complies with 37 CFR l.78(a)(2) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(5); (2) an
amendment to the first sentence(s) of the specification which provides benefit information that complies with 37 CFR l.78(a)(2)
or 37 CFR l.78(a)(5); or (3) a petition filed pursuant to the provisions of 37 CFR l.78(a)(3) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(6) ifthe benefit
information from the document identified above by code and date does not accurately reflect the benefits under 35 U.S.C. l l9(e),
120, 121 or 365(c) as claimed by applicant (a grantable petition would include either a supplemental ADS or an amendment to
the first sentence(s) of the specification as required by 37 CFR l.78(a)(3)(i) or 37 CFR l.78(a)(6)(i)). Such amendments to the
specification or supplemental ADS submission may be filed afier payment of the issue fee if limited to inforrnalities noted herein.
See Waiver of 37 CFR l.3l2 for Document Required by Office of Patent Publication, 1280 Off. Gaz. Patent Office 918 (March
23, 2004).

WARNING: If Applicant fails to timely submit a proper response, the benefit information will be deleted and the patent
will be printed without the benefit information present.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

e v,’- his form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE I VF\1/‘ Commissioner for Patents

 

  
 
 
 

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or J3; (571)-273-2885

     

7

INS _ _ g the ISSUE FEE and ‘PUBLICATION FEE (if required)’. Blocks I through 5 should be completed whereap _rop -. - rrespondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will e mailed to the current corrcs ndcnce address as
in icated - ‘nu - d below or directed otherwise in Block I, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " EE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee‘ notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (N0U==Usc Block 1 funny chansc Offlddmss) Note: A cenificatc of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fec(s) Transmittal. This ccnificatc cannot be used for any other accompanying
apcrs. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or fonnal drawing, must

llave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

29683 7590 OI/I8/20l3

HARRINGTON & SMITH Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
- lh I) ‘f h h'F T ‘ttlibi d 'td 'tl'ithU'td

4 RESEARCH DRIVE: Suite 202 Stact: ogtcarll cifviactctulisth (sfi(fSieiel'rEil‘:a[cI)‘staageISf'orcIl'inr§t eT§s’sS‘rr?ail“iit an ((::nvenllo;e
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212 _ addressed to the Mail Sto ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimiletransmitted to the USPTO ( 71) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.

 
  

 

 
4

V5 W
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

I2/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel ‘B3/27/2B138%3‘.é)llI$E"lél US) 10“5
TITLE OF INVENTION: Power Headroom Reponing Method 8889.23 531924 12665427

B1 EI.‘.:150l 1788.83 D9
02 I-C:l5B-I 308.08 DA

nonprovisional NO $1770 $300 $0 $2070 04/I 8/20 I 3

REGO, DOMINIC E 2647 455-522000

   
 

 
 

 

I. Chan e of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR I. 63).

D Chan c of corrcs ondcnce address (or Change ofCorrespondcncc
Address orm PTO/ B/I22) attached. ,

Q "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication fonn
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list

(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys I Harri“ ton 8‘ m ' h
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name ofa single finn (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assiignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed forrecordation as set fonh in 37 CF 3.] I. Completion ofthis form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Nokia Siemens Networks Oy Espoo, Finland

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Cl Individual E Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

8 Issue Fee 0 A check is enclosed.

[3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) D Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

El Advance Order . # of Copies ®The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fcc(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number 5])- | 9 2 4 enclose an extra copy ofthis form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

El a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. Sec 37 CFR l.27. Cl b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. Sec 37 CFR l.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publieatio Fcc_ ' required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown b the records of t ;«‘- U 4d S . s Patent and Trademark Office.

 

 

 

Authorized Signature

Typed or printed name Registration No. 6 0 4 1 0

This collection ofinformation is required by 37 CFR l.3I I. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. I22 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will va dc endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftime you require to complete

this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to t e C icfln onnation Offiecr, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Dcpanmcnt ofCommercc, P.O.Box I450, Alexan na, Vir inia 223I3-I450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box I450,
Alexandria, Virginia 223l -I450.

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of I995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofin formation unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

Petffi0nei“s Exhibit 1002
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/! I) Approved for use through 08/31/20I3. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

29683 7590 01/18/2013

HARRINGTON & SMITH REGo,DoM1N1c E

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202

SHELTON, CT 06484-6212
2647

DATE MAILED: 01/18/2013

12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US) 1011

TITLE OF INVENTION: Power Headroom Reporting Method

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $300 $0nonprovisional $1770 $2070 04/18/2013

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B - B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2

the ISSUE FEE shown above.

11. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 °f3 Petitioner's Exhibit 1002
PTOL—85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or1 (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Blocklfor any Change of address) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

29683 7590 0l/l 8/20l3

& SMITH Ih b T Lh Cet11*_tit'i:cat(e)()tr'FMaili1_1g(ir_T;ansm;ssion d _Lh Lh U _ d- ere y certi y at t is ee s ransmitta 1s eing eposite w1 e n1te
4 RESEARCH DRIVE’ Sulte 202 States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
SHELTON, CT ()6484-6212 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile

transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.

(Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(Date)

12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US) 1011

TITLE OF INVENTION: Power Headroom Reporting Method

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1770 $300 $2070 04/18/2013

REGO, DOMINIC E 2647 455—522000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed. 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual '3 Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. J b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to e C ief In ormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US) 1011

29683 7590 01/18/2013

HARRINGTON & SMITH REGO, DOMINIC E

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202

SHELTON. CT 06484-6212
2647

DATE MAILED: 01/18/2013

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 244 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 244 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the aboVe—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.goV).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)—786—0101 or (571)-272-4200.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with

your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the

principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom

of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting

evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress

submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5

U.S.C. 552a(m).

. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act (42 U.S.C. 2l8(c)).

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of

that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant

(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. l22(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published

application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local

law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/665,427 MICHEL ET AL.

DOMINIC E. FIEGO 2647

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL—85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IX This communication is responsive to 10/22/2012.

2. I] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

; the restriction

3. IX! The allowed cIaim(s) is/are 1-7 and 9-35. As a result of the allowed cIaim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent
Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information,
please see htI:*:.//www.us to. ow‘ atents/init events/' h/index.'s* or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@usQI:o.gov .

4. I] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )—(d) or (f).

a) I] All b) I] Some* c) I] None of the:

1. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. I] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. I] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

I:I including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. I] Notice of References Cited (PTO—892) 5. IX Examiner’s Amendment/Comment

2. I] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. IX Examiner’s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. I] Examiner’s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. I] Other
of Biological Material

4. IX Interview Summary (PTO—413),
Paper No./Mail Date

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 09-12) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20130112
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Application No. App|icant(s)

_ _ _ _ 12/665,427 MICHEL ET AL.
Examiner-Initiated Interview Summary _ _Examiner Art Unit

DOMINIC E. REGO 2647 

All participants (applicant, app|icant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) DOM/NIC E. REGO. (3) .

(2) John A. Garrity, Reg. No. 60,470. (4) .

Date of Interview: 09 January 2013.

Type: IX] Telephonic I:I Video Conference
I:I Personal [copy given to: I:I applicant I:I app|icant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: I:I Yes IX] No.

If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed I:|101 I:|112 I:|102 I:|103 IXIOthers
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

C|aim(s) discussed: §.

Identification of prior art discussed: %.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

Agreed to add allowable claim 8 to independent claims 1, 12, 20, 28, and 34.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

I:I Attachment

/DOMINIC E REGO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2647  
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20130112
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 2

Art Unit: 2647

DETAILED ACTION

EXAM|NER’S AMENDMENT

1. An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment was given in a telephone interview

with John A. Garrity on 01/12/2013.

The application has been amended as follows:

'1. (Currently Amended) A method oornprising:

determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

rsroviding a power control heeiilroorn report on an uplini: irorn user equipment, in

response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion

include at least one threshold having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold

is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment, wherein the set of at least: one

triggering er"iterion -::ornprises ea eriterion being ntet based on reaching er 'thr*eslioid of the

at least one threshold of l: transrniesien time intervals ieilewing a previous power Control

headroom report, wherein l< is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold

editistehle via the signal oornprises edjostirig the thresliold integer tr,

8. {Cancelled}
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 3

Art Unit: 2647

12. {Ctirrently Aniendedji An apparatus comprising:

means for determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

meant; for ioroviding a power control headroom report on an iipliniz from user

equipment, in response to the set having ttieen rnet, wherein said at least one triggering

criterion include at least one threshold having been reached power correction, wherein

said at least one threshold is adjustable via a signal to the apparatus, wherein the set of

at least one triggering criterion =::orngris«:-rs a eriterion being met based on reaching a

threshoiitl oil the at ieast one ihreshoid of it transmission time intervals following a

pr'eviotis power control heaciroom report, wherein X is an integer and wherein said at

least one threshold atiiostahie via the signai oornprises adjusting the threshold integer k.

20. (Sorrentty Amended) An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memory including software, where the at least one memory and the

software are configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the apparatus to at

least:

determine that a set of at least one triggering oriterion is met; and

provide a power oontroi headroom report on an ugiink from said user equipment,

in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion

include at least one threshoid having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold

Petitioner's Exhibit 1002
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 4

Art Unit: 2647

is adjtistehie vie; :31 signal te the 5-Ii;3§)at“€ittJS, wherein the set et at ieeet ene triggering

eriterien ceinprises a criterion being met based en reaching a thresheici er‘ the at ieeet

ene thresheici at K traneinissieri time interveis feiiewing at §Z}i’eViQt.iS newer eentrei

heattreein report, wherein K is an integer and wherein said at ieest ene threeheiri

eciiuetehie via the sigriai eernprisee adjtisting the thresheici integer i<.

28. {Ct.iii“8i’i‘ily Ainerided) A nen—tr.ensitery eeinputer reaciahie ineciitirn including

eeitware that when executed by at eieeessei“, is ecieeted te carry eut fiinetiene er‘:

deterrnining that a set ei at ieast cine triggering eriterien is met; and

providing a pewer eeritrei heacireern fet3C3i"t en en upiink irern user equiprnent, in

reeeenee te the set having been met, wherein said at ieest ene triggering eriterien

ineitide et ieest ene threeheicl hearing been i“eaehed, wherein said at ieest one threehr;=iei

is ei:ijus'tat::le via a sigriai te the user equipment, wherein the set et at least ene

triggering eriterien eernpwiees a criterion being iriet based en reaching a threeheitti et the

at feast erie thresheid et it transmission time intervele teiiewing a nrevieus eewer eentrei

heecireern repert, wherein R is an integer anti wherein said at ieaet thresheici

eciitistehie via the eignai C€3iTi;Z3t“iS{-33 ecijiietirig the ‘iiit’é3Si'iiTiiCi integer k.

34, {Curreittiy Amended} A network eieirient eeinnrising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memory including software, where the at least one memory and the

software are configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the network element
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 5

Art Unit: 2647

to at least:

receive a power eeritrel headroerri report on an uplihlr from user equipment, iri

response to the user eqtiirzainent determining that a set of at ieast one triggering criterion

is met heeeuse at ieest one tnreshrgald has been reached, wherein the set of at least one

triggering eriterion eerhtzirises a oriteriori being met haseri on reselling ea threshold of the

at least one threshold of k transinissieri time intervals teiiowirig a previews power eontroi

headreorh report, wherein it is an integer and wherein said at ieast one threshoid

adjustable via the signai eeinprises adjusting the threshold integer ix; and

previrte ea threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in orrter to éidjtlsii the

at least erie threshold.

3?. w 353. ttlenoeiledi

(End of Amendment).

Allowable Subject Matter

2. Claims 1-7 and 9-36 are allowed.

3. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

Regarding claims 1, 12, 20, 28, and 34, the prior art of record fails to teach

wherein the set oi at least one triggering eriterion eerhprises a criterion being met hasett

on reaching a threshold of the at least erie threshold of ii transmission time intervals
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 6

Art Unit: 2647

Following a previous power central heada“oc3rn report, whetein ii is an integer and

wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adjusting the

threshold integer k.

Dependent claims 2-7, 9-11, 13-19, 21-27, 29-33, 35, and 36 are allowed for the

same FGEISOFI.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DOMINIC E. REGO whose telephone number is

(571)272-8132. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-

5BOpm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Andrew Wendell can be reached on 571-272-0557. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 12/665,427 Page 7

Art Unit: 2647

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/DOMINIC E REGO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2647
Tel 571-272-8132
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Search NOTES 12665427 MICHEL ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

DOMINIC E REGO 2618

SEARCHED

 -§i 
455 522, 67.11, 68-70, 115.3, 126, 127.1,127.2, 135, 226.3, 3/15/2012

277.2, 296

3/15/2012 Ii1_

     

SEARCH NOTES

Search Notes 2 
EAST, Inventor, and Assignee Search 3/15/2012 w
Updated EAST, Inventor, and Assignee Search 1/12/2013 w

INTERFERENCE SEARCH

m 2 
‘PGPUB Text Search-See Interference Search Histor 1/12/2013 w

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office PetitiOne1~'S 12
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Search Query
   

 
 

  
Default Plurals Time 3

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrr

\ ““““““““““““““ Z§E7Eé‘§‘§E%T{E§I“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ ““““““““““ 2013/O1/13$
i 70,115.3,126,127.1,127.2,135,226.3,277.2,296.CC|s.§ 00:25 3
370/318.ccls.

   
  

  
 

........... ................ .....................................................................................................................\ ..................i .........................l ....................- ..........................l

§power near2 control$4 with report$3 same §2013/O1/13$
§adjust$3 near4 threshold §OO:26 ‘

 
  
  
  

  

  

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ .................n u.......................« ...................: ..........................s

§power near2 control$4 near4 report$3 same $2013/O1/13§
§(increase$3 rais$3 adjust$3 revis$3 higher more §OO:26 3
§most maximum max maximal larger exceed$3
§greater increment$3 decreas$3 lower$3 reduc$4
§diminish$3 lessen$3 mitigat$3 suppress$3
§attenuat$3 degrad$3 decrement$3) near2
§threshold\ \\\\\\\\\\$ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ \\\xxxxxxxxxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\xxxxxxxxxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\xxxxxxxxxx\\\\\\\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxfl xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxé «xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: “““““““““‘- \«xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:

§16 and 18 $2013/01/13$
3 §OO:26 3

 

 

 
 

\\\\\\\\\\A \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\A KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\KKKKKKKKK\\KKKKKKKKK\\KKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\: \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ xxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\:

19 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= $2013/01/13;
;"2oo7oe2o" @pd <= "2oo7oe2o") ;oo:27 2

 

 
  

 
  

   
    

 
 

§2o13/01/13g
;oo:28 3
  §power near2 control$4 near4 report$3 same

§(increase$3 rais$3 adjust$3 revis$3 higher more
§most maximum max maximal larger exceed$3

Egreater increment$3 decreas$3 lower$3 reduc$4
§diminish$3 lessen$3 mitigat$3 suppress$3 k
§attenuat$3 degrad$3 decrement$3 reach$3) near2
lthreshold *..........¢ ...............¢ .....................................................................................................................\ ..................: ........................: ..................a ..........................:

E21 same (cellular cell adj phone mobile portable §2013/O1/13$
§pda terminal device user equipment (wireless §OO:29 3
§communication) near2 (terminal device unit i 3
§apparatus station user subscriber phone cellular cell§
§adj phone mobile equipment) phone telephone \
§cordless hand$free hand adj free hand$held hand \

3 i §adj held wtru subscriber station$1 electronic near2
......... .............. i

......................................................................................................................... .
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EAST Search History

L23 §25 §22 same (cell network sector cell base adj2 stations§ US §OR §ON 32013/O1/133
3 §bts$1 bs$1 base$station node-b access near point §PGPUB;§ 300230

ap base near2 site bss bs) USPAT; 3 3
USOCR;§
FPRS; 3
EPO;  
 

  

 
 

§2o13/01/133
§OO:32 3

\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\« KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\o \\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKu

§22 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= 32013/01/13;
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §oo:32 3
  

 

§24 and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <=
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620")
 

 
   

 32013/01/133
;oo:32

\ ..........¢ ...............¢ .....................................................................................................................\ ............... ......................: ..................« ..........................:

§power near2 control$4 near4 report$3 same (rais$3§ 32013/O1/133
§adjust$3 reach$3) near2 threshold 3 300233 3   

  

xxxxxxxxxxfl xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxfl \\\«xx\\\\«xx\\\\«xx\\\\«xx\\\\«xx\\\\«xx\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\\xx\\\\«xx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ xxxxxxxxxxxxxx “““““““““““- xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: sssssssssssssssssssssssss«

§power near2 control$4 near4 report$3 same 32013/O1/O93
§adjust$3 near4 threshold 306241 3

 

 
  

 

  
 
 

gpower near2 control$4 with report$3 same §2013/O1/O93
§(increase$3 rais$3 adjust$3 revis$3 higher more 306:46
§most maximum max maximal larger exceed$3
§greater increment$3 decreas$3 lower$3 reduc$4

§diminish$3 lessen$3 mitigat$3 suppress$3
§attenuat$3 degrad$3 decrement$3) near4
§threshold\ ...........‘ ................‘ .....................................................................................................................\ .............. ......................l ....................- ..........................l

$351 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= 32013/01/09;
§"2oo7o62o" @pd <= "20070620") §O6:46 3

  

 

  

  ““““““““““““““
§outer near loop) 306:4? 3 
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EAST Search History

same (open$loop open near loop outer$loop $2013/O1/O9§
§outer near loop close$loop close near loop §O6:48
§inner$loop inner near loop) S 3 3

$354 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= \ §2o13/01/09$
§"2oo7o62o" @pd <= "20070620") §O6:48

§power near2 control$4 with report$3 same § §2013/O1/09$
§adjust$3 near4 threshold §O6:51 3

§s56 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= § §2o13/01/o9§
§"2oo7o62o" @pd <= "20070620") ;o6:52 *

1/ 13/ 2013 12:36:05 AM

C:\ Users\ drego\ Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ 12665427.wsp
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Search Query §Defau|t §P|urals§Time 3
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrr 

  
 

 
 

  

   

\ “““““““““““ (IJQFQEB“33;}?FREE}?Ei}‘i}Ff“Efi;E;“EE;EE““““““ “““““““““‘ K2013/01/13:
§ingemann near2 pedersen).in. (Claudio near §OO:16
rosa).in.

  

\ ..........u ................u ......................................................................................................‘. ....................l .........................l ....................‘ ..........................l

§2o13/01/13;
§oo:16 2

  
$2013/01/13g(power near2 head$room).c|m. _

‘ §OO:‘|6
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§(power near2 contro|$4 with report$3 same §2013/O1/13§
§adjust$3 near4 thresho|d).c|m. §OO:19 3  
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§2o13/01/13g
§oo:2o
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 IN THE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re U.S. Patent Application of:

APPLICANTS: Juergen Michel et al.

‘SERIAL NO.: 12/665,427 FILING DATE:

EXAMINER: Rego, Dominic E ART UNIT:

ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO.: 863.0156.U1 (US)

TITLE: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

January 22, 2010

2618/2647 (per Notice)

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF NON—COMPLIANT AMENDMENT

Sir:

This paper is herewith filed in response to the Examiner's Notice ofNon-Compliant Amendment

mailed on October 9, 2012 for the above-captioned U.S. Patent Application. This Response is

filed within the one month period for reply as recited in the referenced Notice. However, should

the undersigned attorney be mistaken, please consider this a petition for any extension of time

that may be required to maintain the pendency of this Patent Application, and charge deposit

account no. 50-1924 for any required fee deficiency.

To address the Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment, the claim status of claim 19 has been

corrected to read “Original” and claim 19 has been removed from the list ofamended claims. The

remainder ofthe Amendment as previously submitted on September 21, 2012 remains unchanged

and is re-submitted below in its entirety. The Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the

amendment for prosecution of the Application towards an Allowance.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of the claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of the claims in this

application.

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion

include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold is

adjustable via a sigr_1al to the user eguipment.

2. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said

power control headroom report is for use in a power control

correction command to the user eguipment.

3. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a triggering criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said set of at least one triggering

criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail Teaehing teaching a

respective threshold.

5. (Currently Amended) The method ofelaim—4 claim 1, wherein the pluralit-y _se_tof at least

one triggering criterion eriteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third

criterion.
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6. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion being met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of n closed loo_p power corrections has—reaeheel—a

Q#esh having been received by the user eguipment over In transmission

time intervals: wherein n and m are integers and wherein said at least one threshold adjustabl

via the sigpal comprises adjusting the threshold integers n and m.

(‘D

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion  um£fbeing met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of in transmission time intervals, following a11 open

loop power controlmodification ,

wherein m is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal

comprises adjusting the threshold integer in.

8. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion fbeing met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals [[,]] following a

previous power control headroomrepon 

wherein k is an integgr and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal

comprises adjusting the threshold integer k.

9. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 5 , wherein the first ciiterion is such that a

number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]]

following an open loop power control modification[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

10. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals[[,]] following a previous power control headroom

report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.
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1 1. (Original) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

12. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

means for determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

means for providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering

criterion include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached power correction, wherein

said at least one threshold is adjustable via a signal to the apparatus.

13. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said

power control headroom repoit is for use in a power control '

correction command to the apparatus.

14. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

15. (Original) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

16. (Currently Amended) The apparatus ofelaim-1-5-claim .12, wherein the plurality Qof at

least one triggering criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

17. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the first criterion is such that a

number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]]
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following an open loop power control modification[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

18. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that

an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]] following a previous power control headroom

report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

19. (Original) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

'20. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memog including software, where the at least one memog and the

software are configpred, with the at least one processor, to cause the apparatus to at least:

determine that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met; and

provide a power control headroom report on an uplink

from said user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one

triggering criterion include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached wherein said at
 

least one threshold is adjustable via a signal to the apparatus.

21. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said

power control headroom report is for use in a power control

correction command to the apparatus.
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22. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criteria comprises a triggering criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

23. (Original) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein saidset of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

24. (Original) The a_pparatus of claim 23, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criteiion, and a third criteiion.

25. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the first criterion is such that a number of

received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein

the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open

loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

26. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time interVals[[,]] following a previous power control

headroom report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

27. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

28. (Currently Amended") A non-transitory computer

readable medium including software mg

when executed by a processor, iiadapted to carry out [[the]] functions of:

determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing a power control headroom repolt on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include [[a]]
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at least one threshold having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold is adjustable

via a sig1_1al to the user eguipment.

29. (Currently Amended) The computer pi=egram—preéuet readable medium of claim 28,

wherein said power control headroom report is for use in a

power control coirection command to the user equipment.

30. (Currently Amended) The computer pi=egram—preduet readable mediLun of claim 28,

wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

31 . (Currently Amended) The computer  dHG¥ readable medium of claim 28,

wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria

that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

32. (Currently Amended) The computer  ®areadable mediwn of claim 3 I,

wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third

criterion.

33. (Currently Amended) The computer  ®areadable medium of claim 32,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of con‘ections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has reached

a threshold of intervals since modification.

34. (Currently Amended) A network element comprising:

at least one processor,‘ and

at least one memogg including sofiware, where the at least one memory and the
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software are configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the network element to at

least:

receive a power control headroom report on

an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a set of at

least one triggering criterion is met because [[a]] at least one threshold has been reached, and

 provide a threshold adjustment signal to

the user equipment in order to adjust the at least one threshold.

35. (Original) The network element of claim 34, wherein the set comprises a criterion such

that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

36. (Currently Amended) The network element of claim 34,

module-eenfigured wherein the at least one memog including the software is configured with

the at least one processor to cause the network element to provide a closed loop power control

correction command signal to the user equipment at least partly in response to said power

control headroom report.

3 7. — 39. (Cancelled)
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REMARKS:

This paper is herewith filed in response to the Examiner’s Office Action mailed on March 22,

2012 for the above-captioned U.S. Patent Application. This office action is a rejection of claims

1-39 of the application.

More specifically, the Examiner has rejected claims 28-33 under 35 USC 101 asserting that the

claimed invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter; rejected claims 1-2, 4-5, 12-13, 15-

16, 20-21, 23-24, 28-29, 31-32, 34, and 37 under 35 USC 102(e) as being anticipated by Malladi

(US20070270175); rejected claims 3, 14, 22, 30, 35, and 38 under 35 USC 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Milladi in view of Milladi (US20100029212) herafier referred to as

Mi1ladi*212; rejected claims 6 and 36 under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi

in view of Johnson (US20080240013); rejected claim 7 under 35 USC 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Milladi in view ofDamnjanovic (US20080247358); rejected claim 8 under 35

USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi in view of Yavuz (US20090034474); rejected

claims 9, 17, 25, 33, and 39 under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi in view of

Johnson and further in view ofDarrmj anovic; rejected claims 8, 18, and 26 under 35 USC 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Malladi in view of Johnson in view of Damnjanovic, and further in

view of Yavuz (Us20090034474); and rejected claims 1 1, 19, and 27 under 35 USC 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Milladi in view ofJohnson in view ofDamnjanovic, and further in view

of Milladi*212. The rejections are respectfully traversed.

Claims 1-10, 12-14, 17-18, 20-22, 26, 28-34 and 36 have been amended. Claims 37-40 have been

cancelled without prejudice or disclaimer. Support for the amendments can be found at least page

6, line 22 to page 7, line 16 and page 8, line 9 to page 9, line 6 of the Application as filed. No

new matter is added.

First, regarding the rejection of claims 28-33 under 35 USC 101, these claims have been

amended to address the rejection. The Examiner is respectfully requested to remove the rejection

under 35 USC 101.
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Regarding the objection to the specification as indicated on page 3 of the Office Action, the

claims have been amended to replace the term “computer program product” with the term

“sofiware.” This language is at least supported on page 8, lines 22-26 ofthe Application as filed.

For at least these reasons the Examiner is requested to remove the objection to the specification.

In addition, for similar reasons the amendments to apparatus claim 20 and network element

claims 34 and 36 are also supported by the specification.

Regarding the Rejection of Independent Claims 1, 12, 20, and 28

Although the rejections are not expressly or impliedly agree with, in order to facilitate the

prosecution of this patent application towards allowance each of the Independent claims 1, 12,

20, and 28 have been amended in a somewhat similar fashion to recite features similar to claims

2, 13, 21, and 29, respectively. For example, claim 1 now recites:

A method comprising: determining that a set ofat least one triggering criterion is

met; and providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least

one triggering criterion include at least one threshold having been reached,

wherein said at least one threshold is adjustable via a sigpal to the user eguipment

Regarding the rejection of claim 2, now similarly incorporated in claim 1, the Examiner states:

“Regarding claim 2, Malladi teaches the method of claim 1, wherein said

threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment (Paragraph 0025, 0030,

and 0097),” (page 4 of the Office Action).

Malladi discloses:

“Systems and methods are provided for mitigating interference in a wireless

network by controlling transmitter power levels in the network. In one

embodiment, a method for controlling power in a wireless network is provided.

10
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The method includes determining a relative power parameter at a wireless device

such as a mobile wireless terminal and receiving a load parameter at the wireless

device, where the load parameter is associated with at least one other wireless

£11. The method includes adjusting transmit power ofthe wireless device in view

of the relative power parameter and the load parameter. In another embodiment,

the transmit power can be controlled in view of an absolute power spectral

densig; parameter. In still yet another embodiment, along with relative power and

absolute power spectral density parameters, transmit power can be adjusted in

view of a relative power spectral density parameter,” (emphasis added),

(paragraph [0025])§ and

“In an embodiment, the power control component 160 employs the load indicator

bits noted above and another parameter such as power headroom, where such

headroom can be a function of a reference sigpal maintained at the stations 124-

.130 plus the maximum deliverable power by given devices 144-150. Based on

such parameters, power transmissions can be tailored at the transmitting device

144-150 in the cell 124-130 to reduce the impact on devices within the cells or

devices associated with other cells. In another embodiment, the power density

control component 170 controls the power headroom parameter (or relative

transmit power capability) along with a parameter referred to as absolute power

spectral density at the devices 144-150. Based on this combination of power

headroom and absolute power spectral density, devices 144-150 operating in a

given cell 124-130 can adjust a given transmit power output in order to mitigate

interference,” (emphasis added), (paragraph [0030] ; and

“FIG. 10 is an illustration of a system 1000 for controlling power in accordance

with a wireless terminal. In general, the system 1000 is related to a wireless

communications apparatus to control transmitted power. This includes a logical

component 1002 for receiving load parameters associated with wireless network

cells. For example, this could include a receiver circuit in a wireless terminal or

other receiver components. At 1004, a logical component is provided for

generating a power headroom parameter based on a received reference signal.

This could include a processor associated with a wireless terminal. At 1006, a

logical component is provided for adjusting power based in part on the load

parameters and the power headroom parameter. This can include processor

instructions or hardware to execute a power control algorithm for example. At

1008, a logical component is provided for adjusting power based on an absolute

power spectral density parameter, where this module can also include components

of an algorithm,” (paragraph [0097])

The rejection is vague; however the Examiner appears to assert that the load parameter or load

indicator bits or else the reference signal received by the wireless terminal ofMilladi is somehow

disclosing a signal to adjust a threshold of triggering criterion for a power control headroom

11
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report at the wireless terminal. First, none of these paragraphs ofMalladi disclose any operation

using a threshold, for that matter in all ofMalladi there is no disclosure ofa threshold. Similarly,

Malladi does not disclose any operation where these parameters are used to adjust a threshold by

the wireless terminal of Malladi. Malladi discloses:

“Thus, one parameter that may be communicated between cells 1 10-120 indicates

the general notion of load in the cell, where a load indicator bit for example, may

signal that at least one device 144-150 is communicating in the cell. From these

and other parameters, interference can be mitigated between cells 110-120 by

emplofing the parameters to reduce transmit power at the respective devices 144-

150 operating within a given cell,” (emphasis added), (paragraph [O029]); and

“In an embodiment, the power control component 160 employs the load indicator

bits noted above and another parameter such as power headroom, where such

headroom can be a function of a reference sigpal maintained at the stations 124-

130 plus the maximum deliverable power by given devices 144-150. Based on

such parameters, power transmissions can be tailored at the transmitting device

144-150 in the cell 124-130 to reduce the impact on devices within the cells or

devices associated with other cells. In another embodiment, the power density

control component 170 controls the power headroom parameter (or relative

transmit power capability) along with a parameter referred to as absolute power

spectral density at the devices 144-150. Based on this combination of power

headroom and absolute power spectral density, devices 144-150 operating in a

given cell 124-130 can adjust a given transmit power output in order to mitigate

interference,” (paragraph [0030]).

According to Milladi the load parameter or load indicator bits and the power headroom appear to

each be employed to reduce transmit power ofthe respective devices. However, Malladi does not

disclose that the load parameter is used to adjust a threshold oftriggering criterion for the power

headroom in Malladi. With regards to the reference signal Milladi merely disclose that the power

headroom can be a function ofthe reference signal. Milladi does not disclose any detail regarding

this fimction and Milladi does not disclose that the reference signal somehow adjusts a threshold

to trigger the power headroom. For at least these reasons the Examiner is respectfully requested

to clarify the support for rejection in a non-final Office Action or else remove the rejection.

The basis for the Examiner's rejection is not understood. The Examiner is respectfully reminded

12
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that a 35 USC 102 rejection requires that the cited art disclose to the specificity of the rejected

claim; Verve, LLC v. Crane Cams, Inc., 311 F.3d 1116, 1120, 65 USPQ2d 1051 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

(“A single reference must describe the claimed invention with sufficient precision and detail

to establish that the subject matter existed in the prior art”). It is axiomatic that a 35 USC

102(e) rejection requires strict identity with every claim element.

It is well recognized that "to constitute an anticipation, all material elements recited in a claim

must be found in one unit of prior art", Ex Parte Gould, BPAI, 6 USPQ 2d, 1680, 1682 (1987),

citing with approval In re Marshall, 578 F.2d 301, 304, 198 USPQ 344, 346 (CCPA 1978).

Clearly, not all material elements recited in claim 1 are found in Malladi as asserted in the

anticipation rejection.

Further, none of the references cited overcome at least the above stated shortfalls of Malladi.

Milladi*212

Milladi*212 relates to a method ofadjusting transmit power ofthe wireless device in view ofthe

relative power parameter and the load parameter (paragraph [002 5]). Similar to Milladi, as above,

in all of Mi11adi*212 there is not disclosed any operation using a threshold, no less an operation

of a received signal adjusting a threshold of triggering criterion for a power control headroom.

Milladi*212 does not overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi as stated above.

Johnson

Johnson discloses a method to perform closed loop power control, a receiving station measures

the signal strength ofa received signal transmitted from a transmitting station, generates periodic

power control commands based on the signal strength measurements, and transmits the periodic

power control commands to a transmitting station to control the transmit power level of the

transmitting station (Abstract). With regards to theicontrol commands Johnson discloses “To

briefly summarize, the base station 20 continuously monitors the uplink load and sends control

13
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signals to one or more mobile stations 30 to selectively enable and disable compressed mode

operation depending on the uplink load,” (paragraph [0016]). The control signals ofJohnson used

to enable and disable a compressed mode operation does not read on a received signal adjusting a

threshold of triggering criterion for a power control headroom. In addition, similar to Malladi and

Milladi*2l2 Johnson does not disclose a received signal adjusting a threshold of triggering

criterion for a power control headroom. Johnson does not overcome at least the shortfalls of

Milladi and Milladi*2l2 as stated above.

Damnjanovic

Danmjanovic relates to a method for a channel sensitive scheduler for scheduling transmissions

in a communication system *Abstract). Damnjanovic does not disclose a received signal

adjusting a threshold oftriggering criterion for a power control headroom. Damnjanovic does not

overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi, Milladi*2l2, and Johnson as stated above.

Yavuz

Yavuz discloses a method for dynamically adjusting the transmission time interval (TTI) for a

communications system are presented (Abstract). Yavuz discloses an operation identifying is

whether a packet error rate of communications condition is crossing a threshold value however

the threshold of Yavus is predetermined and in a range of 0.1% and 5% (Fig. 5; paragraphs 16

and 18; and claims 18 and 46). Yavus does not overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi,

Milladi*2l2, Johnson, and Damnjanovic as stated above.

None of the references cited overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi as stated above.

For at least these reasons the rejection should be removed and claim 1 should be allowed.

In addition, the Applicants submit that, for similar reasons, the foregoing amendments to the

independent claims 12, 20, and 28 also place these claims in condition for allowance in view of

14
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the references cited. Therefore the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow these

claims.

Regarding Independent Claim 34

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where independent claim 34 recites:

“A network element comprising: at least one processor; and at least one memory

including software, where the at least one memory and the software are

configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the apparatus to at least:

receive a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to the user equipment determining that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met because at least one threshold has been reached, and provide a

threshold adjustment sig1_1al to the user eguipment in order to adjust the at least
one threshold” '

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 34.

Regarding Claim 6

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 6 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold ofn closed loop

power corrections having been received by the user eguipment over rn

transmission time intervals, wherein n and m are integers and wherein said at

least one threshold adiustable via the signal comgrises adiustingr the threshold

integers n and m.”

Thus, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 6.

Regarding Claim 7

15
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For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 7 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold ofthe at least one threshold ofm transmission

time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, wherein in is

an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal

comprises adjusting the threshold integer 171.”

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 7.

Regarding Claim 8

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 8 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission

time intervalsfollowing a previous power control headroom report, wherein k is

an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adiustable via the signal

comprises ad[usting the threshold integer k.”

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 8.

In addition, for at least the reasons that claims 2-1 1, 13-19, 21-27, and 29-33 depend from claims

1, 12, 20, 28, and 34, respectively, the references cited do not disclose or suggest these claims.

Based on the above explanations and arguments, it is clear that the references cited cannot be

seen to disclose or suggest claims 1-36. The Examiner is respectfully requested to reconsider and

remove the rejections of claims 1-36 and to allow all of the pending claims 1-36 as now

presented for examination.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted that all of the claims now present in

the application are clearly novel and patentable over the prior art of record. Should any

unresolved issue remain, the Examiner is invited to call Applicants’ attorney at the telephone

number indicated below.

Respectfully submitted:

 
Customer No.: 29,683

HARRINGTON & SMITH ATTORNEYS AT LAW, LLC

4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212

Telephone: (203)925-9400

Facsimile: (203)944-0245

email: jga1rity@hspatent.com

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service

as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. BOX 1450,

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Name of Person Making Deposit
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Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment 12/555427 MICHEL ET A'—-

‘m’”'”“ -2647

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

The amendment document filed on 25 Segtember, 2012 is considered non-compliant because it has failed to meet the

requirements of 37 CFR 1.121 or 1.4. In order for the amendment document to be compliant, correction of the following

item(s) is required.

THE FOLLOWING MARKED (X) ITEM(S) CAUSE THE AMENDMENT DOCUMENT TO BE NON-COMPLIANT:

|:| 1. Amendments to the specification:
|:| A. Amended paragraph(s) do not include markings.
|:| B. New paragraph(s) should not be underlined.
I:I C. Other

I:I 2. Abstract:

I:I A. Not presented on a separate sheet. 37 CFR 1.72.
I:I B. Other

|:| 3. Amendments to the drawings:
I:I A. The drawings are not properly identified in the top margin as “Replacement Sheet,” “New Sheet,” or

“Annotated Sheet” as required by 37 CFR 1.121(d).

I:| B. The practice of submitting proposed drawing correction has been eliminated. Replacement drawings
showing amended figures, without markings, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 are required.

I:I C. Other

IX] 4. Amendments to the claims:

I:| A. A complete listing of all of the claims is not present.
I:I B. The listing of claims does not include the text of all pending claims (including withdrawn claims)
I:I C. Each claim has not been provided with the proper status identifier, and as such, the individual status

of each claim cannot be identified. Note: the status of every claim must be indicated after its claim

number by using one of the following status identifiers: (Original), (Currently amended), (Canceled),

(Previously presented), (New), (Not entered), (Withdrawn) and (Withdrawn-currently amended).

|:| D. The claims of this amendment paper have not been presented in ascending numerical order.
IZI E. Other: Claim 19 do not include markings.

I:I 5. Other (e.g., the amendment is unsigned or not signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4): For further explanation
of the amendment format required by 37 CFR 1.121, see MPEP § 714.

TIME PERIODS FOR FILING A REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Applicant is given no new time period if the non-compliant amendment is an after-final amendment or an

amendment filed after allowance, or a drawing submission (only) If applicant wishes to resubmit the non-compliant
after-final amendment with corrections, the entire corrected amendment must be resubmitted.

2. Applicant is given one month, or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer, from the mail date of this notice to supply the

correction, if the non-compliant amendment is one of the following: a preliminary amendment, a non—final amendment

(including a submission for a request for continued examination (BCE) under 37 CFR 1.114), a supplemental

amendment filed within a suspension period under 37 CFR 1.103(a) or (c), and an amendment filed in response to a

Quayle action. If any of above boxes 1 to 4 are checked, the correction required is only the corrected section of the

non-compliant amendment in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121.

Extensions of time are available under 37 CFR 1.136(a) only if the non-compliant amendment is a non—final

amendment or an amendment filed in response to a Quayle action.

Failure to timely respond to this notice will result in:

Abandonment of the application if the non-compliant amendment is a non—final amendment or an amendment

filed in response to a Quayle action; or

Non-entry of the amendment if the non-compliant amendment is a preliminary amendment or supplemental
amendment.

Legal Instruments Examiner (LIE), if applicable /BRENDA MURPHY/ Telephone No: (571)272-1033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Pan of Paper No_ 20121007-1

PTOL—324 (04-06) Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (37 CFR 1.121)
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In re U.S. Patent Application of:

APPLICANTS: Juergen Michel et al.

SERIAL NO.: 12/665,427 FILING DATE: January 22, 2010

EXAMINER: Rego, Dominic E ART UNIT: 2618

ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO.: 863.0156.U1 (US)

TITLE: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

This paper is herewith filed in response to the Examiner's Office Action mailed on March 22,

2012 for the above-captioned U.S. Patent Application. This Response is filed within three

months following the shortened statutory period for reply recited in the referenced Office Action.

Please consider this as a petition for an extension of time necessary to effect this Response, and

charge Deposit Account No. 50-1924 ($1270) for an extension oftime fee. However, should the

undersigned attorney be mistaken, please consider this a petition for any extension of time that

may be required to maintain the pendency ofthis Patent Application, and charge deposit account

no. 50-1924 for any required fee deficiency.

as/as/2912 ZJUHRRI aaaaam 591924 12555437
91 FC:1253 1279.59 nn
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of the claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of the claims in this

application.

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

detemiining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least one tiiggering criterion

include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold is

adjustable via a signal to the user eguipment.

2. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said

power control headroom report is for use in a power control

correction command to the user eguipment.

3. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a triggering criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said set of at least one triggering

criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail Teaching teaching a

respective threshold.

5. (Currently Amended) The method of elai-rn-4 claim 1, wherein the pl-uarali-t—y §e;t_of at least

one triggering criterion comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third

criterion.
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6. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion being met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of n closed loo_p power corrections has~r=eaeheel—a

&r%h having been received by the user equipment over In transmission

time intervals, wherein n and m are integers and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable

via the siggal comprises adjusting the threshold integers n and m.

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one tri ggering

criterion comprises a criterion £being met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of in transmission time intervals, following an open

loop power controlmodification ,

wherein m is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal

comprises adjusting the threshold integer m.

8. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion sueh—that—an-ameunt—ef being met based on reaching a

threshold of the at least one threshold of k transmission time intervals [[,]] following a

previous power control headroom1‘epo11 

wherein k is an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adjustable via the signal

comprises adjusting the threshold integer k.

9. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 5 , wherein the first criterion is such that a

number of received closed loop power co rrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]]

following an open loop power control modification[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

10. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an

amount of—t_ransmission time intervals[[_,]] following a previous power control headroom

report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.
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l 1. (Original) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

12. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

means for determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

means for providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering

criterion include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached power correction, wherein

said at least one threshold is adjustable via a sigpal to the apparatus.

13. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said

%gmH power control headroom report is for use in a power control

correction command to the apparatus.

14. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criterion comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

15. (Original) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

16. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of elaim—1—§—claim 12, wherein the plurality §§t_of at

least one triggering criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

17. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the first criterion is such that a

number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time inten/als[[,]]
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following an open loop power control modification[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

18. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that

an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]] following a previous power control headroom

report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

19. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that

an absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

20. (Currently Amended) Apparatus An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memog including software, where the at least one memory and the

software are config1_1red, with the at least one processor, to cause the apparatus to at least:

determine that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met; and

 provide a power control headroom report on an uplink

from said user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one

triggering criterion include [[a]] at least one threshold having been reached wherein said at
 

least one threshold is adjustable via a signal to the apparatus.

21. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said

 power control headroom report is for use in a power control

correction command to the apparatus.
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22. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the set of at least one triggering

criteria comprises a triggering criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

23. (Original) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

24. (Original) The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

25. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the first criterion is such that a number of

received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein

the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open

loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

26. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals[[,]] following a previous power control

headroom report[[,]] has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

27. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

28. (Currently Amended) A non-transitog computer

readable medium including sofiware that

when executed by a processor, isadapted to carry out [[the]] functions of:

determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include [[a]]
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at least one threshold having been reached, wherein said at least one threshold is adjustable

via a sigpal to the user eguipment.

29. (Currently Amended) The computer pregram—pr=eéuet readable medium of claim 28,

wherein said power control headroom report is for use in a

power control correction command to the user equipment.

30. (Currently Amended) The computer pregi=am—pre€luet readable medium of claim 28,

wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and

most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

3 l . (Currently Amended) The computer  duareadable medium of claim 28,

wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria

that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

32. (Currently Amended) The computer pr=egra:m—p£eéue£ readable medium of claim 31,

wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third

criterion.

33. (Currently Amended) The computer pregranepreeluet readable medium of claim 32,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has reached

a threshold of intervals since modification.

34. (Currently Amended) A network element comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memogg including software, where the at least one memogg and the
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software are config1_1red, with the at least one processor, to cause the network element to at

least:

%w receive a power control headroom report on

an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a set of at

least one triggering criterion is met because [[a]] at least one threshold has been reached, and

provide a threshold adjustment signal to

the user equipment in order to adjust the at least one threshold.

35. (Original) The network element of claim 34, wherein the set comprises a criterion such

that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

36. (Currently Amended) The network element of claim 34,

module-ee1+fi-gured wherein the at least one memogg including the sofiware is configured with

the at least one processor to cause the network element to provide a closed loop power control

correction command signal to the user equipment at least partly in response to said power

control headroom report.

37. ~ 39. (Cancelled)
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REMARKS:

This paper is herewith filed in response to the Examiner’s Office Action mailed on March 22,

2012 for the above-captioned U.S. Patent Application. This office action is a rejection ofclaims

1-39 of the application.

More specifically, the Examiner has rejected claims 28-33 under 35 USC 101 asserting that the

claimed invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter; rejected claims 1-2, 4-5, 12-13, 15-

16, 20-21, 23-24, 28-29, 31-32, 34, and 37 under 35 USC 102(e) as being anticipated by Malladi

(US20070270175); rejected claims 3, 14, 22, 30, 35, and 38 under 35 USC 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Milladi in view of Milladi (US20100029212) herafier referred to as

Milladi*212; rejected claims 6 and 36 under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi

in view of Johnson (US20080240013); rejected claim 7 under 35 USC 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Milladi in view ofDamnjanovic (US200802473 58); rejected claim 8 under 35

USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi in view of Yavuz (US20090034474); rejected

claims 9, 17, 25, 33, and 39 under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Milladi in view of

Johnson and fiirther in view of Damnjanovic; rejected claims 8, 18, and 26 under 35 USC 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Malladi in view of Johnson in view of Damnjanovic, and further in

view of Yavuz (Us20090034474); and rejected claims 11, 19, and 27 under 35 USC 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Milladi in view ofJohnson in view ofDamnjanovic, and further in view

of Milladi*212. The rejections are respectfully traversed.

Claims 1-10, 12-14, 17-22, 26, 28034 and 36 have been amended. Claims 37-40 have been

cancelled without prejudice or disclaimer. Support for the amendments can be found at least page

6, line 22 to page 7, line 16 and page 8, line 9 to page 9, line 6 of the Application as filed. No

new matter is added.

First, regarding the rejection of claims 28-33 under 35 USC 101, these claims have been

amended to address the rejection. The Examiner is respectfully requested to remove the rejection

under 35 USC 101.
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Regarding the objection to the specification as indicated on page 3 of the Ofiice Action, the

claims have been amended to replace the term “computer program product” with the term

“sofiware.” This language is at least supported on page 8, lines 22-26 of the Application as filed.

For at least these reasons the Examiner is requested to remove the objection to the specification.

In addition, for similar reasons the amendments to apparatus claim 20 and network element

claims 34 and 36 are also supported by the specification.

Regarding the Rejection of Independent Claims 1, 12, 20, and 28

Although the rejections are not expressly or impliedly agree with, in order to facilitate the

prosecution of this patent application towards allowance each of the Independent claims 1, 12,

20, and 28 have been amended in a somewhat similar fashion to recite features similar to claims

2, 13, 21, and 29, respectively. For example, claim 1 now recites:

A method comprising: determining that a set ofat least one triggering criterion is

met; and providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from "user

equipment, in response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least

one triggering criterion include at least one threshold having been reached,

wherein said at least one threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user eguipment

Regarding the rejection of claim 2, now similarly incorporated in claim 1, the Examiner states:

“Regarding claim 2, Malladi teaches the method of claim 1, wherein said

threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment (Paragraph 0025, 0030,

and 0097),” (page 4 of the Office Action).

Malladi discloses:

“Systems and methods are provided for mitigating interference in a wireless

network by controlling transmitter power levels in the network. In one

embodiment, a method for controlling power in a wireless network is provided.

10
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The method includes determining a relative power parameter at a wireless device

such as a mobile wireless terminal and receiving a load parameter at the wireless

device, where the load parameter is associated with at least one other wireless

Cill. The method includes adjusting transmit power ofthe wireless device in view

of the relative power parameter and the load parameter. In another embodiment,

the transmit power can be controlled in view of an absolute power spectral

density parameter. In still yet another embodiment, along with relative power and

absolute power spectral density parameters, transmit power can be adjusted in

view of a relative power spectral density parameter,” (emphasis added),

(paragraph [0025]); and

“In an embodiment, the power control component 160 employs the load indicator

bits noted above and another parameter such as power headroom, where such

headroom can be a function ofa reference sigpal maintained at the stations 124-

130 plus the maximum deliverable power by given devices 144-150. Based on

such parameters, power transmissions can be tailored at the transmitting device

144-150 in the cell 124-130 to reduce the impact on devices within the cells or

devices associated with other cells. In another embodiment, the power density

control component 170 controls the power headroom parameter (or relative

transmit power capability) along with a parameter referred to as absolute power

spectral density at the devices 144-150. Based on this combination of power

headroom and absolute power spectral density, devices 144-150 operating in a

given cell 124-130 can adjust a given transmit power output in order to mitigate

interference,” (emphasis added), (paragraph [0030]; and

“FIG. 10 is an illustration of a system 1000 for controlling power in accordance

with a wireless terminal. In general, the system 1000 is related to a wireless

communications apparatus to control transmitted power. This includes a logical

component 1002 for receiving load parameters associated with wireless network

cells. For example, this could include a receiver circuit in a wireless terminal or

other receiver components. At 1004, a logical component is provided for

generating a power headroom parameter based on a received reference signal.

This could include a processor associated with a wireless terminal. At 1006, a

logical component is provided for adjusting power based in part on the load

parameters and the power headroom parameter. This can include processor

instructions or hardware to execute a power control algorithm for example. At

1008, a logical component is provided for adjusting power based on an absolute

power spectral density parameter, where this module can also include components

of an algorithm,” (paragraph [O097])

The rejection is vague; however the Examiner appears to assert that the load parameter or load

indicator bits or else the reference signal received by the wireless terminal ofMilladi is somehow

disclosing a signal to adjust a threshold of triggering criterion for a power control headroom

ll
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report at the wireless terminal. First, none of these paragraphs ofMalladi disclose any operation

using a threshold, for that matter in all ofMalladi there is no disclosure ofa threshold. Similarly,

Malladi does not disclose any operation where these parameters are used to adjust a threshold by

the wireless terminal of Malladi. Malladi discloses:

“Thus, one parameter that may be communicated between cells 1 10-120 indicates

the general notion ofload in the cell, where a load indicator bit for example, may

signal that at least one device 144-150 is communicating in the cell. From these

and other parameters, interference can be mitigated between cells 1 10-120 by

employing the parameters to reduce transmit power at the respective devices 144-

150 operating within a given cell,” (emphasis added), (paragraph [0029]); and

“In an embodiment, the power control component 160 employs the load indicator

bits noted above and another parameter such as power headroom, where such

headroom can be a function of a reference sigpal maintained at the stations 124-

130 plus the maximum deliverable power by gjven devices 144-150. Based on

such parameters, power transmissions can be tailored at the transmitting device

144-150 in the cell 124-130 to reduce the impact on devices within the cells or

devices associated with other cells. In another embodiment, the power density

control component 170 controls the power headroom parameter (or relative

transmit power capability) along with a parameter referred to as absolute power

spectral density at the devices 144-150. Based on this combination of power

headroom and absolute power spectral density, devices 144-150 operating in a

given cell 124-130 can adjust a given transmit power output in order to mitigate

interference,” (paragraph [0030]).

According to Milladi the load parameter or load indicator bits and the power headroom appear to

each be employed to reduce transmit power ofthe respective devices. However, Malladi does not

disclose that the load parameter is used to adjust a threshold of triggering criterion for the power

headroom in Malladi. With regards to the reference signal Milladi merely disclose that the power

headroom can be a function of the reference signal. Milladi does not disclose any detail regarding

this function and Milladi does not disclose that the reference signal somehow adjusts a threshold

to trigger the power headroom. For at least these reasons the Examiner is respectfully requested

to clarify the support for rejection in a non-final Office Action or else remove the rejection.

The basis for the Examiner's rejection is not understood. The Examiner is respectfully reminded

12
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that a 35 USC 102 rejection requires that the cited art disclose to the specificity of the rejected

claim; Verve, LLC v. Crane Cams, Inc., 311 F.3d 1116, 1120, 65 USPQ2d 1051 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

(“A single reference must describe the claimed invention with sufficient precision and detail

to establish that the subject matter existed in the prior art”). It is axiomatic that a 35 USC

102(e) rejection requires strict identity with every claim element.

It is well recognized that "to constitute an anticipation, all material elements recited in a claim

must be found in one unit of prior art", Ex Parte Gould, BPAI, 6 USPQ 2d, 1680, 1682 (1987),

citing with approval In re Marshall, 578 F.2d 301, 304, 198 USPQ 344, 346 (CCPA 1978).

Clearly, not all material elements recited in claim 1 are found in Malladi as asserted in the

anticipation rejection.

Further, none of the references cited overcome at least the above stated shortfalls of Malladi.

Milladi*212

Milladi*212 relates to a method ofadjusting transmit power ofthe wireless device in view ofthe

relative power parameter and the load parameter (paragraph [0025]). Similar to Milladi, as above,

in all ofMilladi*212 there is not disclosed any operation using a threshold, no less an operation

of a received signal adjusting a threshold of triggering criterion for a power control headroom.

Milladi*212 does not overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi as stated above.

Johnson

Johnson discloses a method to perform closed loop power control, a receiving station measures

the signal strength ofa received signal, transmitted from a transmitting station, generates periodic

power control commands based on the signal strength measurements, and transmits the periodic

power control commands to a transmitting station to control the transmit power level of the

transmitting station (Abstract). With regards to the control commands Johnson discloses “To

briefly summarize, the base station 20 continuously monitors the uplink load and sends control

13
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signals to one or more mobile stations 30 to selectively enable and disable compressed mode

operation depending on the uplink load,” (paragraph [0O16]). The control signals ofJohnson used

to enable and disable a compressed mode operation does not read on a received signal adjusting a

threshold oftriggering criterion for a power control headroom. In addition, similar to Malladi and

Milladi*2l2 Johnson does not disclose a received signal adjusting a threshold of triggering

criterion for a power control headroom. Johnson does not overcome at least the shortfalls of

Milladi and Milladi*2l2 as stated above.

Damnjanovic

Damnjanovic relates to a method for a channel sensitive scheduler for scheduling transmissions

in a communication system *Abstract). Darrmjanovic does not disclose a received signal

adjusting a threshold oftriggering criterion for a power control headroom. Damnjanovic does not

overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi, Milladi*2l2, and Johnson as stated above.

Yavuz

Yavuz discloses a method for dynamically adjusting the transmission time interval (TTI) for a

communications system are presented (Abstract). Yavuz discloses an operation identifying is

whether a packet error rate of communications condition is crossing a threshold value however

the threshold of Yavus is predetennined and in a range of 0.1% and 5% (Fig. 5; paragraphs 16

and 18; and claims 18 and 46). Yavus does not overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi,

Milladi*2l2, Johnson, and Damnjanovic as stated above.

None of the references cited overcome at least the shortfalls of Milladi as stated above.

For at least these reasons the rejection should be removed and claim 1 should be allowed.

In addition, the Applicants submit that, for similar reasons, the foregoing amendments to the

independent claims 12, 20, and 28 also place these claims in condition for allowance in view of

14
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the references cited. Therefore the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow these

claims.

Regarding Independent Claim 34

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where independent claim 34 recites:

“A network element comprising: at least one processor; and at least one memory

including software, where the at least one memory and the software are

configured, with the at least one processor, to cause the apparatus to at least:

receive a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in

response to the user equipment detennining that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met because at least one threshold has been reached, and provide a

threshold adjustment sigpal to the user eguipment in order to adjust the at least
one threshold”

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 34.

Regarding Claim 6

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 6 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold of n closed loop

power corrections having been received by the user equipment over m

transmission time intervals, wherein n and 1n are integers and wherein said at

least one threshold adjustable via the signal comprises adiusfing the threshold

integers I1 and In.”

Thus, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection andvallow claim 6.

Regarding Claim 7

15
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For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 7 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold ofthe at least one threshold ofm transmission

time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, wherein m is

an integer and wherein said at least one threshold ad[ustable via the signal

comprises adiusting the threshold integer m.”

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 7.

Regarding Claim 8

For at least the reasons stated above none of the references cited disclose or suggest at least

where claim 8 recites in part:

“wherein the set of at least one triggering criterion comprises a criterion being

met based on reaching a threshold of the at least one threshold ofk transmission

time intervalsfollowing a previous power control headroom report, wherein k is

an integer and wherein said at least one threshold adiustable via the signal

comprises adfusting the threshold integer k.”

Therefore, the Examiner is requested to remove the rejection and allow claim 8.

In addition, for at least the reasons that claims 2-1 1, 13-19, 21-27, and 29-33 depend from claims

1, 12, 20, 28, and 34, respectively, the references cited do not disclose or suggest these claims.

Based on the above explanations and arguments, it is clear that the references cited cannot be

seen to disclose or suggest claims 1-36. The Examiner is respectfully requested to reconsider and

remove the rejections of claims 1-36 and to allow all of the pending claims 1-36 as now

presented for examination.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted that all of the claims now present in

the application are clearly novel and patentable over the prior art of record. Should any

unresolved issue remain, the Examiner is invited to call Applicants‘ attorney at the telephone

number indicated below.

Respectfully submitted:

2350/?\
Date  

Reg. No.:

Customer No.: 29,683

HARRINGTON & SMITH ATTORNEYS AT LAW, LLC

4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212

Telephone: (203)925-9400

Facsimile: (203)944-0245

email: jgarrity@hspatent.com

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service

as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. BOX 1450,

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Q/1024152252 gzm“g;
Date Name of Person Making Deposit
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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

1. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
conditions and requirements of this title.

Claims 28-33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is

directed to non-statutory subject matter. In the specification, paragraph 0035, recites " A

memory may comprise any known type of data storage and/or transmission media,

including magnetic media, optical media, random access memory (RAM), read-only

memory (ROM), a data cache, a data object, etc. Moreover, similar to the CPU, the

memory may reside at a single physical location, comprising one or more types of data

storage, or be distributed across a plurality of physical systems in various forms

Based on underlying parts “transmission media”, treating claims 28-33 as a whole, it is

effectively claiming a signal. Signal does not within any of the statutory categories, thus,

not statutory (See MPEP 2100, In re Nuitjen, Docket no. 2006-1371 (Fed. Cir. Sept 20,

2007)(slip. Op. at 18)). Based on the latest 101 guideline, claims 28-33 can be

amended to overcome the 101 by adding the term "Non—transitory". For example, claims

28-33 can be recited as "A non-transitory computer program product ........... .. .
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Specification objection

2. The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedent basis for

the claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP § 608.01 (0). Correction

of the following is required: Regarding claims 28-33, Applicant recites limitations “A

computer program product” is not disclosed in the Specification. In the specification,

paragraph 0035, stated “The computer system of this embodiment includes a CPU

processor, comprising ....... .. or A memory may comprise any known type of data

storage ......... which is not same as "a computer program product". Therefore, the

specification does not provide enough antecedent basis to the above claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

4. Claims 1,2,4,5,12,13,15,16,20,21,23,24,28,29,31,32,34, and 37 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175).
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Regarding claim 1, Malladi teaches a method comprising: determining that a set

of at least one triggering criterion is met; and providing a power control headroom report

on an uplink from user equipment, in response to determining that the set is met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached

(Paragraph 0034).

Regarding claim 2, Malladi teaches the method of claim 1, wherein said

threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and

0097).

Regarding claim 4, Malladi teaches the method of claim 1, wherein said set of at

least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail

Teaching a respective threshold (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097).

Regarding claim 5, Malladi teaches the method of claim 4, wherein the plurality

of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion (Paragraph

0025, 0030, and 0097. Also, it’s inherent).

Regarding claim 12, Malladi teaches an apparatus comprising: means for

determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and means for providing

a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the

set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold

having been reached (Paragraph 0034).

Regarding claim 13, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 12, wherein said

threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and

0097)
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Regarding claim 15, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set

of at least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail

reaching a respective threshold (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097).

Regarding claim 16, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 15, wherein the

plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion

(Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097. Also, it’s inherent).

Regarding claim 20, Malladi teaches apparatus comprising: a triggering module

configured to determine that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and a

transceiver configured to provide a power control headroom report on an uplink from

said user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one

triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached (Paragraph 0034).

Regarding claim 21, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 20, wherein said

threshold is adjustable via a signal to the apparatus (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097).

Regarding claim 23, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 20, wherein said set

of at least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail

reaching a respective threshold (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097).

Regarding claim 24, Malladi teaches the apparatus of claim 23, wherein the

plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion

(Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097. Also, it’s inherent).

Regarding claim 28, Malladi teaches a computer program product comprising a

computer readable medium having executable code stored therein; the code, when

executed by a processor, adapted to carry out the functions of: determining that a set of
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at least one triggering criterion is met; and providing a power control headroom report

on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said

at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached (Paragraph

0034).

Regarding claim 29, Malladi teaches the computer program product of claim 28,

wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to the user equipment (Paragraph

0025, 0030, and 0097).

Regarding claim 31, Malladi teaches the computer program product of claim 28,

wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of

criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and

0097).

Regarding claim 32, Malladi teaches the computer program product of claim 31,

wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third

criterion (Paragraph 0025, 0030, and 0097. Also, it’s inherent).

Regarding claim 34, Malladi teaches a network element comprising: a report

receiving module configured to receive a power control headroom report on an uplink

from user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a set of at

least one triggering criterion is met because a threshold has been reached, and a

threshold adjustment module, configured to provide a threshold adjustment signal to the

user equipment in order to adjust the threshold (Paragraph 0034).

Regarding claim 37, Malladi teaches a system comprising: user equipment

having a triggering module configured to determine that a set of at least one triggering
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criterion is met, and having a transceiver configured to provide a power control

headroom report on an uplink from said user equipment, in response to the set having

been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been

reached (Paragraph 0034); and

a network element having a report receiving module configured to receive a

power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the

user equipment determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met because

said threshold has been reached, and having a threshold adjustment module configured

to provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the

threshold (Paragraph 0025, 0030, 0034, and 0097).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 3, 14, 22, 30, 35, and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Malladi et al. (US

201 O/002921 2).

Regarding claim 3, Malladi *175 fails to teach the method of claim 1, wherein
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the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the method of claim 1, wherein the

set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs

0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to

Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and voice

communication.

Regarding claim 14, Malladi*175 fails to teach the apparatus of claim 12,

wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current

and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the apparatus of claim 12, wherein

the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs

0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to

Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and voice

communication.

Regarding claim 22, Malladi*175 fails to teach the apparatus of claim 20,

wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current

and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.
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However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the apparatus of claim 20, wherein

the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs

0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to

Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and voice

communication.

Regarding claim 30, Malladi*175 fails to teach the computer program product of

claim 28, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference

between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of

difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the apparatus of claim 20, wherein

the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs

0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to

Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and voice

communication.

Regarding claim 35, Malladi*175 fails to teach the network element of claim 34,

wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current

and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the network element of claim 34,
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wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current

and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference

(Paragraphs 0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of

Malladi *212 to Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and

voice communication.

Regarding claim 38, Malladi*175 fails to teach the system of claim 37, wherein

the set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the system of claim 37, wherein the

set comprises a criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most

recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs

0018, 0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to

Malladi *175 in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and voice

communication.

7. Claims 6 and 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Johnson et al. (US 2008/0240013).

Regarding claim 6, Malladi fails to teach the method of claim 1, wherein the set

comprises a criterion such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections.
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However, in related art, Johnson teaches the method of claim 1, wherein the set

comprises a criterion such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources

efficiently.

Regarding claim 36, Malladi fails to teach the network element of claim 34,

further comprising a correction module configured to provide a closed loop power

control correction command signal to the user equipment at least partly in response to

said power control headroom report.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches the network element of claim 34,

further comprising a correction module configured to provide a closed loop power

control correction command signal to the user equipment at least partly in response to

said power control headroom report (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources

efficiently.

8. Claim 7 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Malladi et

al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Damnjanovic et al. (US 2008/0247358).

Regarding claim 7, Malladi fails to teach the method of claim 1, wherein the set
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comprises a criterion such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an

open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches the method of claim 1, wherein the

set comprises a criterion such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following

an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification (Paragraph 076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic

to Malladi in order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.

9. Claim 8 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Malladi et

al. (US 2007/0270175) in View of Yavuz et al. (US 2009/0034474).

Regarding claim 8, Malladi fails to teach the method of claim 1, wherein the set

comprises a criterion such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following a

previous power control headroom report, has reached a threshold of intervals since

reporting.

However, in related art, Yavuz teaches the method of claim 1, wherein the set

comprises a criterion such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following a

previous power control headroom report, has reached a threshold of intervals since

reporting (See Abstract; Paragraphs 0018, 0062, 0068, 0073). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the
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above teaching of Yavuz to Malladi in order to provide increased data throughput and

lower power consumption.

10. Claims 9, 17, 25, 33, and 39 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Johnson et al. (US

2008/0240013), and further in view of Damnjanovic et al. (US 2008/0247358).

Regarding claim 9, Malladi fails to teach the method of claim 5, wherein the first

criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a

threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has

reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches the method of claim 5, wherein the first

criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a

threshold of corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching

of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources

efficiently.

The combination of Malladi and Johnson fail to teach wherein the second

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop

power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.
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However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches wherein the second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power

control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification (Paragraph

076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic to Malladi and Johnsonin

order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.

Regarding claim 17, Malladi fails to teach the apparatus of claim 16, wherein

the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control

modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches the apparatus of claim 16, wherein the

first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources

efficiently.

The combination of Malladi and Johnson fail to teach wherein the second

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop

power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches wherein the second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power
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control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification (Paragraph

076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic to Malladi and Johnsonin

order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.

Regarding claim 25, Malladi fails to teach the apparatus of claim 24, wherein

the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control

modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches the apparatus of claim 24, wherein the

first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources

efficiently.

The combination of Malladi and Johnson fail to teach wherein the second

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop

power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches wherein the second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power

control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification (Paragraph

076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time
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of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic to Malladi and Johnsonin

order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.

Regarding claim 33, Malladi fails to teach the apparatus of claim 24, wherein

the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has

reached a threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control

modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches the computer program product of claim

32, wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

provide the above teaching of Johnson to Malladi in order to utilize and assign the

available RF resources efficiently.

The combination of Malladi and Johnson fail to teach wherein the second

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop

power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches wherein the second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power

control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification (Paragraph

076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic to Malladi and Johnsonin

order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.
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Regarding claim 39, Malladi teaches the system of claim 37, wherein the set

comprises a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion (Paragraph 0025,

0030, 0034, and 0097 and it’s inherent), but does not specifically wherein the first

criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a

threshold of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has

reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Johnson teaches wherein the first criterion is such that a

number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of

corrections (Paragraph 0024). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Johnson to

Malladi in order to utilize and assign the available RF resources efficiently.

The combination of Malladi and Johnson fail to teach wherein the second

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop

power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.

However, in related art, Damnjanovic teaches wherein the second criterion is

such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power

control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification (Paragraph

076). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to provide the above teaching of Damnjanovic to Malladi and Johnsonin

order to ensure that every UE in the system receives throughput properly.
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11. Claims 8, 18, and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Johnson et al. (US 2008/0240013) in

view of Damnjanovic et al. (US 2008/0247358), and further in view of Yavuz et al. (US

2009/0034474).

Regarding claim 10, the combination of Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic do

not specifically teach the method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

However, in related art, Yavuz teaches the method of claim 9, wherein the third

criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous

power control headroom report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting

(See Abstract; Paragraphs 0018, 0062, 0068, 0073). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Yavuz to Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to provide increased

data throughput and lower power consumption.

Regarding claim 18, the combination of Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic do

not specifically teach the apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that

an amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

However, in related art, Yavuz teaches the apparatus of claim 17, wherein the

third criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous
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power control headroom report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting

(See Abstract; Paragraphs 0018, 0062, 0068, 0073). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Yavuz to Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to provide increased

data throughput and lower power consumption.

Regarding claim 26, the combination of Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic do

not specifically teach the apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that

an amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

However, in related art, Yavuz teaches the apparatus of claim 24, wherein the

third criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous

power control headroom report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting

(See Abstract; Paragraphs 0018, 0062, 0068, 0073). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide the above

teaching of Yavuz to Malladi, Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to provide increased

data throughput and lower power consumption.

12. Claims 11, 19, and 27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Malladi et al. (US 2007/0270175) in view of Johnson et al. (US

2008/0240013) in view of Damnjanovic et al. (US 2008/0247358), and further in view of

Malladi et al. (us 2010/0029212).
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Regarding claim 11, Malladi *175, Johnson, and Damnjanovic fail to teach the

method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute difference

between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of

difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the method of claim 9, wherein the

third criterion is such that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-

loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs 0018, 0078,

0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to Malladi *175,

Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to mitigate interference and maximize data and

voice communication.

Regarding claim 19, Malladi *175, Johnson, and Damnjanovic fail to teach the

apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute difference

between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of

difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the apparatus of claim 17, wherein

the third criterion is such that an absolute difference between current and most recent

path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs 0018,

0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to Malladi

*175, Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to mitigate interference and maximize data

and voice communication.
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Regarding claim 27, Malladi *175, Johnson, and Damnjanovic fail to teach the

apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute difference

between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of

difference.

However, in related art, Malladi *212 teaches the apparatus of claim 24, wherein

the third criterion is such that an absolute difference between current and most recent

path-loss measurements has reached a threshold of difference (Paragraphs 0018,

0078, 0079, 0081). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention to provide the above teaching of Malladi *212 to Malladi

*175, Johnson, and Damnjanovic in order to mitigate interference and maximize data

and voice communication.

Conclusion

13. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Cho et al. (US Patent #7,558,535), Hosein et al. (US

2004/0252658), Ozturk et al. (US 2008/0259833), Tiedemann, Jr. et al. (US Patent

#5,914,950), Chen et al. (US 2010/0046481), Akbar Attar et al. (US 2007/0015476),

Yoon et al. (US 2007/0097962), Oteri et al. (US 2008/0233992).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DOMINIC E. REGO whose telephone number is

(571)272-8132. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-

5:30 pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Duc M. Nguyen can be reached on 571-272-7503. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/DOMINIC E REGO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2618
Tel 571-272-8132
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§power near2 head$room same (target threshold 32012/O3/18$
reference pre$defin$3 pre$determin$3 pre$set) 11:00 3

§same (up$link reverse)  
..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................é .................n ........................e ...................l .......................... J

§s17 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= $2012/O3/18§
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") ;11:oo 3
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§(juergen near2 miche|).in. (klaus near2 ingemann E2012/03/18$
§near2 pedersen).in. (Claudio near rosa).in. §18:37 

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ .................n ........................g ...................: ..........................g

§(power near2 head$room).c|m. $2012/03/18g
‘ 18:39 3
 

 
  
 

 

$2012/03/18$
18:39

\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\« \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Q \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\

§2o12/o3/18§
18:42 =

..........x ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ .................n ........................g ...................: ..........................g

§power near2 head$room near2 report$3 §2012/O3/18§
* 18:43 3
  

 
 
  

  
 

 

§S‘24 same (target threshold reference pre$defIn$3

pre$determin$3 pre$set)
 

\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\« \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Q \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\

§$5 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @r|ad <= $2012/03/18;
§"2oo7o62o" @pd <= "20070620") §18:44 =
  

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................é ..................\ .........................- ...................l .......................... .-

§power near2 head$room same (path$|oss path §2012/O3/18§
§near2 loss) near2 (measur$3 measurement) §23:O4 3
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  ..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ ...................................................................................4

§S27 and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <= :20‘|2/O3/‘|8§
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") 323:O4  

 
 

\ \\\\\\\\\\$ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ \\\\\\\\NNN\\\\NNN\\flfl\\\\\flfl\\\\\flfl\\\\\flfl\\\\\flfl\\\\\flfl\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\K \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ flflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflflfl: \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\:

§power near2 head$room same (path$loss path 2012/O3/183
§near2 loss) same (target threshold reference 323250
§pre$defin$3 pre$determin$3 pre$set) 3

  
 

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKu

we and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= 32012/O3/18$
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §23:51 3  

  

  

  

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ ...................................................................................4

§power same head$room same ((clos$2 inner) near2§ :2012/O3/19§
§loop) same (target threshold reference pre$defin$3§ 310240
§pre$determin$3 pre$set) 3

  

§S3‘| and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <= §20‘|2/O3/‘I9;
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §10:41 3
  

 

§power same head$room and (adjust$3 correct$3)
near4 ((clos$2 inner) near2 loop) same (target

§threshold reference pre$defin$3 pre$determin$3

§pre$set)

  
 
 

$2012/03/19;
;1o:42 3

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................é ..................\ .........................- ...................l .......................... .-

§S33 and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <= $2012/O3/19$
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §10:43

  
  

 

\ ..........¢ ...............¢ .....................................................................................................................\ ..................: ........................: ..................« ..........................:

§power and head$room and (adjust$3 correct$3) §2012/O3/193
§near4 ((clos$2 inner) near2 loop) with (reach$3 10:49 3
met) 3

  

$2012/03/19;
§ §10:53 3
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§substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3 modify$3 adjust$3  
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§correct$3) with ((clos$2 inner) near2 loop)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\« \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Q \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\

$836 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= §2o12/03/19;
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §1o:53 2  

 
 

  
 
 

 

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................¢ .................n ........................g ...................: ..........................9

§power same head$room and (alter$3 chang$3 §2012/O3/193
§substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3 modify$3 adjust$3 10:57 3
§correct$3) near6 ((clos$2 inner) near2 loop) 3

  

\ 444444444‘; \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ 444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘“““““““““““‘« ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘A x\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\: “““““““““‘- \«xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:

E338 and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <= §20‘|2/O3/‘I93
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §‘|O:59 3

\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\« \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Q \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\

§power same head$room and (alter$3 chang$3 §2012/O3/193
§substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3 modify$3 adjust$3 k 11:48 3
§correct$3) near6 ((open$2 outer) near2 loop) same§
§(tim$3 near2 interval tti) ‘

  

..........\ ................\ ...................................................................................................................... .................n ........................e ...................l .......................... J

§power same head$room and (alter$3 chang$3 32012/O3/193
§substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3 modify$3 adjust$3 11:49 3

§correct$3) with ((open$2 outer) near2 loop) same 3
§(tim$3 near2 interval$3 tti)

 

 
 

 
 

\ ..........¢ ...............¢ .....................................................................................................................\ ..................: ........................: ..................« ..........................:

(alter$3 chang$3 substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3 32012/O3/19$
§modify$3 adjust$3 correct$3) with ((open$2 outer) 11:49 3
near2 loop) same (tim$3 near2 interval$3 tti) 3

  
  
 

“““““« ““““““““« \xxxx«xxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx«xxxxxxxxxx«xxxxxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 44“““““““““““‘- \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\: uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu4

and power and head$room $2012/O3/193
11:49 3

\ \\\\\\\\\\¢ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\£ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ KKK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\J

E842 and head$room $2012/03/19$
11 :49 3

\ ..........é ...............é .....................................................................................................................\ ................... .........................l ...................e ..........................l
I“““““““““““““‘?
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S45 §33 (alter$3 chang$3 substitut$3 replac$3 vary$3
modify$3 adjust$3 correct$3) near4 ((open$2 k

§outer) near2 loop) with (tim$3 near2 interval$3 tti)
§same (target threshold reference pre$defin$3 ‘

pre$determin$3 pre$set)

§2o12/03/19g
;11:52

\ 555555555‘; \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\$ 555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘5555‘“““““““““““‘« ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘A x\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\: “““““““““‘- \\\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:

and (@ad <= "20070620" @r|ad <= §20‘|2/O3/19$
§"20070620" @pd <= "20070620") §11:53
 

 
 
 

 

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKU

(transmi$6 near2 tim$3 near2 interval$3 tti) with ‘2012/O3/19§
§(target threshold reference pre$defin$3 12:20 3
§pre$determin$3 pre$set) same power same 3
head$room

 
 

 
 

 

..........\ ................\ .....................................................................................................................é . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-

§s47 and (@ad <= "2oo7oe2o" @rlad <= §2o12/03/19g
§"2oo7o62o" @pd <= "20070620") ;12:21 3
 

  \ ..........¢ ...............¢ .....................................................................................................................\ ..................: ........................: ..................« ..........................:

3/ 19/ 2012 6:05:55 PM

C:\ Users\ drego\ Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ 12665427.wsp
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Receipt date: 01/11/2010 12665427 ~ GAU: 2618
PaeNo.:1 of: 1

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE ‘ 4% -I 12/665.427
CITATION FORM FOR

PATENT APPLICATION

(FORM PTO-1449)

(Substitute)

 
 
 

 

Filing Date: December 13, 200", _
U.S. PATENT D0CUMENTs‘*"5=="‘

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Class Sub-class
Initials (Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY)

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name Of Patentee of Applicant Translation?
Initials (Country Code-Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY) Yes/No/n/a

OTHER DOCUMENTS Author (Capitalize), Title, Date, Paes, Etc., if known

-3GPP TS 36.300 V8.0.0 (2007-03); 3' Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access

 

 
 

 
 Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network

E-UTRAN ; Overall Descrition; Sta e 2 Release 8 . 

  

  

  nature: /’Don1inEC Rev“ Date Considered: 03/ ‘:5/201 2

Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in confonnance with MPEP. Mark through citation if not considered.
Include a coy of this citation fonn with your next corres ondence to the A - licant(s).  

ALL REFERENCES CO|\ESlDERElL‘é EXCEPT WPl&iElEnlei1‘siEBhiHiIR@(DJ3GH. /DE./’
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BIB DATA SHEET

SERIAL NUMBER

12/665,427

FILING or 371(c)
DATE

01/22/2010

RULE

APPLICANTS

Juergen Michel, Munchen, GERMANY;
Klaus lngemann Pedersen, Aalborg, DENMARK;
Claudio Rosa, Randers, DENMARK;

*1: *************************

This application IS a 371 Of PCT/FI08/50384 06/23/2008
WhICI'I claims benefit 01 60/936,649 06/20/2007

** *************************

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED **
03/30/2010

Foreign Priority claimed :I Yes BNO

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met :I Yes BNO
Verified and /DOMINIC E REGO/

Acknowledged Examiner's Signature Initials

ADDRESS

HARRINGTON & SMITH

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202

SHELTON, CT 06484-6212
UNITED STATES

STATE OR

COUNTRY

GERMANY

D Met afterAllowance

Power Headroom Reporting Method

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
RECEIVED No-

for following:

BIB (Rev. 05/07).

to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, V' 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

GROUP ART UNIT ATTORN'I‘Eg DOCKET
863.0156.U1(US)

SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT

DRAWINGS CLAIMS CLAIMS

4 39 6

II All Fees

31.16 Fees (Filing)

II 1.17 Fees (Processing Ext. of time)

II 1.18 Fees (lssue)

II Other

II Credit
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index 01' Claims 12665427 MICHEL ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

DOMINIC E REGO 2618 
El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant

CLAIM DATE
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index 01' Claims 12665427 MICHEL ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

DOMINIC E REGO 2618

US. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20120315
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Receipt date: 12/18/2009 12665427 ~ GAL]: 2618
Pae No.: 1 of: 1

 
 
 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
  

 

 
   

  

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Docket No.: 863.0l56.U1(US) Serial No.: to be assigned
CITATION FORM FOR

PATENT APPLICATION Applicant(s): Michel et al.

(FORM PTO-1449)

(Substitutg) Filing Date: herewith Group: N//\   

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Sub-classInitials (Numbcr-Kind Code (MMDD-YYYY)

US-2003/0026324 A1 02-06-2003 Li et al.

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name Of Patentee of Applicant Translation?
Initials (Country Code-Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY) Yes/No/n/a

    

 

EP 1 311 076 A1 05-14-2003 Lucent Technologies Inc.

EP 1 628 413 A2 02-22-2006 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

WO 00/03499 01-20-2000 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

W0 00/6244 1 10-19-2000 Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson

 
 

Examiner’s Signature: ,/Domini R / Date Considered: 03/15/2()1g 6
Initial if reference was considered, whether r not citation is in conformance with MPEP. Mark through citation if not considered.

Include a copy of this citation form with your next correspondence to the Aplicant(s).  

ALL REFERENCES CO|\ESlDERElL‘é EXCEPT WPl&iElEnleii‘siEBhiHitE0(DJ3GH. /DE./’
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

3e3I'Ch NOTES 12665427 MICHEL ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

DOMINIC E REGO 2618

SEARCHED

 -§i 
455

522, 67.11, 68-70, 115.3, 126, 127.1, 127.2, 135, 226.3, 3/15/2012 fl277.2, 296

3/15/2012 Ii1_

     

SEARCH NOTES

Search Notes 2 
EAST, Inventor, and Assignee Search 3/15/2012 w

INTERFERENCE SEARCH

US. Patent and Trademark Office PetitiOne1~ S @t5()I'fi%BiItNi.0@220315
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMEVT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS,. Box 1450

xaJidria,Vi.rgLnia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION \l UMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
12/665,427 01/22/2010 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US)

CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

29683 PUBLICATION NOTICE

HARRINGTON & SMITH

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII000000042 72040
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212

Title:Power Headroom Reporting Method

Publication No.US-2010-0173665-A1

Publication Date:07/08/2010

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37

CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the

Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to

applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth

in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of

Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,

by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the

dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent

Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and

Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to

publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS,. Box 1450

xaJIdria,Vi.rgI.rIia 22313-1450wwwusptdgov
 

12/665,427 Juergen Michel 863.0156.U1(US)

29683
HARRINGTON & SMITH PCTfFI08/50384

4 RESEARCH DRIVE, Suite 202

SHELTON, CT 06484-6212
CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

371 ACCEPTANCE LETTER

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office in its capacity as a

Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has determined that the above identified international application has

met the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371, and is ACCEPTED for national patentability examination in the United
States Patent and Trademark Office.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above and the relevant dates are:

01/22/2010 01/22/2010

DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 u.s.c. 371(c)(1), DATE OF COMPLETION OF ALL

(c)(2) and (c)(4) REQUIREMENTS 35 u.s.c. 371 REQUIREMENTS

A Filing Receipt (PTO-103X) will be issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING
ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE " FILING DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35

U.S.C. 371 (c)(1), (c)(2) and (c)(4) REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE

IS SHOWN ABOVE. The filing date of the above identified application is the international filing date of the

international application (Article 11(3) and 35 U.S.C. 363). Once the Filing Receipt has been received, send all

correspondence to the Group Art Unit designated thereon.

The following items have been received:

- Copy of the International Application filed on 12/18/2009

- Copy of the International Search Report filed on 12/18/2009

- Preliminary Amendments filed on 12/18/2009
- Information Disclosure Statements filed on 12/18/2009

- Oath or Declaration filed on 01/22/2010

- U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 12/18/2009

- Priority Documents filed on 12/18/2009

Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed

to the address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5)

VALERIE D KINARD

Telephone: (703) 756-1432

page 1 of 1

FORM PCT/DO/EO/903 (371 Acceptance Notice)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450 

Alexandria, Vi.rgLnia 22313-1450wwwuspto .goV

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT F FFF REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAHVIS IND CLAIMS

12/665,427 01/22/2010 2758 863.0156.U1(US) 39 6
CONFIRMATION NO. 1011

29683 FILING RECEIPT
HARRINGTON & SMITH

4 aesemcu am. sure 2o2 lllllllll llllIllllllllililillillill,118111IIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllll
SHELTON, CT 06484-6212

Date Mailed: 04/01/2010

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)

Juergen Michel, Munchen, GERMANY;

Klaus lngemann Pedersen, Aalborg, DENMARK;
Claudio Rosa, Randers, DENMARK;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 29683

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a 371 of PCT/F|08/50384 06/23/2008
which claims benefit of 60/936,649 06/20/2007

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 03/30/2010

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/665,427

Projected Publication Date: 07/08/2010

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
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Title

Power Headroom Reporting Method

Preliminary Class

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes seIf—heIp "tooIkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

page 2 of 3
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license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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 Application or Docket Number 
 

 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Effective December 8, 2004 
 CLAIMS AS FILED .' PARTI SMALL ENTITY OTHER THAN

TYPE OR SMALL ENTITY

mm
— we

- W
—
-OR
-mm
- A
1

  (Column 1) (Column 2)

satisfies PCT Article 33(1)- All other situations =

U.S. is ISA = $50/$100 , _ _

SEARCH FEE ALL othercountries = A” ‘$ 200 / S 400

FEE FOR EXTRA SPEC. PGS. /50 =
TOTAL CHARGEABLE CLAIMS 3 ?minuS 20 =
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS minus 3 = I 3

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT E]

* lfthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter ‘'0'’ in column 2

  
 

   
 

 
  

 
 

    

 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

El

  
 

  OR TOTAL 925;?

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II‘ omen THAN
(Comm 1) (Comm 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY oR SMALL ENTITY

cI_A|Ms HIGHEST ’
NUMBER PRESENT

PREVIOUSLY ExTRA
PAID FOR

 
   
    

REMAINING
AFTER

AMENDMENT

  
 

 RATE

oR x$2oo=
oR +$36o= I

" “TOTAL"ADDIT1" ""

OR FEE

OR X $ 200 = —
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM [3 OR + 5 350 = -

 

  =AMENDMENTA ’ -I'39.
~(/3

—I To

..no -rn I‘I-’n’
iI1E .E* >

31* §0 »z EO‘ .Z
-SE:{:3 ‘U5
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IEE   
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NUMBER
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AMENDMENT8 —Io
i 3 c U)
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  TOTAL ADDIT.

OR FEE

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in iflgtftliongl‘ S
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FORM ETO-1390 (Modified) U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(REV. 9-2006)

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES

  

CONCERNING A SUBMISSION UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371

IAPU3-Redd A
ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER

863.0l56.Ul(US)

DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US)
12/665,427

2’ JAN 2010

U.S. APPLICATION NO. (I known, see 37 CFR 1.5) 
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CIJXIMED

PCT/Fl2008/050384 23 June 2008 20 June 2007

ITLE OF INVENTION

Power Headroom Reporting Method

‘ PPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US

uergen MICHEL, Klaus Ingemann PEDERSEN, Claudio ROSA

‘ pplicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

10.

11.

12.
EIEIDEE]

This is a FIRST submission of items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is a SECOND or SUBSEQUENT submission of items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is an express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(f)). The submission must include
(9) and (25) indicated below.

The US has been elected (Article 31).

A copy of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(2))

a. D is attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).

b. C] has been communicated by the International Bureau.

c. D is not required, as the application was filed in the United States Receiving Office (R0/US).

An English language translation of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

a. D is attached hereto.

b. D has been previously submitted under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

Amendments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(3))

a. E]

b. C]

c. C]

d. D have not been made and will not be made.

An English language translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(4)). -

are attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).

have been communicated by the Intemational Bureau.

have not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.

An English language translation of the annexes to the Intemational Preliminary Examination Report under PCT
Article 36 (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(5)).

A copy of the Intemational Preliminary Examination Report (PCT/IPEA/409).

A copy of the International Search Report (PCT/ISA/210).

Items 13 to 23 below concern document(s) or information included:

EIIEIEIIEIIEIEIEIEIIEIIEIEI
An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

items (5), (6),

An assignment document for recording. A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

A FIRST preliminary amendment.

A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment.

An Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1.76.

A substitute specification.

A power of attomey and/or change of address letter.

A computer-readable form of the sequence listing in accordance with PCT Rule 13ter.2 and 37 CFR 1.821 - 1.825.

A second copy of the published International Application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

A second copy of the English language translation of the Intemational Application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

Express Mail Label No.

Page 1 of 3
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PTO—1390 (Rev. 09-2006)
Approved for use throu h 3/31/2007. OMB 0651-0021

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DE ARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papenrvork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of infonnation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

U.S. APPLICATION NO (if known. see 37 CFR 1.5) INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. ATTORNEYS Docxe-r NUMBER

12/665,427 PCT/FI2008/050384 863.0156.U1 (US)

24. Other items or information:

The following fees have been submitted: CALCULATIONS PTO USE

25. C] Basic national fee (37 CFR 1.492(3)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $330 $ 30 00

26. U Examination fee (37 CFR 1.492(c))
If the written opinion prepared by ISA/US or the international preliminary examination report $ $0.00
prepared by IPEA/US indicates all claims satisfy provisions of PCT Article so
All other situations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220

27. D Search fee (37 CFR 1.492(b))
If the written opinion of the ISNUS or the International preliminary examination report prepared

by IPENUS indicates all claims satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4). . . $0
Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) has been paid on the international application to the USPTO

as an International Searching Authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
International Search Report prepared by an ISA other than the US and provided to the Office or

previously communicated to the US by the IB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $430
All other situations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $540

TOTAL OF 25, 26 and 27 = $

Additional fee for specification and drawings filed in paper over 100 sheets (excluding
sequence listing in compliance with 37 CFR 1.821(c) or (e) in an electronic medium or
computer program listing in an electronic medium) (37 CFR 1.492(j)).
The fee is $270 for each additional 50 sheets of paper or fraction thereof.

Total sheets Extra sheets Number of each additional 50 or
fraction thereof (round up to a whole

/50 = 0 X $270.00 $ $0 00

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing any of the search fee, examination fee, or the oath or $ 130declaration after the date of commencement of the national stage (37 CFR 1.492(h)).

CLAIMS NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA
T $52-00 3* $°—°°

5220-00 $ 50-00
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIMS (if applicable) El $390.00 $0 00$ .

TOTAL OF ABOVE CALCULATIONS = 3; $130.00

C] Agplicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Fees above are reduced by $ $0.00
SUBTOTAL = 3%

Processing fee of $130.00 for fumishing the English translation later than 30 months from sthe earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(i)).

$130.00

$0.00

TOTAL NATIONAL FEE = $130-00

Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21 (h)). The assignment must be so 00accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40 per property + ‘

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED = $ $130.00

Amount to be

Amount to be

Page 2 of 3 PCTUS1/REVOB
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PTO—1390 (Rev. 09-2006)
Approved for use through 3/31/2007. OMB 0651-0021

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papewvork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

A check in the amount of $ to cover the above fees is enclosed.

Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-1924 in the amount of $ $130.00 to cover the above fees.

A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required. or credit any overpayment
to Deposit Account No. 50-1924 . A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

Fees are to be charged to a credit card. WARNING: lnforrnation on this form may become public. Credit card
information should not be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. The

PTO-2038 should only be mailed or faxed to the USPTO. However, when paying the basic national fee, the PTO-2038
may NOT be faxed to the USPTO.

ADVISORY: If filing by EFS-Web. do NOT attach the PTO-2038 fonn as a PDF along with your EFS-Web submission.
Please

be advised that this is not recommended and by doing so your credit card information may be displayed via PAIR. To

NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137(3) or (b))
must be filed and granted to restore the International Application to pending status.

SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO:

Customer No. 29,683

Harrington & Smith, Harry F. Smith

Attorneys At Law, LLC NAME
4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212 32,493
REGISTRATION NUMBER

01/E2/2010 LLRNDERA 00000100 501924 12665427

01 FC:1617 130.00 DR

Page 3 of 3 PCTUSUREVO8
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IDNR;2590I28.11.2005

 

Als nachstehend benannter Eriinder erkiare lch hiermit
an Eldes Statt:

dass mein Wohnsitz, meine Postanschrlfl. und meine
Steatsengehorigkeit den im Nachstehenden nach
melnem Namen aufgeftlhrten Angaben entsprechen,
dass ich, nach bestem Wissen der ursprttngliche. erste
und aileinige Erfinder (falls nachstehend nur ein Name
angegeben ist) oder ein ursprongiicher, erster und
Miterflnder (falls nachstehend mehrare Namen
aufgeftlhrt sind) des Gegenstandes bin. for den dleser
Antrag gestelit wird und ftir den eln Patent for die
Erfindung mit dem Titel beantragt wird:

POWER HEADROOM RE PQRTING
METHOD 

 

 
deren Beschreibung hter belgeitlgt ist, es sel denn (in
diesem Falle Zutreffendee bitte ankreuzen), dlese
Ertindung

E wurde angemeldet am 23.06.2008 unter der
US-Anmeldenummer oder unter der

Intematlonalen Anmeldenummer im Rahmen

des PCT-Vertrags PCTlFl2008l050384 und am

__abgeandert (falls zutreffend).

lch bestatige hlermit, dass ich den lnheit der oblgen
Patentanmeidung einschltessllch der Anspruche, die
eventuell durch elnen Zusatzantrag wie oben erwahnt
ebgeandert wurde. durchgesehen und verstanden
habe.

lch erkenne melne Pfllcht zur Offenbarung leglicher
lnformatlonen an, die zur Prtlfung der Patentfahigkelt
in Elnklang mil Titel 37, Code of Federal Regulations,
§ 1.56 von Beiang sind.

lch beanspruche hiennit auslandische Prioritatsvorteiie
gemals Title 35. United States Code. § US-Code. §
119 (a)-(d), bzw. § 365(b) alter unten aufgeftihrten
Auslandsanmeidungen for Patente oder
Erfinderurkunden, oder § 365(a) aiier PCT
internationalen Anmeidungen. welche wenigstens eln
Land ausser den Vereinigten Staaten von Ameilka
benennen, und habe nachstehend durch ankreuzen
samtilche Ausiandsanmeldungen fur Patents bzw.
Ertinderurkunden oder PCT lntematlonale
Anmeldungen angegeben. deren Anmeldetag dem der
Anmeldung. f0r welche Prioritét beansprucht wird,
vorangeht.

Fonn PTOISBI1 03 (8-36)

Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

Erklarung Fiir Patentanmeldungen Mit Vollmacht
German Language Declaration

 
 

 

. Patent and Trademark Offico-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

200 7PO2706WOUS

  
 
  As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

  

  
 My residence. post oflice address and citizenship are

as stated below next to my name,  
  

  
 
  I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only

one name is listed below) or an original. first and Joint
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the
subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent
is sought on the invention entitled

POWER HEADROOM REPORTMG
METHOD

  
  

  
 the specification of which is attached hereto unless the

iollowlng box is checked:

  
/

E was filed on 23.06.2008

as United States Application Number or PCT

lntematlonal Application Number
PCTlFI2008l050384 and was amended on

(if applicable).

  

    
  

  
  

 
  I hereby state that i have reviewed and understand the

contents of the above identified specification, including
the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to
above.

 
  

  
 

 
 

  
l acknowledge the duty to disclose Information which is
material to patentabllity as defined in Title 37. Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.58.  

 
  
 

I hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35. 119(a)-(d)
or § 365(b) of any foreign appllcatlon(s) for patent or
inventofe certificate, or § 365(a) of any PCT
lntematlonai application which designated at least one
country other than the United States, listed below and
have also identified below. by checking the box, any
foreign application for patent or inventors certificate, or
PCT International application having a filing date
before that of the application on which priority is
claimed.
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(Nummer) (Land)

German Language Declaration

Prior foreign apppilmtions
Prioriiat beansprucht

69/936,649 31;
(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

Ich beanspruche hiermit die mlr unter Title 35. US-
Code, § 120 zustehenden Vortelle aiier unten
aufgefllhrten US-Patentanmeldungen bzw. § 3B5(c)
alier PCT internationalen Anmeidungen, welche die
Verelniglen Staaten von Amerika benennen. und
erkenne. "lnsofern der Gegenstand eines jeden
frtlheren Anspruchs dleser Patentanmeldung nicht in
einer US-Patentanmeldung. bzw. PCT Intemationaien
Anmeldung in einer gemall dem ersten Absaiz von
Title 35. US-Code. § 112 vorgeschrlebenen Art und
Welse offenbart wurde, melne Pfiicht zur Offenbarung
jegltcher lnformatlonen an, die zur Prflfung der
Patentfahlgkeit in Einkiang mlt Title 37. Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.58 von Beiang slnd und die
im Zeitraum zwischen dem Anmeldetag der frliheren
Patentanmeldung und dem nationaien oder im
Rahmen des Vertrags tiber die Zusammenarbeit auf
dem Gebiet des Patentwesen (PCT) gultigen
internationalen Anmeldetags bekannt geworden slnd.

PCT/F12008/050384
(Appllcz lion Serial No.)
(Anmeideseriennurnmer)

ZQJEEQC
(filing Dale D, M. Y)
(Anmaidedalum T, M, J)

(Filing Date D.M,Y)(Application Serial No.)
(Anmeldedatum T, M; J)(Anmeldeseriennummer)

ich erkiare hiermit, dais alle in der vorllegenden
Erkidrung von mir gemachten Angaben nach bestem
Wissen und Gewissen der Wahrhelt entsprechen. und
ferner dall ich diese eldesstattliche Erklarung in
Kenntnis dessen eblege, dal3 wlssentlich und
vorsatzlich faische Angaben oder derglelchen gemals §
1001, Title 18 des US-Code strafbar slnd und mlt
Geldstrafe undloder Gefangnls bestraft werden konnen
und dal3 derarttge wlssentiich und vorsatzllch faische
Angaben die Reohtswirksamkeit der vorliegenden
Patenianmeldung ‘oder eines aufgmnd deren erteiiten
Patentes gefahrden konnen.

Form PTOISBIIOS (8-98)

2Q,06.2007
(Day Month Year Filed)
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht) Neln

P io ‘ C aimed

I83 El
Yes No

El
(Day Month Year Filed) No
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht)

E]
(Day Month Year Filed) No
(Tag Monat Jahr eingerelcht) Neln

E]
(Day Month Year Filed) No
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht) Neln

i hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States
Code, § 120 of any United States app|ication(s). or §
365(0) of any PCT international application designating
the United States, listed below and. insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application
is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT
lntematlonal application in the manner provided by the
first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I
acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is
material to patentabiiily as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.56 which became available
between the filing date of the prior application and the
national or PCT international filing date of this
application.

aubanslg l3_i'1_L99d n
(Status) (Status)
(patenllert, anhangig. (patented. pending.
eufgegeben) abandoned)

(Status) (Status)
(paterltierl. anhanglg, (patented, pending,
aufgebe n) abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my
own knowledge are true and that all statements made
on infomiation and belief are believed to be true: and
further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment, or both,
under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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German Language Declaration

VERTRETUNGSVOLMACHT: Als benannter Erflnder
beauftrage ich hlermit den (die) nachstehend
aufgeftlhrten Patentanwalt (Patentanwélte) undloder
Vertreter mit der Verfolgung der vorliegenden
Patentanmeldung sowie mlt der Abwicklung aller damlt
verbundenen Angelegenhelten vor dem US-Patent-
und Markenamt: (Name(n) und
Reglslratlonsnummerm) aufllsten)

Customer No.

Telefongesprache bitte richten an:
(Name und Telefonnummer)

Postanschrift:

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I

hereby appoint the following attorney(s) andlor
agent(s) to prosecute this application and transact all
business in the Patent and Trademark Office

connected therewith: (list name and registration
number)

And I hereby appoint

Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone
number)

Ext.

Send Correspondence to:

Harrington & Smith, LLP

4 Research Drive Shelton, Connecticut 06484-6212 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Telephone: +1 203 925 9400 and Facsimile +1 203 944 0245

OI’

Customer No.

Volier Name des elnzlgen oder ursprflngllchen Erfinders:

Jueren Michel

Unters_ riftdes Erfins1 .
Woh =97-

Mtinchen, GE "
staatsangehorigkelt

DE

 
ANY

Postanschriit

Hadorfer Str. '8

81475 Mtinchen
GERMANY

Voller Name des zweiten Miterfindera (tails zutretlend):

Klaus In - emann Pedersen

tinterschrm des Erfinders

Wohnsilz

Aalbor, DENMARK
staatsangehorigkalt

DK
Posts nschrlfl

Laesoade 9, 3th

9000 Aalborg
DENMARK

(Bitte entsprechende Informattonen und Unterschrifien im
Falle van dritten und weiteren Miterfindem angeben).

Form PTOISBl1[l3 (8-96)

Full name ot sole or flrst Inventor:

Jueren Michel
inventors signature

RGSMGHOG

Miinchen GERMANY
Citizenship

Post Office Addess

Hadorfer Str. 8

81475 Munchen
GERMANY

Full name oi second joint inventor, it any:

Klaus lnemann Pedersen
Inventors signature Date

Residence

Aalbor , DENMARK
Citizenship

DK
Post Oltice Address

Laesoade 9, 3th

9000 Aalborg
DENMARK

(Supply similar information and signature for third and
subsequent joint inventors).

Patent and Trademark Ottice-U.S. Department of COMMERCE
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‘s

Valler Name des drmen Mnerfinders:

Claudio Rosa
Unterechrlfl des Erfindere

Won ns uz

Randers, DENMARK
Staatsangehorigkeit

IT
Poslanschrift

Krebsen 14

8900 Randers
D EN MARK
Vnller Name des vlarten Mlterflnders:

Unlerschrm des Erflnders

Wohnsitz

I

Sleelsengehorigkelt

Poslanschrift

Voller Name des fflnflen Miterfinders:

Unterschrlft des Erflndere

Wohnsltz

Slaalsangehorlgkell

Poslenschrifl

Valler Name des sechalen Mflarflnders:

Unlerschrirt des Erfinders

Wohnsilz

Slaetsangehbrlgkell

Poslanschrifl

Form PTOISBI1 03 (B~96)

(Bitte entsprechende Informarlonen und Unterschrifien im
Falls von drfllen und weitenen Mlterflndem angeben).

Full name or third jclnl Inventor:

Claudio Rosa
Inventors signature

Residence

Randers, DENMARK
Cirlzenshlp

Post Office Address

Krebsen 14

8900 Randers
DENMARK

Full name or fourth Jolnl Inventor:

lnvenlor's signature

Residence

I

Citizen ship

Post Olfroa Address

Full name of fifth joint Inventor:

Inventor‘: signature

Residence

Clllzenship

Post Office Address

Full name or sixth Jolnl inventor:

Inventors elgnalure

Residence

Cmzenshlp

Post Orfloe Address

Pae4
Parent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Petitioner s Exhibit 1002

(Supply similar information and signature for third and
subsequent joint inventors).
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Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

Erkléirung Fiir Patentanmeldungen Mit Vollmacht
German Language Declaration

Ais nachstehend benannter Ertinder erkiare ich hlennil
an Eldes Stall:

dass mein Wohnsitz, meine Postanschrifi, und meine
Staatsangehorigkeit den im Nachstehenden nach
meinem Namen aufgefflhrten Angaben entsprechen,
dass ich, nach bestem Vlfissen der ursprtingiiche, erste
und alleinige Erfinder (falls nachstehend nur ein Name
angegeben ist) oder ein urspriinglicher, erster und
Miterfinder (falls nachstehend mehrere Namen
aufgefiihrt slnd) des Gegenstandes bin, for den dieser
Antrag gesteilt wlrd und ftir den ein Patent fiir die
Erfindung mit dem Titei beantragt wlrd:

POWER HEADROOM REPORTING
METHOD

deren Beschrelbung hier belgefilgt Isl. es sel denn (in
diesem Faiie Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen), diese
Erfindung

IE wurde angemeidet am 23.06.2008 unter der
US-Anmeidenummer oder unter der

lntematlonaien Anmeidenummer im Rahmen

des PCT-Vertrags PCT/FI2008I0503§g und am

jabgeandert (falls zutreffend).

lch bestatige hiermit, dass ich den inhait der obigen
Patentanmeldung einschiiessilch der Ansprtlche, die
eventueii durch elnen Zusatzantrag wie oben erwahnt
abgeandert wurde, durchgesehen und verstanden
habe.

/

lch erkenne meine Plllcht zur Offenbarung jegiicher
lnformationen an, die zur Prtifung der Patentlahigkeit
in Elnklang mit Titel 37, Code of Federal Regulations,
§ 1.56 von Belang slnd.

ich beanspmche hlermit auslandische Prloritétsvorteiie
gema‘i!. Title 35, United States Code, § US-Code, §
119 (a)-(d), bzw. § 365(b) aller unten aufgaftihrten
Auslandsanmeldungen for Patente oder
Erfinderurkunden, oder § 365(a) aller PCT
intematlonalen Anmeidungen, welche wenigstens ein
Land ausser den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
benennen, und habe nachstehend durch ankreuzen
samtilcha Auslandsanmeldungen fiir Patente bzw.
Ertinderurkunden oder PCT internationaie

Anmeidungan angegeben, deren Anmeidetag dem der
Anmeidung, for weiche Prioritat beansprucht wlrd.
vorangeht.

Form PTO/SB/103 (8-96)

As a below named inventor. I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are
as stated below next to my name, '

i believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only
one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the
subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent
is sought on the invention entitled

POWER HEADROOM REPORTING
METHOD

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the
following box is checked:

E was filed on 23.06.2008

as United States Application Number or PCT

international Application Number
PCT/Fi2008IO50884 and was amended on

__ (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the
contents of the above identified specification, including
the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to
above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is
material to patentabiiity as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35. 119(a)-(d)
or § 365(b) of any foreign applicat|on(s) for patent or
Inventor's certillte, or § 365(a) of any PCT
international application which designated at least one
country other than the United States, listed below and
have also identified below, by checking the box. any
foreign application for patent or inventors certificate, or
PCT Intematlonal application having a filing date
before that of the application on which priority is
claimed.

Patent and Trademark Oltlce~U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Petitioner s Exhibit 1002
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' (Number) (Country)

German Language Declaration

Prior foreign apppllcations
Prioritat beansprucht

60 9 649 §
(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Nummer) (Land)

Ich beanspruche hlermlt die mir unter Title 35. US-
Code. § 120 zustehenden Vorteile aller unten
aufgeftihrten US-Patentanmeldungen bzw. § 365(c)
ailer PCT‘ internationalen Anmeldungen, welche die
Verainlgten Staaten von Amerika benennen, und
erkenne, lnsofern der Gegenstand eines jeden
frfiheren Anspruchs dieser Patentanmeldung nlcht in
einer US-Patentanmeldung, bzw. PCT internationaien
Anmeidung In einer gemais dem ersten Absatz von
Title 35, US-Code, § 112 vorgeschriebenen Art und
Weise offenbart wurde. meine Pfilcht zur Offenbarung
jegllcher lnformationen an. die zur Prflfung der
Patentfahlgkeit ln Elnklang mlt Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations. § 1.56 von Belang sind und die
im Zeitraum zwlschen dem Anmeldetag der fruheren
Patentanmeidung und dem natlonaien oder im
Rahmen des Vertrags Uber die Zusammenarbeit auf
dem Geblet des Patentwesen (PCT) gultigen
internationalen Anmeldetags bekannt geworden sind.

PCT/FI2008/050384
(Application Serial No.)
(Anmeldeserlannummer)

23.06.2008
(Filing Date D. M, Y)
(Anmeidedetum T. M. J)

(Application Serial No.)
(Anmeideserlennummer)

(F lllng Date D.M,Y)
(Anmeldedelum T. M; J)

Ich erklare hiermit, dais aile in der vorliegenden
Erkiarung von mir gemachten Angaben nach bestem
Wissen und Gewissen der Wahrheit entsprechen, und
ferner dais ich diese eidesstattilche Erklarung in
Kenntnis dessen abiege, daii. wissentllch und
vorsatziich falsche Angaben oder dergleichen gemeis §
1001, Title 18 des US-Code slrafbar sind und mlt
Geidstrafe und/oder Gefangnis bestraft warden konnen
und daB derartlge wissentllch und vorsfitzlich falsche
Angaben die Rechtswirksamkelt der vorilegenden
Patentanmeldung oder eines aufgrund deren erteilten
Patentes gefahrden kdnnen.

Form PTOISBII 03 (8-96)

20.06.2007

(Day Month Year Filed) Yes No
(Tag Monat Jahr eingerelcht) Ja

Prioriy Claimed

lZl El

D
(Day Month Year Filed) Yes
(Tag Monat Jahr elngereicht) Ja

D
(Day Month Year Filed) Yes
(Tag Monat Jahr eingerelcht) Ja

El
(Day Month Year Flled) Yes
(Tag Monat Jahr elngereicht) Ja Neln

I hereby claim the beneiit under Title 35, United States
Code. § 120 of any United States applicatlon(s), or §
365(c) of any PCT international application designating
the United States, listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application
is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT
international application in the manner provided by the
first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I
acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is
material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.56 which became available
between the filing date of the prior application and the
national or PCT international filing date of this
application.

anhanglg pending
(status) (Status)
(patenllert, anhangig_ (patented. pending.
aulg egeben) abandoned)

(Status) (Status)
(petenllert. nnhflngig. (patented, pending,
aufgaben) abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my
own knowledge are true and that all statements made
on Information and belief are believed to be true; and
further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by line or imprisonment, or both,
under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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German Language Declaration

VERTRETUNGSVOLMACHT: Als benannter Erflnder

beauftrage lch hiermit den (die) nechstehend
auigefflhrten Patentanwall (Patentanwallte) und/oder
Verlreter mlt der Veriolgung der vorliegenden
Patentanmeldung sowie mit der Abwicklung alter demlt
verbundenen Angelegenheiten vor dem US-Patent-
und Markenamt: . (Name(n) und
Reglstratlonsnummerm) aufllsten)

Customer No.

Telefongesprflche bitte richten an:
.(Neme und Telefonnummer)

Postanschrift:

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I

hereby appoint the following attomey(s) ‘ and/or
agent(s) to prosecute this application and transact all
business In the Patent and Trademark Office
connected therewith: (list name and registration
number)

And I hereby appoint

Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone
number)

Ext.

Send Correspondence to:

Harrington 8. Smith, LLP
4 Research Drive Shelton, Connecticut 06484-6212 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Telephone: +1 203 925 9400 and Facsimile +1 203 944 0245
OI’

Customer No.

Voilor Nome do: olndgen odor ursprclnglichen Erfindors:

Juer en Michel
Unterschrifl des Erfinders

Wohnsllz

Mtlnchen GERMANY
Staalsangehbrlgkell

DE
Postanschritt

Hadorfer Str. 8

81475 Munchen
GERMANY
Voiler Name dos zweiten Milerfinders (fails zutreffend):

Klaus In - emann Pedersen
Unlerschrifi den Erfindere

Wohnellz

Aalbor , DENMARK

Poslanschrift

Laeso ade 9, 3th

9000 Aaiborg
DENMARK

(Bitte entspnschende lnformationen und Uniarschrifren lm
Falle von driiten und welteran Miterfindem angeben).

Fonn PTOISBI1 03 (8-96)

Full name at sole or first Inventor:

Juer en Mlchel
Inventor's signature

Residence

Mtlnchen, GERMANY
Citizenship

DE
Post Office Addess

Hadorfer Str. 8

81475 Mtinchen
GERMANY
Full name of second loin! Inventor, if any:

Klau lnemann ' ersen

Res -
n‘ s signature Date ‘
A A ‘ V2.01.)3'.-. T

Aalbor , DENMARK
Oiiiunship

DK
Post Office Address

Laeso ade 9, 3 th

9000 Aaiborg
D ENMARK

(Supply similar information and signature for third and
subsequent jo/nt Inventors).

Paea
Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. Department of COMMERCE
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Voiier Name den driiten Miterfinders: Fuil name at third joint inventor:

Claudio Rosa Claudio Rosa

Wohnsiu Residence

Randers DENMARK Randers, DENMARK
Staatsangahdrigkeii Ciiizenship

IT IT
Posiensdirifl Post Oifioe Address

Krebsen 14 Krebsen 14

8900 Randers 8900 Randers
DENMARK DENMARK
Voiier Name doe vierlen Miierfinders: FuEl name of loudh joint Inventor:

Untarschrifl dea Erfinders Inventors signaiure

Wohnsliz Residence

I 1

siaaisangehbrlgkeli Citizenship

Posie nschrifl Post Office Address

Volier Name des iflnfien Miterfindem: Full name of fifth joint inventor:

Unierschrifl des Erfindere Inventors signature

Residence

1

Siaatsangehdrigkeii Citizenship

Postanschrifl Post Office Address

Volier Name des sechsten Miiezfinders: Full name oi sixth jolnl inventor:

Unterschrifl dos Erfindere Datum inventors signature

Residence

3

staalsangehorigkeii Citizenship

post om” Addfess

(Blue entsprechende Infonnatianen und Unlerschrifien lm (SuppIy similar information and signature for third and
Falls von dn't!en und welteren Mlterflndem angeben). subsequentjolnt Inventors).

Pa 6 4
Form PTO/SB/103 (8-95) Patent and Trademark Offloe-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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IDNR:2590/28.11.2005

  
 

  
 

Ais nachstehend benannter Eriinder erklare lch hlerrnit
an Eides Statt:

dass mein Wohnsltz, melne Postanschrift, und melne
Staatsangehtirigkelt den im Nachstehenden nach
melnem Namen aufgeftihrten Angaben entsprechen,
dass lch, nach bestem Wissen der ursprtlngliche. erste
und _alleinIge Erflnder (falls nachstehend nur eln Name
angegeben lst) oder eln ursprtlngllcher, erster und
Mlterfinder (falls nachstehend mehrere Namen
aufgefllhrt slnd) des Gegenstandes bin, fiir den dieser
Antrag gesteilt wird und fur den eln Patent ftlr die
Erlindung mlt dem Titel beantragt wlrd:

POWER HEADROOM REPORTING

METHOD

deren Beschrelbung hier beigefogt lst. as set denn (in
diesem Falle Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen), diese
Erfindung

E wurde angemeldet am 23.06.2008 unter der
US-Anmeldenummer oder unter der

lntemationalen Anmeldenummer lm Rahmen

des PCT-Vertrags ECT[El2008l0503B4 und am

__ abgeandert (falls zutretfend).

lch bestatlge hiennit, dass lch den Inhalt der oblgen
Patentanmeldung elnschllesslich der Anspruche, dle
eventuell durch elnen Zusatzantrag wie oben erwahnt
abgeandert wurde, durchgesehen und verstanden
habe.

lch erkenne melne Pilicht zur Offenbarung Jegllcher
lnformatlonen an. die zur Prflfung der Patentfahlgkeit
in Einklang mlt Titei 37, Code of Federal Regulations.
§ 1.56 von Belang slnd.

lch beanspruche hlermlt auslandlsche Priorltétsvorteile
gemflls Title 35, United States Code, § US-Code, §
119 (a)-(d). bzw. § 365(b) aller unten aufgefiihrten
Auslandsanmeldungen fur Patente oder
Erfindemrkunden, oder § 365(a) aller PCT
lnternatlonalen Anmeldungen, welche wenlgstens eln
Land ausser den Verelnlgten Staaten von Amerika
benennen, und habe nachstehend durch ankreuzen
séimtiiche Auslandsanmeldungen ftir Patente bzw.
Erfindemrkunden oder PCT Internationale
Anmeldungen angegeben, deren Anmeldetag dem der
Anmeldung. for welche Prloritat beansprucht wlrd,
vorangeht.

Form ?TOISBl103 (8-96)

Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

Erkléirung Fr'1'r Patentanmeldungen Mit Vollmacht
German Language Declaration

 

' Patent and Ttademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT or COMMERCE
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As a below named inventor. I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are
as stated below next to my name.  

  
  
 

  
 

  
  

I believe I am the original. first and sole inventor (if only
one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint
lnventor (if plural names are listed below) of the
subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent
is sought on the invention entitled

POWER HEADROOM REPORTING

METHOD

 the specification of which is attached hereto unless the
following box is checked:

[21 was tiled on 23 06.2008

as United States Application Number or PCT

international Application Number

PCT[F|2008[050384 and was amended on

_ (if applicable).

 

 
  
  

  
 

 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the
contents of the above Identified specification. including
the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to
above.

 

  
 
 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is
material to patentablllty as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

 

   
  
  
  

  
 

 
  

I hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35, 119(a)—(d)
or § 365(b) of any foreign applloat|on(s) for patent or
Inventor's certificate, or § 365(a) of any PCT
International application which designated at least one
country other than the United States, listed below and
have also identifled below. by checking the box, any
foreign application for patent or lnventor’s certificate, or
PCT International application having a filing date
before that of the application on which priority is
claimed.

Petitioner s Exhibit 1002
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German Language Declaration

Prior foreign apppilcatlons
Prlorltat beansprucht

60/936,649 LJ_S_
(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

(Number) (Country)
(Nummer) (Land)

lch beanspruche hlennlt die mlr unter Title 35, US-
Code. § 120 zustehenden Vorteile aller unten
aufgefflhrten US-Patentanmeldungen bzw. § 365(c)
aller PCT lnternatlonalen Anmeldungen, welche dle
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerlka benennen. und
erkenne. lnsofem der Gegenstand eines leden
frclheren Anspruchs dleser Patentanmeldung nlchi in
elner US-Patentanmeldung. bzw. PCT intematlonalen
Anmeldung in elner gemfifs dem ersten Absalz von
Title 35, Us-Code, § 112 vorgeschriebenen Art und
Welse offenbart wurde, meine Ptiicht zur Offenbarung
jegllcher lnformationen an, die zur Prtifung der
Patentféihigkeit in Elnklang mil Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations. § 1.56 von Belang slnd und die
im Zeltraum zwischen dem Anmeldetag der frtlheren
Patentanmeldung und dem nationalen oder lm
Rahmen des Vertrags Uber dle Zusammenarbeii auf
dem Geblet des Pateniwesen (PCT) gtiltlgen
internationalen Anmeldetags bekannt geworden slnd.

23.06.2008
(Filing Date D, M, Y)
(Anmeldedatum T. M. J)

PCT/FI2008/0503 84
(Application serial No.)
(Anmeldosarlennummar)

(Application Serial No.)
(Anmeideserlennumrner)

(Filing Date D,M,Y)
(Anmeidedatum T, M; J)

lch eridare hlemilt, dai3 alle In der voriiegenden
Erklarung von mlr gemachten Angaben nach bestem
Wissen und Gewissen der Wahrheit entsprechen. und
ferner dais lch dlese eidesstattliche Erklt-irung in
Kenntnis dessen ablege, dal3 wlssentiich und
vorsatzllch falsche Angaben oder derglelchen gemais §
1001. Title 18 des US-Code strafbar slnd und mit
Geldstrafe und/oder Geiflngnis bestraft werden kdnnen
und dais derartige wlssentllch und vorsétzllch falsche
Angaben dle Rechtswlrksamkeit der vorliegenden
Patentanmeldung oder elnes aufgrund deren erlellten
Patentes geféihrden kdnnen.

Form PTOISBI103 (8-96)

20.06.2007

(Day Month Year Filed) Yes No
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht)

Priori Ciaime

El

(Day Month Year Filed)
(Tag Monat Jahr eingereicht)

(Day Month Year Filed)
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht)

(Day Month Year Filed)
(Tag Monat Jahr elngerelcht) Ja

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35. United States
Code. § 120 of any United States appllcatlon(s), or §
365(c) of any PCT International application designating
the United States, listed below and. insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application
is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT .
lntematlonal application in the manner provided by the
first paragraph of Title 35. United States Code, § 112, l
acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is
material to patentabillty as deflned in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations. § 1.56 which became available
between the filing date of the prior application and the
national or PCT lntematlonal filing date of this
application.

aghanglg pending
(Status) (Status)
(palentlert, enhanglg, (patented. pending,
aufgegeben) abandoned)

(Status) ' (Status)(patentiert. anhanglg, (patented. pending.
aufgeben) abandoned)

l hereby declare that all statements made herein of my
own knowledge are true and that all statements made
on lnfonnatlon and belief are believed to be true; and
further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by flne or imprisonment, or both,
under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
Issued thereon.

Patent and Trademark Oifice-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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 German Language Declaration

 
  

VERTRETUNGSVOLMACHT: Ais benannler Ertinder

beauftrage lch hiennit den (die) nachstehend
auigeflihrten Patentanwalt (Patentanwaite) und/oder
Vertreter mlt der Verfolgung der voriiegenden‘
Patentanmeidung sowie mit der Abwlckiung ailer damit
verbundenen Angeiegenheiten vor dem US-Patent-
und Markenamt: (Name(n) und
Registrationsnummer(n) auflisten)

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I
hereby appoint the following atlorney(s) andlor
agenlts) to prosecute this application and transact all
business in the Patent and Trademark Oiflce

connected therewith: (list name and registration
number)

 

  
  
  
 

 And I hereby appoint
  Customer No.

 

  
 

 

 

Telefongesprache bltte rlchten an:
(Name und Teiefonnummer)

Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone
number) 

 
Ext.
 
  

 

 

Postanschriii: Send Correspondence to: 
 

 

 

Harrington & Smith, LLP
4 Research Drive Shelton, Connecticut 06484-6212 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Telephone: +1 203 925 9400 and Facsimile +1 203 944 0245
or

Customer No.
  
  

    

   
FUN name Of sole Of firsl inventor:

Jueren Michel
inventors signature Date

Voiier Name des einzigen ode! ureprtinglichen Erfinders:

Juer en Michel
Untersohriit des Erfinders Datum

Residence

Mtinchen GERMANY
Citizenship

Wohnsllz

Munchen, GERMANY
siaatsangehbrigkeit

DE
Posta nschrifl

Hadorfer Str. 8

81475 Miinchen
GERMANY

Voiler Name des zweiten Miterfinders (tails zulreffend):

Klaus lnemann Pedersen
Unlerschritt des Erfinders Datum

Post Oflice Addess

Hadorfer Str. 8

81475 Mtinchen
GERMANY

Full name of second Joint inventor. if any:

Klaus inemann Pedersen
lnve ntor‘a signature Date 

I11

Wohnsliz

Aalbor, DENMARK
Staatsangehbrigkeit

DK
Postanschriit

Laesoade 9, 3 th

9000 Aalborg
DENMARK

(Bitte entsprechende informationen und Unterschriften im
Faiie Von dritten und welteren M/terflndem angeben).

Residence

Aalbor, DENMARK
Citizenship

Post Oflloe Address

Laesoade 9, 3 th

9000 Aalborg
DENMARK

(Supply similar infonnation and signature for third and
subsequent joint inventors).

X

  
  Pae3
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Votler Name des drilten Miterfindersz

Claudio Rosa

Full name 0! thlnd Joint inventor:

Claudio Rosa 
Untonschrifl das Erflnders Datum Inventor‘ nature V Date I— . ~ «1 o« AcWohnsitz Resldenoe

Randers. DENMARK Randers, DENMARK
Staaleangehangkell Citizenship

 
Poe! OfiioeAddrass

Krebsen 14

8900 Randers
DENMARK
Full name of fourth lolnl inventor:

Poslansdxrifl

Krebsen 14

8900 Randers
DENMARK
Voller Name des viarten Miterfinders:

 
Unlerechrlfl des Erflndevs Datum Inventor's signature

Wohnsltz ' Rasldenoe

U9.’.a

I

Stealsangehodgkeit Citizenship

Poslansennfl _ Post Ofnce Address

Vollar Name des mnnen Milerfinders: Full name of fifth [elm Inventor:  Unlerechrih des Efllnders Datum Inventor‘: signature Date

Wohnaitz Residence

Slnalsangehdrigkeil Citizenship

Post omée Address

51!' o2E2* Ra -e
 

 
Voner Name des sechstan Milerfinders: Full name of abah loin! Inventor:

Unlerschrffl des Erfinders Datum Inventor‘: signature Dam

Residence
I

Slaalsangehorlgkell Citizenship

P65! Office Address

 

§§

(Supply similar Information and signature for third and(Bitte enlsprechende Informatlonen und Untersahfiften fm
subsequent jolnt Inventors).Fella von dritten und weiteren Miterflndem angaben).

Pa 3 e 4
Form PTOISBI1 03 (see) Patent and Tradematk omce-u.s. DEPARTMENY or comusnce
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re U.S. Patent Application of:

APPLICANT: Juergen Michel et al.

SERIAL NO.: 12/665,427

IA FILING DATE: 06/23/2008

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO.: PCT/F12008/0503 84

TITLE: POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: 863.0156.U1(US)

Confirmation No.1 1011

Certificate of Mailing

I hereby certify that the following correspondence:

Transmittal Letter to US Designated/Elected Office

Declaration and Power of Attorney (12 pages)

(authorization to charge deposit account $130.00)

Is being deposited with the United States Postal Service, on the date shown below, first class

mail, in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

VA 22313-1450, Mail Stop PCT

4 
Date  
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE ' 4% -I 12/665,427
CITATION FORM FOR

PATENT APPLICATION

(FORM PTO-1449) _

(Substitute) Filing Date: December 18, 200'\,
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS‘~‘~'=—‘$*‘

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Class Sub-class
Initials (Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY)

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name Of Patentee of Applicant Translation?
Initials (Country Code-Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY) Yes/No/n/a

OTHER DOCUMENTS Author (Capitalize), Title, Date, Paes, Etc., if known

-3GPP TS 36.300 V8.0.0 (2007-03); 3' Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access

 

 

 
 
 

 
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network
E-UTRAN ;Overall Descrition; Sta e 2 Release 8 .

 
  

  Examiner’s Sinature: Date Considered:
Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in confonnance with MPEP. Mark through citation if not considered.

Include a coy of this citation fomi with your next corres ondence to the A - licant(s).  
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 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

e???
\i-*3-‘—-=»~ Application No.: 12/665,427 Confirmation No.: 101 1

Applicant(s): Michel et al.

Filed: December 18, 2009
Art Unit: N/A

Examiner:

Title: Power Headroom Reporting Method

Attorney Docket No.: 863.01 56.U1 (US)

Commissioner For Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement
(37 C.F.R. §1.97(b))

Sir:

The following information is being disclosed to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

information that may be material to the examination of the above-identified patent

application.

Applicant’s Attorney is aware of the documents listed on the enclosed Form PTO-1449.

Copies of the non-US documents are enclosed with the Form PTO-1449 for the

Examiner’s use.

The filing of this Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search has

been made regarding the claimed invention (37 C.F.R. §1.97(g)) or that no other possible
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material information exists. In addition, the filing of this Statement is not to be construed

to be an admission that the information cited in the Statement is, or is considered to be,

material to Patentability (37 C.F.R. §1.97(h)).

Respectfully submitted,

 
 
   A I I‘ __ A ,- 1"’ 2

Harry F. Smith (R . 2,493) D te
Customer No.: 29683

Harrington & Smith, Attorneys at Law, LLC
4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212
203-925-9400

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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FORM PT3)C:g):«I9o (Modified) u.s. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE; u.s. DEPARTMENT or COMMERCE ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER(REV. 9-2

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES 863-0156-U1(US)

DES|GNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/E0/US) U.S. APPLICATION NO. (If known, see 37 CFR 1.5)

CONCERNING A SUBMISSION UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED

TITLE OF INVENTION

Power Headroom Reporting Method

APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US

Juergen MICHEL, Klaus Ingemann PEDERSEN, Claudio ROSA

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

This is a FIRST submission of items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is a SECOND or SUBSEQUENT submission of items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is an express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(f)). The submission must include items (5), (6),
(9) and (25) indicated below.

The US has been elected (Article 31).

A copy of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(2))

a. Z is attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).

b. has been communicated by the International Bureau.

c. is not required, as the application was filed in the United States Receiving Office (RO/US).

An English language translation of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).
is attached hereto.

has been previously submitted under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

dments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(3))

a. are attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).

b. have been communicated by the International Bureau.

c. have not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.

d. have not been made and will not be made.

An English language translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(4)).

An English language translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report under PCT
Article 36 (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(5)).

11. A copy of the International Preliminary Examination Report (PCT/IPEA/409).

12. Z A copy of the International Search Report (PCT/ISA/210).

Items 13 to 23 below concern document(s) or information included:

X An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

An assignment document for recording. A separate cover sheet in oompliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

X A FIRST preliminary amendment.

A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment.

An Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1.76.

A substitute specification.

A power of attorney and/or change of address letter.

A computer-readable form of the sequence listing in accordance with PCT Rule 13ter.2 and 37 CFR 1.821 - 1.825.

A second copy of the published lntemational Application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

A second copy of the English language translation of the International Application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

Express Mail Label No.

Page 1 of 3 PCTUS1/REVOB
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Approved for use throu
PTO~139O (Rev. 092006)

gh 3/31/2007. OMB 0651-0021
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

U.S. APPLICATION NO (if known, see 37 CFR1.5) LNTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER

PCT/FI2008/050384 863.0156.U1(US)

24. Other items or information:

The following fees have been submitted:

25. Basic national fee (37 CFR 1.492(a)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $330 $ $33030

26. Examination fee (37 CFR 1.492(c))
if the written opinion prepared by lSA/US or the international preliminary examination report $ $220.00
prepared by IPEA/US indicates all claims satisfy provisions of PCT Article $0
All other situations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220

27. Search fee (37 CFR 1.492(b))
If the written opinion of the ISA/US or the international preliminary examination report prepared

by IPEA/US indicates all claims satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4). . . $0
Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) has been paid on the international application to the USPTO $ $430.00

as an international Searching Authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
International Search Report prepared by an ISA other than the US and provided to the Office or

previously communicated to the US by the IB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $430
All other situations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $540

TOTAL OF 25, 26 and 27 = $ $980.00

:1 Additional fee for specification and drawings filed in paper over 100 sheets (excludingsequence listing in compliance with 37 CFR 1.821(c) or (e) in an electronic medium or
computer program listing in an electronic medium) (37 CFR 1.492(j)).
The fee is $270 for each additional 50 sheets of paper or fraction thereof.

Total Sheets Extra sheets Number of each additional 50 or RATE
fraction thereof (round up to a whole

— 100 = 0 /50 = 0 X $270.00 $ $0.00

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing any of the search fee, examination fee, or the oath or $declarationeafter the date of commencement of the national stage (37 CFR 1.492(h)).
CLAIMS NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE

Total claims 39 - 20 = 19 x $52.00 $ $988.00

independent claims 6 - 3 = 3 x $220.00 $ $660.00 ’

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIMS (if applicable) + $390.00 5 $0.00

TOTAL OF ABOVE CALCULATIONS = $ $2,623.00

(:1 Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Fees above are reduced by $ $0 001/2. '

SUBTOTAL = $ $2,628.00

Processing fee of $130.00 for furnishing the English translation later than 30 months from $0 00
the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(i)). $ 7 r_rW_r_;if

TOTAL NATIONAL FEE = $ $2,628-00

Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21(h)). The assignment must be $ 0 00
accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40 per property + $ '

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED = $ $2,628.00

Amount to be 3;

Amount to be $

Page 2 of 3 PCTUS1lREVO8
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PTO-1390 (Rev. 09-2006)
Approved for use through 3/31/2007. OMB 0651-0021

U.S. Patent and Trademark Offlce; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

a. [:] A check in the amount of $ to cover the above fees is enclosed.

b.

A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

to Deposit Account No. m‘5V()i.19izV4W . A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

El

c. IZI The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment

El Fees are to be charged to a credit card. WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card
information should not be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. The

PTO-2038 should only be mailed or faxed to the USPTO. However, when paying the basic national fee, the PTO-2038
may NOT be faxed to the USPTO.

ADVISORY: If filing by EFS-Web, do NOT attach the PTO-2038 form as a PDF along with your EFS-Web submission.
Please

be advised that this is not recommended and by doing so your credit card information may be displayed via PAIR. To

NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137(3) or (b))

must be filed and granted to restore the International Application to pending s atu . . .,
 
 

  SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO:  

Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-1924 in the amount of $ $2,628.00 to cover the above fees.

 
Customer No. 29683 SIGNAT RE

Harrington & Smith, PC

4 Research Drive Harry F. Smith

Shelton, CT 06484-6212 NAME

32,493
REG|STRATlON NUMBER

December 18, 2009
DATE

Page 3 of 3 PCTUS1/REVO8
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IN THE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re U.S. Patent Application of:

APPLICANTS: Michel et al.

SERIAL NO.: to be assigned
FILING DATE: Herewith

EXAMINER:

ART UNIT:

DOCKET NO.: 863.01 56.U1 (US)

TITLE: Power Headroom Reporting Method

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Sir:

This Preliminary Amendment is herewith filed in conjunction with the filing of a new U.S.

Patent Application. Please charge Deposit Account No. 50-1924 for the fees required

as a result of this preliminary amendment.

Please amend the application as shown below.
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in the Claims

This listing of the claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of the claims in this

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A method (390) comprising: determining (345) that a set of at

least one triggering criterion is met; and providing (32%) a power control headroom

report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to determining that the set is met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to

the user equipment.

3. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

4. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail Teaching a respective threshold.

5. (Original) The method of claim 4, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

6. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that a

number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of

corrections.

7. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control

modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since modification.
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8. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

9. (Original) The method of claim 5 , wherein the first criterion is such that a number of

received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

10. (Original) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount

of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has

reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

11. (Original) The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

12. (Original) An apparatus (495) comprising: means (44%) for determining that a set of

at least one triggering criterion is met; and means (44-1) for providing a power control

headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the set having been

met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been

reached.

13. (Original) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a

signal to the user equipment.

14. (Original) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that

an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.
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15. (Original) The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set of at least one triggering

criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective

threshold.

16. (Original) The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

17. (Original) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the first criterion is such that a number

of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

18. (Original) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

19. (Original) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

20. (Currently Amended) Apparatus (495) comprising: a triggering module (41%)

configured to determine that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

a transceiver (444) configured to provide a power control headroom report on an uplink

from said user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at least

one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

21. (Original) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a

signal to the apparatus.
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22. (Original) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that

an absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

23. (Original) The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said set of at least one triggering

criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective

threshold.

24. (Original) The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

25. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the first criterion is such that a number

of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.

26. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an

amount of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom

report, has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

27. (Original) The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

28. (Currently Amended) A computer program product comprising a computer readable

medium having executable code stored therein; the code, when executed by a

processor, adapted to carry out the functions of: determining (3-15) that a set of at least

one triggering criterion is met; and providing (32%) a power control headroom report on

an uplink from user equipment, in response to the set having been met, wherein said at

least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.
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29. (Original) The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said threshold is

adjustable via a signal to the user equipment.

30. (Original) The computer program product of claim 28, wherein the set comprises a

criterion such that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss

measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

31. (Original) The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said set of at least

one triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching

a respective threshold.

32. (Original) The computer program product of claim 31, wherein the plurality of criteria

comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

33. (Original) The computer program product of claim 32, wherein the first criterion is

such that a number of received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold

of corrections, and wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission

time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has reached a

threshold of intervals since modification.

34. (Currently Amended) A network element (492) comprising: a report receiving

module (463) configured to receive a power control headroom report on an uplink from

user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a set of at least

one triggering criterion is met because a threshold has been reached, and a threshold

adjustment module (468), configured to provide a threshold adjustment signal to the

user equipment in order to adjust the threshold.

35. (Original) The network element of Claim 34, wherein the set comprises a criterion

such that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss

measurements has reached a threshold of difference.
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36. (Original) The network element of claim 34, further comprising a correction module

configured to provide a closed loop power control correction command signal to the

user equipment at least partly in response to said power control headroom report.

37. (Currently Amended) A system (4-99) comprising:

user equipment (405) having a triggering module (44%) configured to determine that a

set of at least one triggering criterion is met, and having a transceiver(44-1) configured

to provide a power control headroom report on an uplink from said user equipment, in

response to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion

include a threshold having been reached; and

a network element (492—) having a report receiving module (463) configured to receive a

power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the

user equipment determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met because

said threshold has been reached, and having a threshold adjustment module (468)

configured to provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to

adjust the threshold.

38. (Original) The system of claim 37, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

39. (Original) The system of claim 37, wherein the set comprises a first criterion, a

second criterion, and a third criterion, wherein the first criterion is such that a number of

received closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals

since modification.
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REMARKS

This amendment removes the reference designators from the claims. The amendment

was not made for reasons related to patentability, and the full range of equivalents for

all of the elements of the amended claims, as well as for all of the other claims, should

remain intact.

A favorable consideration that results in the allowance of all of the pending claims is

earnestly solicited.

Respectfully submitted:

  December 18 2009

Date

 

‘ . "
Reg. No.: 31,6
Customer No.: 29683

HARRINGTON & SMITH, PC
4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212

Telephone: (203) 925-9400

Facsimile: (203)944-0245
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application No.2 to be assigned Confirmation N0.:

App1icant(s): Michel et al.
Filed: herewith

Art Unit:

Examiner:

Title: Power Headroom Reporting Method

Attorney Docket N0.: 863 .01 56.U1 (US)

Commissioner For Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Information Disclosure Statement

(37 C.F.R. §1.97(b))

Sir:

The following information is being disclosed to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

information that may be material to the examination of the above—identif1ed patent

application.

Applicant’s Attorney is aware of the documents listed on the enclosed Form PTO—1449.

Copies of the non-US documents are enclosed with the Form PTO-1449 for the

Examiner’s use. The documents listed were cited in an International Search Report issued

in the parent International application. A copy of the Search Report is attached.

The filing of this Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search has

been made regarding the claimed invention (37 C.F.R. §1.97(g)) or that no other possible
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material information exists. In addition, the filing of this Statement is not to be construed

to be an admission that the information cited in the Statement is, or is considered to be,

material to Patentability (37 C.F.R. §l .97(h)).

Respectfully submitted,

  
V . — December 18 2009

0. 32,493) Date

 

  Harry .S ith( g.
Customer No.: 29683

Harrington & Smith, PC
4 Research Drive

Shelton, CT 06484-6212
203-925-9400
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Pae No.: 1 of: 1

 
 

 
  

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Docket No.: 863.0156.U1(US) Serial No.: to be assigned
CITATION FORM FOR

PATENT APPLICATION APP1i0ant(S)I Michel et al-

(FORM PTO-1449)

(Substitutg) Filing Date: herewith Group: N/A 
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Class Sub-class
Initials (Number-Kind Code (MMDD-YYYY)

US-2003/0026324 A1 02-06-2003 Li et al.

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

US-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Imtlals (Country Code-Number-Kind Code) (MM-DD-YYYY) Yes/N0/n/a

EP 1 311 076 A1 05-14-2003 Lucent Technologies Inc.

EP 1 628 413 A2 02-22-2006 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

WO 00/03499 01-20-2000 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

WO 00/62441 10-19-2000 Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson

  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
  

 

 
 

  

Date Considered: I

Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP. Mark through citation if not considered.

Include a copy of this citation form with your next correspondence to the Aplicant(s).
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1. Basis of the report 

 
  

  
  

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

E the international application in the language in which it was filed.

D a translation of the international application into which is the language of
a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.l(b)).

 

b. D This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).

  c. D With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

  2. D Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No. II).

 
 
  

 
  

 3. D Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No. III).

4. With regard to the title,  

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

D the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

  

 
[E the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

D the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

  6. With regard to the drawings,

  

  
  
  
  

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 3

[gas suggested by the applicant.

D as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

D as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.
b. D none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/F|2008/050384

  

With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

[E] the international application in the language in which it was filed.

E] a translation of the international application into which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).
 

  

 

This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bz's. l(a))

With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of:  

a. type of material

  

  
  
 

D a sequence listing
[:1 table(s) related to the sequence listing

 

b. format of material

C] on paper

[:1 in electronic form

 
   

  

  

c. time offiling/fumishing

E] contained in the international application as filed
E] filed together with the international application in electronic form
C] furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. D In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy ofa sequence listing andlor table(s) relating thereto has been
filed or furnished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that
in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

  

 
Additional comments:

Fonn PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. I) (April 2007)

:.?_._.m- 
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
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Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.l(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

  
 
 

 
 

  
  

  
 
 

  
  
 
 
 

 

Statement

 Novelty (N) Claims 1-39

Claims

Inventive step (IS) Claims 1-39  
Claims

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims 1-39

Claims

Citations and explanations:

2.1 Documents cited in the International Search Report

 D1: WO0003499A1
D2: EP1628413A2
D3: US2003026324A1
D4: EP1311076A‘l
D5: WO0062441A1

2.2 Claimed invention

The claimed invention relates to a method and an apparatus with means for determining that a set of at
least one triggering criterion is met; and providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from a
user equipment, in response to determining that the set is met, wherein said at least one triggering
criterion include a threshold having been reached. The claimed invention also relates to a triggering
module, a transceiver, and a computer program product comprising a computer readable medium
having executable code stored therein. Further, the claimed invention relates to a network element
comprising a report receiving module and a system comprising a user equipment.

2.3 Novelty under PCT Article 33(2)

Documents D1—D5 represent the general state of the art.

 
 

  
  
  
  
 

 
  

 
 

Document D1 (abstract; page 4, lines 1-24; claim 1) discloses a power control device and method for
reducing the excessive signal power of a reverse common channel in a code division multiple access
(CDMA) mobile communication system. Moreover, D1 discloses a device and method for controlling the
transmission power of a reverse common channel using both an open-loop power control (OLPC) and a
closed-loop power control (CLPC). The mobile station (MS) transmits a preamble signal at
predetermined intervals, increasing the transmission power each time, until receipt of an acknowledge
signal from a base station (BS). The method comprises the steps of: accumulating power control signals
received for a predetermined time over a forward common channel to generate an accumulated value;
comparing the accumulated value with a threshold; if the accumulated value is less than the threshold
the transmission power is decreased; if the accumulated value is greater than the threshold the present
transmission power is maintained.

 
 

Document D2 (abstract; paragraphs [0034] - [0043]) discloses an apparatus and method for changing
an uplink power control scheme according to mobile velocity in a time division duplex (TDD) mobile
communication system. A MS transmits to a BS a power control change request message including
information about a requested power control scheme. The BS selects a power control scheme for the

Continued to next page

Fonn PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) (April 2007)

 -?—:—
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Supplemental Box

Continuation of: BOX V (1 / 1)

  
 

 

  
 

  
  
  
  
  

 

  
  
  
  

 

  
  
 

 

  
  

 
 

 

  

uplink and transmits to the MS a power control change command message including information about
the selected power control scheme.

 

 
Document D3 (abstract; paragraphs [OO11]— [0O21]) discloses a power-controlled random-access
method for a MS to gain fast access to a BS in a CDMA system. At the MS, a composite power control
command is devised after an initial access attempt. The determination of the composite command uses
an OLPC symbol and a CLPC symbol, to decide the action of the MS upon transmission of its next
random-access signal. The composite power control command can specify different levels of increase or
decrease in transmission power and can specify a back-off by the MS.

Document D4 (abstract; paragraphs [0014] — [0O25]) discloses a method and apparatuses for controlling
the transmission power in the uplink direction of a CDMA-based radio system. The CDMA-based radio
system comprises an inner power control loop (IPCL) adjusting the transmission power between a MS
and BS based on the signal to interference ratio (SNR). It also comprises an outer power control loop
(OPCL) for adjusting target signal to interference ratio (SINR) based on the link quality (block error rate)
to ensure a target link quality necessary for fulfilling a predetermined link quality at least within a
predefined range. The OPCL is based on a combination of a first OPCL established between at least
one BS and MS and of a second OPCL established between an associated serving radio control means
and the at least one BS.

 Document D5 (abstract; page 8, lines 1-28; page 9, lines 1-22) discloses a power control method in a
mobile communication system. In the method the value of a signal parameter detected from a signal
received by a radio transceiver is compared with a desired signal parameter value, and a difference is
determined. included with the transmit power control command is a power control indicator indicating
whether a first or a second type of power control adjustment should be used by the radio transceiver
depending upon the determined difference. Because only the indicator is sent (and not the details),
signalling overhead and bandwidth consumption related to frequently sent power control commands are
kept to a minimum.

 None of the documents discloses all the features of claims 1, 12, 20, 28, 34 and 37. The subject matter
of claims 1, 12, 20, 28, 34 and 37 is therefore novel. Because the subject matter of independent claims
1, 12, 20, 28, 34 and 37 is novel, dependent claims 2-11, 13-19, 21-27, 29-33, 35-36 and 38-39 are also
novel.

2.4 Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3)

 None of the documents D1-D5 relates to a method and an apparatus with means for determining that a
set of at least one triggering criterion is met. Nor documents D1-D5 provide a power control headroom
report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to determining that the set is met. Consequently, a
triggering module, a transceiver, a computer program product comprising a computer readable medium,
a network element comprising a report receiving module and a system comprising a user equipment
related to the method and the apparatus are not known either.

 
 

Hence, the subject matter of claims 1-39 is neither known from nor suggested by the prior art.
Consequently, the subject matter of claims 1-39 is considered to meet the requirement of inventive step.

2.5 Industrial applicability under PCT Article 33(4)

Claims 1-39 meet the requirement of industrial applicability because the claimed subject matter can be
made or used in industry.

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Supplemental Box) (April 2007)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
International application No.

PCT/H2008/050384

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

Claims 1-39 are not drafted in the two-part form in accordance with PCT Rule 6.3(b), which in the present
case would be appropriate, with those features known from the prior art placed in the preamble (PCT Rule
6.3(b)(i)) and the remaining features included in the characterising part (PCT Rule 6.3(b)(ii)).

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. Vll) (April 2007)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
International application No.

PCT/Fl2008/050384

Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

The foilowing observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the claims are fully
supported by the description, are made:

independent claims 1, 12, 20, 34, and 37 do not contain all the features that are essential for describing a
method, an apparatus, a network and a system. Consequently, the technical content ofa method, an
apparatus, a network and a system should be better clarified in the preamble of independent claims 1, 12,
20, 34, and 37. Therefore independent claims 1, 12, 20, 34, and 37 do not meet the requirements of PCT
Article 6 in conjunction with PCT Rule 6.3(b) inthat each independent claim must include all the technical
features essential to the definition of the invention.

 The dependent claims 6, 7, and 8 include essentially the same information as dependent claims 9 and 10.
The claims therefore lack conciseness and as such do not meet the requirements of PCT Article 6.

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. VIII) (April 2007)

 —-?-e——
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POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to the field of wireless telecommunications. More particularly,

the present invention pertains to power control.

Background of the Invention

The telecommunications industry is in the process of developing a new generation of

flexible and affordable communications that includes high-speed access while also supporting

broadband services. Many features of the third generation (3 G) mobile telecommunications

system have already been established, but many other features have yet to be perfected. The

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been pivotal in these developments.

One of the systems within the third generation of mobile communications is the

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) which delivers voice, data,

multimedia, and wideband information to stationary as well as mobile customers. UMTS is

designed to accommodate increased system capacity and data capability. Efficient use of the

electromagnetic spectrum is vital in UMTS. It is known that spectrum efficiency can be

attained using frequency division duplex (FDD) or using time division duplex (TDD)

schemes. Space division duplex (SDD) is a third duplex transmission method used for

wireless telecommunications.

As can be seen in FIG. 1, the UMTS architecture consists of user equipment 102

(UE), the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 104 (UTRAN), and the Core Network

126 (CN). The air interface between the UTRAN and the UE is called Uu, and the interface

between the UTRAN and the Core Network is called Iu.

High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High—Speed Uplink Packet

Access (HSUPA) are further 3G mobile telephony protocols in the High—Speed Packet Access

(HSPA) family.

allowing for higher data transfer speeds.

They provide a smooth evolutionary path for UMTS-based networks
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Evolved UTRAN (EUTRAN) is a more recent project than HSPA, and is meant to

take 3G even farther into the future. EUTRAN is designed to improve the UMTS mobile

EUTRAN is

frequently indicated by the term Long Term Evolution (LTE), and is also associated with

terms like System Architecture Evolution (SAE). One target of EUTRAN is to enable all

phone standard in order to cope with various anticipated requirements.

intemet protocol (IP) systems to efficiently transmit IP data. The system will have only use a

PS (packet switched) domain for voice and data calls, i.e. the system will contain Voice Over

Internet Protocol (VOIP).

Information about LTE can be found in 3GPP TS 36.300 (V8.0.0, March 2007),

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial

Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) — Overall descriptz'on,- Stage 2 (Release 8), which is
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. UTRAN and EUTRAN will now be

described in some further detail, although it is to be understood that especially E-UTRAN is

evolving over time.

The UTRAN consists of a set of Radio Network Subsystems 128 (RNS), each of

which has geographic coverage of a number of cells 110 (C), as can be seen in FIG. 1. The

interface between the subsystems is called Iur. Each Radio Network Subsystem 128 (RNS)

includes a Radio Network Controller 112 (RNC) and at least one Node B 114, each Node B

having geographic coverage of at least one cell 110. As can be seen from Figure l, the

interface between an RNC 112 and a Node B 114 is called Iub, and the Iub is hard—Wired

rather than being an air interface. For any Node B 114 there is only one RNC 112. A Node B

114 is responsible for radio transmission and reception to and from the UE 102 (Node B

antermas can typically be seen atop towers or preferably at less visible locations). The RNC

112 has overall control of the logical resources of each Node B 114 Within the RNS 128, and

the RNC 112 is also responsible for handover decisions which entail switching a call from

one cell to another or between radio channels in the same cell.

In UMTS radio networks, a UE can support multiple applications of different qualities

of service running simultaneously. In the MAC layer, multiple logical _channels can be
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multiplexed to a single transport channel. The transport channel can define how traffic from

logical channels is processed and sent to the physical layer. The basic data unit exchanged

between MAC and physical layer is called the Transport Block (TB). It is composed of an

RDC PDU and a MAC header. During a period of time called the transmission time interval

(TTI), several transport blocks and some other parameters are delivered to the physical layer.

Generally speaking, a prefix of the letter “E” in upper or lower case signifies the Long

Term Evolution (LTE). The E-UTRAN consists of eNBs (E-UTRAN Node B}, providing the

E-UTRA user plane (RLC/MAC/PHY) and control plane (RRC) protocol terminations

towards the UE. The eNBs interface to the access gateway (aGW) via the S1, and are inter-

connected via the X2.

An example of the E-UTRAN architecture is illustrated in FIG. 2. This example of

E-UTRAN consists of eNBs, providing the E-UTRA user plane (RLC/MAC/PHY) and

control plane (RRC) protocol terminations towards the UE. The eNBs are connected by

means of the S1 interface to the EPC (evolved packet core), which is made out of Mobility

Management Entities (MMES) and/or gateways such as an access gateway (aGVV). The S1

interface supports a many-to-many relation between MMES and eNBs. Packet Data

Convergence Protocol (PDCP) is located in an eNB.

In this example there exists an X2 interface between the eNBs that need to

communicate with each other. For exceptional cases (e.g. inter—PLMN handover),

LTE_ACTIVE inter-eN'B mobility is supported by means of ME relocation via the S1

interface.

The eNB may host functions such as radio resource management (radio bearer control,

radio admission control, connection mobility control, dynamic allocation of resources to UEs

in both uplink and downlink), selection of a mobility management entity (MME) at UE

attachment, scheduling and transmission of paging messages (originated fi'om the MME),

scheduling and transmission of broadcast information (originated fiom the MME or O&M),

and measurement and measurement reporting configuration for mobility and scheduling. The

MME may host functions such as the following: distribution ofpaging messages to the eNBs,
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security control, [P header compression and encryption of user data streams; termination of

U-plane packets for paging reasons; switching of U-plane for support of UE mobility, idle

state mobility control, System Architecture Evolution (SAE) bearer control, and ciphering

and integrity protection ofNAS signaling.

In mobile telecommunications, the two basic types of power control are open-loop and

closed—loop. In open-loop power control (OLPC), a mobile terminal measures received pilot

signal power and accordingly sets the transmission power density (PDS) according to this

measured quantity, and based on the pilot transmitted power, the S(I)NR target, and the

interference level (these last values are usually broadcasted by the base station). In closed-

loop power control, the measurements are done on the other end of the connection, in the base

station, and the results are then sent back to the mobile terminal so that the mobile terminal

can adjust its transmission power. Note that the term “base station” is used broadly in this

application, and may refer to a Node B, or an eNodeB, or the like.

The current trend in the art is that uplinlc power control will include: (i) an open loop

power control mechanism at the terminal, as well as (ii) options for the eNode—B to send

closed loop power control correction commands to the terminal. The current invention solves

problems that occur with uplink power control and associated signalling from the terminal to

the base station (eNode—B) to facilitate efficient uplink radio resource management decisions

at the eNode—B.

Given this uplink power control scheme, the eNode—B may be unaware of the transmit

power level at which different terminals are operating. This information is important for the

eNode-B, because this knowledge is needed for optimal radio resource management decisions

such as allocating MCS (modulation and coding scheme) and transmission bandwidth for the

different terminals. It therefore has been discussed in 3GPP that terminals should be able to

provide power control headroom reports to the eNode—B. The power control headroom report

basically provides a measure of how close the terminal’s power spectral density (PSD) is to

the maximum PSD limit. The maximum PSD might be derived from the maximum UE
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transmit power (typically assumed to be on the order of 24 dBm) and the minimum

bandwidth (typically 1 PRB).

Unfortunately, 3GPP has not yet been able to find saiisfactory criteria for sending a

power control headroom report fi'om the user terminal to the eNode-B. In LTE uplink (UL),

the eNode—B makes the scheduling and radio resource management decisions such as

selecting the UEs to transmit, allocating the UE transmission bandwidths, and (as mentioned

above) selecting the MCS they should use. These decisions are then signalled to the

terminal(s) via dedicated signalling (e.g. UL scheduling grant message). And, in order to

make these decisions properly, the eNode-TB should be aware of the power level at which the

terminals are transmitting, or some equivalent information like the power headroom

information, since fiorn this information the eNodeB derives which MCS can be supported in

the future with a targeted block error rate (BLER) which would be otherwise not possible.

Knowing at the eNode-B the power spectral density used by the mobile terminals is

particularly important when selecting the transmission bandwidth (rather than the MCS). Not

knowing with precision the PSD used by a mobile terminal when selecting the MCS has only

a major impact in case of slow AMC (in which case the PSD is "automatically"

increased/decreased when the MCS is modified).

Consequently, reporting of power headroom or some equivalent information is

needed. However, reporting of the power control headroom is a trade-off between uplinlc

signalling overhead versus performance improvements that result from having this

information readily available at the eNode-B.

It is problematic to have the terminal periodically report the power control headroom

at a frequency higher than the adjustments of the actual terminal power spectral density

(PSD). Further, the aim of these power adjustments at the terminal is basically to (partly or

fully) compensate the path-loss (including antenna-pattern, distance dependent path-loss and

shadowing) between the eNode—B and the terminal, and the measurement of path-loss is done

based on the DL (e.g. DL pilot channel). Even if the frequency of potential power

adjustments at the terminal is high but the measured path-loss is not changing, UL signalling
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would be a waste of resources; the only issue then for reporting would be if closed loop

power control commands would come from the eNodeB and some of those commands would

be misinterpreted at the UE. Then, the problem occurs that the eNodeB does not know the

used transmission power. The problem with power control commands being misinterpreted

at the mobile terminal is only an issue if relative closed loop power control commands are

used (which is also the working assumption in 3GPP).

In HSUPA, the UE Power Headroom (UPH) is part of the Scheduling Information

(SI), which is transmitted by the UE as part of the MAC-e header. If the UE is not allocated

resources for the transmission of scheduled-data, then Scheduling Information can be

transrnitted periodically and/or based on specific triggers (i.e. when data arrives in the buffer).

Otherwise, only periodic reporting is supported.

Summagy of the Invention

Although the present invention is applicable in the context of the E-UTRAN (LTE or

3.9G), its principles are not limited to such an environment, and instead may also be

applicable to various other current and future wireless telecommunications systems and

access technologies. This invention provides specific reporting criteria that are an attractive

trade-off between signalling overhead versus overall uplinlc performance for LTE. The

following triggering criteria are found to be very efficient for sending a power control

headroom report in the uplink, while optimizing uplink performance, and while minimizing

signalling overhead.

The first triggering criterion is that, once “n” closed loop power corrections have been

received by a terminal (sent fiom the eNode-B), the power control headroom is measured by

the terminal over the next “m” transmission time intervals (TTIS) and afterwards reported to

the eNode-B. The reason for this first criterion is, as already mentioned above, that the closed

loop commands can be misinterpreted at the terminal and therefore tracking ofpower status at

the eNodeB would lead to the accumulation of such errors. The problem with power control

commands being misinterpreted at the mobile terminal is only an issue if relative closed loop
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power control commands are used (which is also the working assumption in 3GPP).

The second triggering criterion is that, after the terrnina1’s open loop power control

algorithm modifies the PSD, the terminal shall measure the power control headroom over the

following “m” TTIs and afterwards report it to the eNode—B.

The third triggering criterion is tl1at,in order to finther limit the signalling of uplink

power control headroom reports, the terminal shall only send a new power control headroom

report if the time since the last reporting exceeds “k” T’Hs.

And, the fourth triggering criterion is that, instead of the third triggering criterion,

another embodiment of the invention is that the terminal shall only send a new power control

headroom report if the absolute difference between the current and the latest path-loss

measurement is higher than a given threshold “p”.

The three aforementioned quantities “n”, “m”, “k” (or “p" if the fourth rather than

third triggering criterion is used) are parameters that are configured by the eNode-B. As an

example, these parameters can be configured via RRC signalling from the eNode—B to the

terminal. These described triggering criteria can be combined ( e.g. using a logical “OR”

combination).

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 shows a UTRAN network.

Figure 2 shows an LTE architecture.

Figure 3 is a flow chart showing and embodiment of a method according to the

present invention.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a system according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will now be described. This is

merely to illustrate one way of implementing the invention, Without limiting the scope or

coverage ofwhat is described elsewhere in this application.
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In this preferred embodiment, the reporting criteria are implemented in the terminal.

However, the protocol for signalling the parameters “n”, “In”, “k” and/or “p” requires

implementation at both the eNode-B and the terminal. This embodiment of the invention

provides an attractive trade—ofi‘ between signalling overhead and performance.

As seen in FIG. 3, the method 300 can begin with the base station adjusting 307 one

or more of the thresholds ‘‘n'’, “m”, “k” and/or “p” at the user equipment (UE) by signalling

to the UE. At some subsequent point in time, the UE determines 315 that a triggering

criterion has been met because one of those thresholds have been reached (or some

combination of those thresholds have been reached). This will trigger the UE to provide 325

a power control headroom report on the uplink. When this report is received 335 at the base

station, the base station will then use that report to help provide 370 a closed loop power

control correction command to the user equipment.

Referring now to FIG. 4, a system 400 is shown according to an embodiment of the

invention, including a network element 492 and a user equipment 405. At the network

element, a threshold adjustment module 468 instructs transceiver 454 to send a threshold

adjustment signal to the user equipment. At some subsequent point, a triggering module 413

at the user equipment determines that the threshold has been reached, and therefore instructs

transceiver 411 to provide a power control headroom report to the network element, which

processes the report in a report receiving module 463. The report receiving module 463 will

thereby help the network element to provide a closed loop power control correction command

to the user equipment 405.

Each of the embodiments described above can be implemented using a general

purpose or specific-use computer system, with standard operating system software

conforming to the method described herein. The software is designed to drive the operation

of the particular hardware of the system, and will be compatible with other system

components and I/O controllers. The computer system of this embodiment includes a CPU

processor, comprising a single processing unit, multiple processing units capable of parallel

operation, or the CPU can be distributed across one or more processing units in one or more
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locations, e.g., on a client and server. A memory may comprise any known type of data

storage and/or transmission media, including magnetic media, optical media, random access

memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a data cache, a data object, etc. Moreover,

similar to the CPU, the memory may reside at a single physical location, comprising one or

5 more types of data storage, or be distributed across a plurality of physical systems in various

forms.

It is to be understood that the present figures, and the accompanying narrative

discussions of best mode embodiments, do not purport to be completely rigorous treatments

of the method, system, mobile device, network element, and software product under

10 consideration. A person skilled in the art will understand that the steps and signals of the

present application represent general cause-and-effect relationships that do not exclude

intermediate interactions of various types, and will further understand that the various steps

and structures described in this application can be implemented by a variety of different

sequences and configurations, using various different combinations of hardware and soflware

15 which need not be further detailed herein.

The invention includes a variety of concepts, which can be briefly described as

follows, without in any way limiting what will be claimed in the future in reliance upon this

provisional application. It is to be understood that the following concepts can be fiirther

combined with each other in any multiple dependent manner, without departing from the

20 scope of the invention.
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Claims

1. A method (300) comprising:

determining (3 15) that a set of at least onetiiggering criterion is met; and

providing (32.5) a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment,

5 in response to determining that the set is met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to the

user equipment.

10

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

15 4. The method of claim 1, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion include

any one of a plurality ofcriteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion,

a second criterion, and a third criterion.

20

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that a number

ofreceived closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an amount

25 of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has

reached a threshold ofintervals since modification.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an amount
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of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has

reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

9. The method of claim 5,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and I

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has reached

a threshold of intervals since reporting.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

12. An apparatus (405) comprising:

means (413) for determining that a set ofat least one triggering criterion is met; and

means (411) for providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a. threshold having been reached.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to the

user equipment.

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an
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absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

15. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective

threshold.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

17. The apparatus of claim 16,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report,

has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold ofdifference.

20. Apparatus (405) comprising:

a triggering module (413) configured to determine that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met; and
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a transceiver (411) configured to provide a power control headroom report on an

uplink from said user equipment, in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to

the apparatus.

22. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

23. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

25. The apparatus of claim 24,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

26. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has reached

a threshold of intervals since reporting.
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27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

28. A computer program product comprising a computer readable medium having

executable code stored therein; the code, when executed by a processor, adapted to carry out

the functions of:

determining (315) that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing (325) a power control headroom report on an uplink fi'om user equipment,

in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

29. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said threshold is

adjustable via a signal to the user equipment.

30. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein the set comprises a criterion

such that an absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss

measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

31. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said set of at least one

triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a

respective threshold.

32. The computer program product of claim 31, wherein the plurality of criteria

comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

33. The computer program product ofclaim 32,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power
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corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

34. A network element (492) comprising:

a report receiving module (463) configured to receive a power control headroom

report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a

set of at least one triggering criterion is met because a threshold has been reached, and

a threshold adjustment module (468) , configured to provide a threshold adjustment

signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the threshold.

35. The network element of claim 34, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that

an absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a

threshold ofdifference.

36. The network element of claim 34, further comprising a correction module

configured to provide a closed loop power control correction command signal to the user

equipment at least partly in response to said power control headroom report.

37. A system (400) comprising:

user equipment (405) having a triggering module (413) configured to determine that a

set of at least one triggering criterion is met, and having a transceiver (411) configured to

provide a power control headroom report on an uplink from said user equipment, in response

to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold

having been reached; and

a network element (492) having a report receiving module (463) configured to receive

a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user
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equipment determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met because said

threshold has been reached, and having a threshold adjustment module (468) configured to

provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the threshold.

5 38. The system of claim 3'7, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

39. The system of claim 37,

10 wherein the set comprises a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

15 modification.
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Ca) between an associated serving radio control means

(SRNC) and the at least one base station (NodeB1,
NodeB2).
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method and appara-
tuses for controlling the transmission power in the uplink
direction of a CDMA—based radio system.
[0002] In particular with regard to third-generation
(3G) wireless communication networks, Code Division

Multiple Access (CDMA) techniques are used in the re-
spective radio access network. In such a CDMA—based-
wireless communication network and especially for the
reverse link or uplink relating to the physical channel

from a user equipment, such as a mobile station, to the
network, the effect of mutual interference is not negligi-
ble. Consequently the control of transmission power is
very critical for the overall system performance of the
radio access networks and hence, in CDMA-networks

the power control is usually split into a fast inner loop
and a slower outer loop of power control.
[0003] In detail, the inner loop providing fast power
control has to mitigate changes in the ratio between sig-
nal and interference (SIR). Normally the changes of
such signal to interference ratio are caused by fast fad-
ing, such as Rayleigh or Ricean fading, by shadowing,
e.g. log-normal fading or by changes in the interference
level. Ideally the received SIR should remain constant

to enable a good reception of the reverse link signal
without wasting transmit power at the user equipment.
Actually, the inner loop has to adjust the transmit power
at the user equipment such that the resulting SIR at the
respective base transceiverstation (BTS) of the network
stays as close as possible to a target value of SIR.
[0004] The outer power control loop providing slow

powercontrol has to control the current link quality, usu-
ally in terms of bit error rate (BER) or block error rate
(BLER) depending on requirements ofthe respective ra-
dio bearer service. The received link quality however
may still change although the SIR is controlled by the
inner power control loop. These changes are particularly
caused by variations in a multipath delay profile based

for example on typical urban and/or hilly terrain, by al-
terations in the speed of the user equipment or by mod-
ifications in the interference characteristics. Conse-

quently the outer power control loop has to adapt the
aforementioned target value of SIR of the inner loop
such that the required link quality is met.
[0005] In CDMA-systems according to the IS-95
standard, the uplink inner and outer power control loop,

i.e. for the transmission from a user equipment to the
network, are both located in the base transceiver sta-
tions (BTS). For the inner power control loop the re-
ceived SIR is estimated at the BTS and is compared
against the target SIR. If the estimated SIR is greater
than the target SIR, a power-down command is sent to

the user equipment using the forward link control chan-
nel. Accordingly a power-up command is sent if the es-
timated SIR is below the target SIR. Thus the power

command is generally based on values "up" and "down".
Afterthe user equipment has received a respective pow-
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er command which is sent periodically 800 times per
second, the transmit power is correspondingly changed
by a predefined power step usually based on dB. If the

user equipment however is in a soft handover proce-
dure, it combines the power commands of the respec-
tively associated base transceiver stations. In particular

the user equipment decreases it's transmit power if any
of the power commands asks the user equipment to de-
crease the transmit power and hence, a transmit power
increase is only performed if all power commands are
power "up" commands.

[0006] With regard to the outer power loop control of
such IS-95 systems the BLER performance of a respec-
tive radio link is determined by checking the received
frames or blocks for errors usually using a so called Cy-
clic Redundancy Check (CRC). If the CRC fails, the

block is in error. To meet the required BLER the target
SIR is increased by predefined power up step in dB, if
a block was detected to be wrong. If the block was re-
ceived correctly, the target SIR will be decreased by a
fraction of the power up step. The correct BLER will be

met if the power down step equals the power up step
times the target BLER divided by "1—target BLER". In
soft handover procedures however all base transceiver

stations execute their outer power control loop algo-
rithms independently. Consequently every base station
tries to set the target SIR such that the respective re-
quired Iink quality is met.
[0007] Thus one of the problems of a CDMA-system
according to the IS-95 standard is that in soft handover
procedures the uplink outer power control loop is only

able to control the link quality of one respective link leg.
Since all the links are combined in a frame selection

means, which is located in a respective radio network
controller the outer power control loop is not able to con-

trol the overall link quality after frame selection is per-
formed, due to the fact that the outer power control loop
is located in the base transceiver station where no in-

formation of the link quality afterframe selection is avail-
able. Consequently each ofthe link legs in soft handover
procedures will try to achieve the target quality and
hence the target SIR values at the base transceiver sta-

tions will be set higher than necessary. Thus the SIR
and accordingly the transmit power will be higher than
necessary, whereby such transmit power causes a

waste in system capacity.
[0008] In a UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tion System) system the uplink inner power control loop
is also located atthe base transceiver stations, with the
functionality of the uplink inner loop basically similar to

the uplink inner power control loop according to the
aforementioned IS-95 based system. the only difference

is that the power commands are sent 1500 times per
second.

[0009] However, different to IS-95 based systems a
system based on the UMTS is provided with an uplink
outer power control loop which is located in the radio
network controller and thus it is possible to evaluate the
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link quality immediately after frame selection is per-
formed. Consequently the link quality requirements are
related exactly to the measurable link quality.
[0010] One of the main drawbacks of such a UMTS
decentralized power control concept however, is the
large signaling delay between the base transceiver sta-
tions and the network controller. In particular with re-
spect to the power control the signaling delay located
between the inner and the outer power control loop is
degrading the speed and performance of the outer pow-

er control loop significantly. This causes that a reaction
on changes in the environment will be delayed and the
control loop needs to slow down to avoid instability prob-
lems. Moreover the decentralized architecture also im-

plies an additional signaling traffic load on the link be-
tween the radio network controller (RNC) and an asso-
ciated NodeB, which may result in problems for radio

network operators who depend on third party operators
forthe connection between the radio network controllers
and the NodeBs.

[0011] Accordingly, an object of the invention is, to
provide with regard to the aforediscussed state of the
art, a new and significantly improved approach for con-
trolling the transmission power in the uplink direction of
a CDMA-based radio system avoiding the current draw-

backs or problems and in particular providing a trans-
mission power control even with regard to an overall link
quality substantially involving a real time reaction on
changes in the environment.
[0012] The inventive solution is achieved by a method
incorporating the features of claim 1 and by a UMTS—
system, a transceiver apparatus and a software imple-
mentation product respectively incorporating the fea-
tures of claim 8, 9 or 10.

[0013] Advantage and/or preferred embodiments or
refinements are the subject matter of the respective de-
pendent claims.

[0014] Accordingly the invention proposes to provide
an inner power control loop for adjusting the transmis-
sion power between a user equipment and at least one
base transceiver station based on the signal to interfer-
ence ratio such that a target signal to interference ratio

at least within a predefined range is ensured and an out-
er power control loop for adjusting said target signal to
interference ratio based on link quality such that a target
link quality is ensured wherein the outer power control
loop is based on a combination of a first outer power
control loop established between said at least one base
station and said user equipment and of a second outer
power control loop established between an associated

serving radio control means and the at least one base
station.

[0015] One of the main advantages is that by intro-
ducing a two—stage uplink outer power control loop it is
possible to fulfill both, the fast reaction on changes in
the radio environment and the control of the overall link

quality. Accordingly, the target link quality necessary for
fulfilling a predetermined quality of service in view of link
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quality and transmission delay, in particular based on
retransmission of error signal components can be en-
sured, wherein the first outer power control loop estab-
lished between the base station and the user equipment
may adjust the target signal to interference ratio based
on a link quality of a respective signal link which is usu-
ally different to said target link quality usually similarto
a required overall link quality.
[0016] Accordingly the invention preferably proposes
to establish the second outer power control loop such

that it ensures the target link quality based on the overall
link quality and is adjusting a reference link quality
based on that target link quality for the first outer power
control loop. Thus the first outer power loop is enabled

to adjust said target signal to interference ratio based

on link quality to ensure a kind of reference link quality
which is set by the second outer power control loop and

is usually different to the required overall link quality. Ac-
cordingly if the overall link quality is not good enough
the reference link quality can be tightened. If however
the overall link quality is too goodthe reference link qual-
ity may be weakened. Therefore the use of a reference

link quality enables the control of the overall link quality
without having the drawback of the large signaling delay
between the inner and outer loop.

[0017] According to a preferred embodiment it is pro-
posed to establish the first outer power control loop in
the respective base station and the second outer power
control loop in the a respective serving radio network
controller so that the first control loop is responsible for
the fast reaction on changes in the radio environment
and the second control loop ensures the overall link

quality requirements after frame selection. Accordingly
by correcting the reference link quality based on signal
to interference ratio measurement the main quality con-
trol can be performed in the base station. The reference
quality correction in the network controller is used to

adapt the residual overall link quality deviation due to

the imperfect reference quality adaptation. Hence it is
possible to use propriety link quality estimation tech-
niques since the signal to interference ratio measure-
ments need not betransferred to the radio network con-

troller resulting in significant opportunities to the ven-
dors to optimize the quality control without changing the
standardized information flow.

[0018] According to a further preferred refinement it
is suggested to deactivate said second outer power con-
trol loop based on a radio link between said user equip-
ment and only one base station and to activate said sec-
ond outer power control loop at least based on a multi-

path radio link being a link between said user equipment
and a plurality of base stations.

[0019] Accordingly when the user equipment is con-
nected through one signal radio link handled by one sig-
nal base station or even when the links are in softer
handover over several sectors ofthe same base station

the deactivation substantially avoids any control delay
and extra signaling between the base station and the
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respective radio network controller. If however the radio
links related to the radio connection are handled by
more than one base station the first and second outer

power control loops run parallel and exchange informa-
tion overthe interfaces between the NodeB and the ra-

dio network controllerfor staying synchronized, wherein
the second outer power control loop function preferably
is the master control loop whereas the first outer power
control loop has only the restricted decision-making
power depending on the handicap of the second outer

power control loop for fulfilling the required quality of
services.

[0020] Moreover, according to a further preferred em-
bodiment of the invention it is proposed that said first

outer power control loop is restricting the target signal
to interference ratio to a constantvalue and/orto avalue

having a predefined increase based on two successive

values in case said target signal to interference ratio is
not met by the inner power control loop. With such a
restriction of the adjustment of the target signal to inter-
ference ratio a wind-up effect due to an impact of one

of the radio links, that is notsignificant on the inner pow-
er control loop is avoided.
[0021] To further improve the convergence of the

overall link quality according to a very preferred embod-
iment it is further proposed to adapt the reference link

quality depending on the difference between the target
signal to interference ratio and the respective current
signal to interference ratio by the first outer power con-
trol loop to avoid too heavy changes in the overall link

quality in particular if the combining gain of the frame
selection is changing.
[0022] Moreover, for further reducing the signaling
load forthe respective associated radio network control-

ler with regard to the base transceiver stations and/or
with regard to a plurality of drift radio network controllers
it is further suggested that said first outer power control
loop is generating said target signal to interference ratio
faster than said second outer power control loop is gen-

erating said reference link quality.
[0023] Correspondingly the invention is additionally
providing an UMTS system adapted to perform the in-

ventive method by incorporating means adapted to pro-
vide a first outer power control loop between at least one
base station and a user equipmentfor adjusting a target
signal to interference ratio and means adapted to estab-
lish a second outer power control loop between an as-
sociated sewing radio controller and the at least one

base station for ensuring a target link quality necessary
for fulfilling a predetermined quality of service.
[0024] Moreover a transceiver apparatus is provided
having means for adjusting a target signal to interfer-
ence ratio based on link quality and adapted to be used
for performing the inventive method, especially incorpo-
rated within an inventive UMTS-system.
[0025] Additionally, a software implementation prod-
uct is provided adapted to perform the inventive two

stage outer power control loop functionality, preferably
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with an adaptable configuration dependent on the
number and types of radio links activated to maintain

the radio connection and on the messages exchanged
between the different element of the radio network ac-

cordingly.
[0026] Subsequently the invention is exemplary de-
scribed in more detail based on a preferred embodiment
and with regard to accompanied drawings, in which:

Fig.1 is schematically depicting an information flow

example for a two-way handover scenario ac-
cording to the invention,

Fig. 2 is schematically depicting an information flow
example for the management of the inventive
two-stage outer power control loop configura-
tion changes, and

Fig. 3 is schematically illustrating the location of the
uplink outer power control loop functionality in
a UMTS-system according to the state of the
art.

[0027] Firstly regarding Fig. 3 showing an exemplar

illustration of location of the uplink outer power control
loop OLPC of an exemplar UMTS-based network ac-

cording to the state ofthe art to provide a better under-
standing of the invention. As can be seen in the UMTS-
based network the uplink outer loop of power control
OLPC is located in the radio network controller SRNC

which is serving the links of a respective user equipment
UE in particular of a mobile station. Furthermore also
the frame selector "Frame Selector" for combining all

received frames is located in that serving RNC.
[0028] As it is indicated by flashes in Fig. 3, there are
a plurality of radio legs related to the radio connection
ofthe user equipment UE that are handled by more than
one base transceiver station each of which associated

to a respective so called NodeB of the network. Conse-

quently it is possible to evaluate the link quality imme-
diately afterframe selection, whereby the link quality re-
quirements are related exactly to the measurable link

quality.
[0029] Since however the uplink inner power control
loop, even it is not indicated in Fig. 3 is located at the
base stations, there is usually a large signaling delay
between the base stations and the serving network con-
troller SRNC degrading the speed and performance of

the outer loop power control OLPC significantly. Reac-
tions on changes in the environment will be delayed and
the control loop needs to slow down to avoid instability
problems. Hence such a decentralized architecture also

implies an additional signaling traffic load on the links
between the serving network controller SRNC and the
NodeBs, i.e. on the link interfaces lub. Moreover, in the
case of a further drift network controller dFiNC associ-
ated to at least one of the NodeBs also on the link inter-

face lur between the drift and the serving radio network
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controllers dRNC and SRNC. The link interface Iu is

usedto exchange information between the sewing RNC
and the further core network.

[0030] In comparison thereto the outer power control
loop OLPC according to the invention is distributed in
general between the base transceiver station of the
NodeB and the radio network controller SRNC, as can

be seen in Fig. 1.
[0031] Fig. 1 shows an example for the information
flow between network elements for the case of a two-

way soft—handover and with the block error rate BLER

used as the link quality criteria.
[0032] In detail, the schematically drafted user equip-
ment UE is in two-way soft handover with the NodeB1
and the NodeB2. Thus the receiver of each of the base

stations comprised by the NodeB1 or the NodeB2 re-
ceives an information signal which is transmitted by the

transmitter of the user equipment UE using a certain
transmission power TXpwr adjusted as described in the
following by a unit means indicated as ILPCb. Each of
the receivers are connected to an estimator for meas-

uring the SIR ratio of the transmitted signal of the user
equipment UE on the physical control channel. Further-
more, each of the NodeBs comprises an uplink inner

power control loop ILPCa connected to the estimator
and adapted to generate a power command TACc1 or
TPCc2, respectively being a power—up or a power—down
command by comparing the estimated signal to interfer-
ence ratio SIRe1 or SIRe2 of the respective SIR estima-

toragainst a respectivetarget signal to interference ratio
S|Rt1 or S|Rt2. The power—up or the power—down com-
mands TPCc1 and TPCc2 arethen sent back to the user

equipment UE on the downlink physical control channel

so that in the drawn case the user equipment UE will
receive by means of the unit ILPCb the transmission
power command TPCc1 and TPCc2 from the base sta-
tions causing a change of the transmission power TXp-

wr of the user equipment UE by a predefined power step
in dB.

[0033] As discussed above in the introduction portion,
the mobile station UE combines the power commands
in case of a soft—handover wherein the unit ILPCb will

decrease the transmission power TXpwr if any of the
power commands TPCc1 and TPCc2 is a power—down
command and will increasethe transmit power only if all

power commands TPCc1 and TPCc2 are power-up
commands.

[0034] According to the preferred embodiment as de-
picted, the NodeB1 and the NodeB2 also comprise a
respective decoder connected tothe respective receiver
to decode the received data blocks of the signal trans-
mitted bythe user equipment UE andto evaluate a cyclic
redundancy check in turn to evaluate whether the de-
coded block is in error or not. The result of this check,

i.e. the cyclic redundancy check indication is denoted
with CRCI1 and CRCI1, respectively. As known for a
person skilled in the art such cyclic redundancy check
CRCI is the most common measure for a block error rate
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controlled link quality control.
[0035] The inventive distributed uplink outer power
control loop OLPCa and OLPCb as described in more

detail below enables the use offurther quality estimation
techniques, too. A further quality estimate QE1 or QE2
is shown in Fig. 1. This measurement or estimate need
not be transferred to the serving radio network controller
SRNC and can be any proprietary link quality measure-
ment regardless of the standardi7ed procedures be-
cause it does not need to distribute outside the base sta-
tions.

[0036] Regarding the inventive two—stage uplink outer

power control loop OLPCa and OLPCb in more detail it
is possible to fulfill both, the fast reaction on changes in
the radio environment and the control of the overall link

quality. As can be seen, a first outer power control loop
OLPCb is located in each of the base transceiver sta-
tions of the NodeBl or the NodeB2 to enable a fast re-

action on changes in the radio environment. In soft-
handover cases, as drafted by Fig. 1 for example, the
overall link quality is usually different to the link quality
ofthe single links. Thus the outer power control lop part
OLPCb of a respective NodeB tries to achieve a kind of
reference link quality BLERref brought forward by the
sewing radio network controller SRNC. This reference

link quality BLERref is usually different to the required
target overall link quality.
[0037] In particular, this reference link quality BLERref
is set by a second outer powercontrol loop part OLPCb
which is located in the same network element as the

frame selection, i.e. usually in the serving radio network

controller SRNC. If the overall link quality is not good
enough then the reference link quality BLERref require-
ment is tightened. If the overall target link quality is too
good the reference link quality requirement BLERref is
weakened. According to the exemplar using the block

error rate as the link quality criteria such link quality is
determined by using the cyclic redundancy check indi-
cations CRCI1 and CRCl2 of the respective base sta-
tions. lfthe combined redundancy check indication CR-
Cl fails, the block or frame is in error. The combining
gain oftheframe selection is maximal if allthe links have

the same link quality. In this case the reference link qual-
ity BLERref will be worsethan the overall required target
link quality. By using such reference link quality BLER-
ref, the control of the target or necessary overall link
quality is enabled substantially without having any large
signaling delay between the inner and outer loops of
power.

[0038] Furthermore, according to preferred embodi-
ments the first means of the outer loop for power control
OLPCb is adapted in that any increase of the target sig-

nal to interference ratio S|Rt1 or target S|Rt2 is prohib-
ited if the means ofthe inner loop for power control loop
|LPCa and |LPCb has not met the target SIR S|Rt1 or
SIRt2 to a certain degree, previously. In other words a
target SIR SIRt1 or SIRt2 increase is allowed only ifthe
current SIR is greaterthan the target SIR SIRt1 orSlRt2
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minus a tolerance margin. This enables to overcome
any wind-up effect caused by situations in which one of

the Iin ks has no significant impact on the inner power
control loop ILPC.
[0039] Such a wind—up effect usually may be a result
of a soft-handover, since the mobile station UE will only

increase it's transmit power TXpwr if all power com-
mands TACc1 and TPCc2 are requesting a power in-
crease. If however one of the links requires a power de-
crease the mobile station UE will decrease it's transmit

power TXpwr. Thus if one of the links has a worse SIR
than the other one it is quite likely that the stronger link
meets the SIR target while the SIR of the weaker link
will be lowerthan the target. Thus withoutthe restriction

oftarget SI R increases, the first outer loop power control
OLPCb of the base station which is receiving the weaker

link will increase the target SIR, i.e. based on Fig. 1
S|Rt1 or SI Rt2. However, although thattarget SIR S|Rt1
and/or SlRt2 has been increased, the stronger link will
still control the SIR by sending power—up and/or power-
down commands while the weaker link will mostly send

power-up commands. Therefore, withoutthe use of the
invention, the target SIR S|Rt1 or SlRt2 of the weaker

link will wind-up step by step.
[0040] Moreover by use of the invention it is possible
to improve the convergence of the overall link quality.
Although the first part of the uplink outer loop for power
control OLPCb located in the base station is controlling
the link quality quite fast, the adaptation to the target link

quality based on the required overall link quality is slow-
er because of the still existing signaling delay between
a respective NodeB and the serving radio network con-
troller SRNC. If the overall link quality is worse than the

required link quality it takes some time to adapt the ref-
erence Iinkquality BLERref until the required link quality
is met. The strongest impact on the overall performance
is seen if for example two strong links were in soft-

handover, i.e. the reference link quality BLERref was
worsened causing an increase ofthe transmission pow-
er TXpwr, and suddenly the soft-handover situation
ends. In this case the reference link quality BLERref is
too bad until the second outer loop means for power

control OLPCa adapts the reference quality BLERref
again.
[0041] Therefore to mitigate such a situation each

linked NodeB preferably adapts the reference link qual-
ity BLERref in definable functional dependence on the
respective actual difference between the current SIR
and the respective target SIR S|Rt1 or SlRt2 by the first
outer power control loop part OLPCb. If the current SIR
of a link meets the respective target SIR SI Rt1 or SIRt2,
the reference quality is equal to the required quality. In

this case this link is the only important link. Practically,
the reference quality is decreased proportionally to the
difference between the target SIR S|Rt1 or SlRt2 and

the current SI R. As a result, such decentralized mapping
avoids too heavy changes in the overall link quality if the
combining gain of the frame selection is changing.
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[0042] In general, all the above described inventive
features can be implemented without the need for undue

hardware changes and practically can be even done re-
motely, in particular via loading or implementing an op-
erating software appropriately adapted to the specific
system or network constraints into the base stations
and/or radio network controllers, so that no site visits

are necessary to implement the features.

[0043] Using such an implemented controlling func-
tionality Fig. 2 is schematically representing an exem-
plar information flow including afurther preferred refine-
ment for managing the distributed outer power control
loop OLPCa and OLPCb due to changes in the handling
of the radio legs related to the mobile station UE.
[0044] In particular, when a mobile station is locked

on a mobile radio communication network or respective-
ly a call creation is performed, firstly the functionality of
the outer power control loop part OLPCa of the serving
radio network controller SRNC is created and activated,

so that the aforementioned process may be performed.
Additionally or simultaneously the second outer power

control loop part OLPCb of the base station BTS or
NodeB to which the mobile station is linked is created

and activated so that the respective associated process
may be performed.
[0045] If howeverthe at least one radio leg related to
the created radio link connection is handled by merely
one single base station the second outer power control
loop part OLPCa located at the radio network controller

is disabled and the entire power is provided forfunction-
ality of the first outer power control loop OLPCb of the
respective base station. Sincethere is no reason in such
acase for monitoring the quality of the radio bearerfrom

the serving radio network controller SRNC, merely an
unnecessary but extra way of signaling delay and hence
a control delay between the base station and the radio
network controller, as described above, would be intro-

duced. Thus if the at least one radio leg related to the

radio connection is handled by one single base station
the performance of the system is therefore improved if
only thefirst outer powercontrol loop OLPCb at the base
station is operating.

[0046] If a new radio leg is added it is proved whether
all ofthe active radio legs are still supported bythe same
base station or not. If the actual set of radio legs is still

handled by one base stations the functionality of the
second outer power control loop OLPCa may be still de-
activated. If this, however, is not the case, i.e. if the ac-

tual set of radio legs is handled by more than one base
stations the second outer power control loop OLPCa of
the radio network controller RNC is activated so thatthe

first outer power control loop functionality OLPCb and

the second outer power control loop functionality OLP-
Ca of the radio network controller RNC run parallel,
thereby exchanging information over the lub and/or lur

interfaces in orderto stay synchronized. Preferably spe-
cific information relating to the outer power control loop
OLPC in general is firstly transferred to the radio net-
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work controller RNC to improving the operating starting
process ofthe second outer powercontrol |oopfunction-

ality OLPCa of the radio network controller.
[0047] As a consequence, the outer power control
loop is then again distributed between the base station
and the radio network controller wherein preferably the
second outer power control loop OLPCa, located after
the frame selector atthe serving radio network controller
SRNC, provides the master control functionality whilst
the means for providing the functionality of the first outer
power control loop part OLPCb of the base station has

only a restricted decision—power, as described above.
[0048] In case a radio leg is dropped it is again proved
if the new set of active legs is supported by the same
base station or not. If this is the case then the second

outer power control loop OLPCa of the radio network
controller is again disabled and the full power in turn is
given to the first outer power control loop OLPCb of the
base station.

[0049] Consequently by activating or deactivating the
second outer power control loop OLPCa ofthe radio net-

work controller in dependent on whetherthe radio legs
are handled by more than one base station or respec-
tively by a single base station the whole advantages of
distributed and centralized outer power control loop ar-

chitectures are supported by simultaneously optimizing
the related sign alingtraffic between the base station and
radio network controllers.

Claims

1. Methodforcontrollingthetransmissionpowerinthe

uplink direction of a CDMA—based radio system
comprising

- an inner power control loop (ILPC) adjustingthe
transmission power (TXpwr) between an user
equipment (UE) and at least one base station
(NodeB1, NodeB2) based on the signal to in-
terference ratio (SIR) to ensure that the signal
to interference ratio (SIR) is similar to a target
signal to interference ratio (S|Rt1, S|Rt2) at
least within a predefined range and

- an outer power control loop (OLPC) for adjust-
ing said target signal to interference ratio
(SlRt1 , S|Rt2) based on the link quality (BLER)
to ensure a target link quality necessary forful-
filling a predetermined quality of service in view

of link quality at least within a predefined range,

wherein the outer power control loop is provided by

- establishing a first outer power control loop
(OLPCb) between said at least one base sta-
tion (NodeB1, NodeB2) and said user equip-

ment (UE) and by
- establishing a second outer power control loop
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(OLPCa) between an associated serving radio
control means (SRNC) and the at least one

base station (NodeB1, NodeB2).

Method of claim 1 , wherein said second outer loop
of power control (OLPCa) established between said
associated serving radio network controller (SRNC)
and the at least one base station (NodeB1,
NodeB2) is ensuringthe target link quality based on

the necessary overall link quality and is providing a
reference link quality (BLERref) for the first outer
control loop (OLPCb) to enable a predetermined

quality of service in view of transmission delay
based on retransmission of erroneous signal com-
ponents.

Method ofclaim 1 or 2, wherein said first outer loop
of power control (OLPCb) established between said
user equipment (UE) and the at least one base sta-
tion (NodeB1, NodeB2) is adjusting said target sig-
nal to interference ratio (SlRt1, SlFlt2) such to en-
sure a reference link quality (BLERref) set by the
second outer control loop (OLPCa).

Method of claim 2 or 3, wherein said first outer pow-
er control loop (OLPCb) established between said
at least one base station (NodeB1, NodeB2) and

said user equipment (UE) is generating said target
signal to interference ratio (SI Rt1 , SlRt2) fasterthan
said second outer power control loop (OLPCa) is
generating said reference link quality (BLERref).

Method of any of the preceding claims, wherein said

second outer power control loop (OLPCa) is acti-
vated at least based on a soft handover link being
a link between said user equipment (UE) and a plu-

rality of base stations (NodeB1 , NodeB2) and/or de-
activated based on a radio link between said user

equipment (UE) and only one base station
(NodeB1, NodeB2).

Method of any preceding claim, wherein a reference

link quality (BERref) set by the second outer control
loop (OLPCa) is adapted by the first outer power
control loop (OLPCb) depending on the difference
between the target signal to interference ratio
(SlRt1, S|Rt2) and the respective current signal to
interference ratio to avoid too heavy changes in the
overall link quality in particular if the combining gain

offrame selection is changing.

Method of any preceding claim, wherein said first
outer power control loop (OLPCb) is restricting said
target signal to interference ratio (S|Rt1, S|Flt2) to
a constant value and/or to a value having a prede-
fined increase based on the difference between the

target signal to interference ratio (S|Rt1 , S|Rt2) and
the current signal to interference ratio (SIR) when
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saidtargetsignal to interference ratio (S|Rt1 , S|Rt2)
is not meet.

An UMTS-system adapted to perform the method
of any of claims 1 to 7, comprising

- means (SRNC) adapted to perform functional-
ity of an outer power control loop (OLPCa) be-
tween at least one base station (NodeB1,
NodeB2) and an associated sewing radio net-

work controller (SRNC) for ensuring an target
link quality necessary for fulfilling a predeter-
mined quality of service and

- means (NodeB1, NodeB2) for providing func-
tionality of an outer power control loop (OL PCb)
between the at least one base station (NodeB1,

NodeB2) and at least one user equipment (UE)
for adjusting a target signal to interference ratio
(SlRt1, SlRt2) according to which said user
equipment (UE) is adjusting the uplink trans-
mission power (TXpwr).

A transceiver apparatus, in particular a base trans-
ceiver station, having means for adjusting a target
signal to interference ratio (SlRt1, SlRt2) based on

a reference link quality (BLERref) and adapted to
be used for performing the method of any of claims

1 to 7, especially incorporated within a UMTS-sys-
tem of claim 8.

An implementation software product adapted to
perform the method of any of claims 1 to 7, in par-

ticular incorporated within a UMTS-system of claim
8.
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Description

PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 to an application entitled "Apparatus And Method For
Adaptively Changing Uplink Power Control Scheme According To Mobile Status In A TDD Mobile Communication

System" filed in the Korean Intellectual Property Office on August 20, 2004 and assigned Serial No. 2004-65952, the
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates generally to an apparatus and method for determining a power control scheme
in atime division duplex (TDD) mobile communication system, and in particular, to an apparatus and method forchanging
an uplink power control scheme according to the status of a subscriber station (SS).

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] As one of the duplex schemes, Time Division Duplex (TDD) uses two distinct sets of time slots on the same
frequency for the uplinktrom a base station (BS) to a Subscriber Station (SS) and the downlinkfrom the SS to the BS.

Another major duplex scheme is frequency division duplex (FDD). FDD uses two distinct frequencies for the uplink and
the downlink.

[0004] Unlike FDD, the uplink and the downlink share the same frequency band in TDD and are separated by time
slots dedicated to them. That is, time slots are separately preset forthe uplink signal and the downlink signal. Therefore,
the uplink and downlinksignals are transmitted only in their assignedtime slots. TDD hasthe advantage of high frequency
use efficiency.
[0005] The mobile communication system schedules bursty uplink/downlink packets. Particularly, the BS decides a
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) for the resources to be allocated and already allocated resources in uplink!
downlink packet schedulingfor an SS. An MCS level to be used depends on the status ofthe SS. Forthe uplinkscheduling,
the BS takes into account the maximum transmit power of the SS. Since the transmit power of the SS is restricted to a
set level, the BS performs scheduling taking into account the allocated resources, an MCS level to be applied for the

resources, and the transmit power limit of the SS. To do so, the scheduler of the BS must have knowledge ofthe power
headroom or transmit power of the SS.
[0006] Typically, the mobile communication system uses downlink and uplink power control to increase call capacity
and achieve good call quality. That is, ifthe BS receives a signal from an SS at a signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) that
ensures the minimum required call quality by controlling the transmit power of all of the SSs, system capacity can be
maximized. In the case where the signal from the SS is received in the BS at a higher power level, the performance of
the SS is increased at the expense of increasing interference from other SS5 sharing the same channel. As a result,

system capacity is decreased or the call quality of other subscribers drops.
[0007] Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)/Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)

has recently been proposed as a physical layerscheme for a 4”‘ generation mobile communication system. The above—de—
scribed power control has also emerged as a challenging issue to the OFDM/OFDMA system.
[0008] OFDM/OFDMA is a transmission scheme based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, in which a serial modulation
symbol sequence is transmitted as parallel data. OFDM/OFDMA operates in TDD. In OFDM, 256 modulation symbols

are Fast-Fourier-Transformed (FFT-processed) to one OFDM symbol, whereas in OFDMA, one OFDM symbol is formed
with more modulation symbols. According to the IEEE 802.16-based OFDMA, the subcarriers of one OFDM symbol are
grouped into subchannels and a plurality of OFDM symbols form one frame.
[0009] FIG. 1 illustrates an OFDMA frame structure specified by IEEE 802.16. The horizontal axis represents OFDM
symbol indexes and the vertical axis represents subchannel indexes.
[0010] Referring to FIG. 1, an OFDMA frame is comprised of a plurality of bursts each marked by a square on a
time-frequency plane. Since the frame istime-division-duplexed, the downlink period and the uplink period can beflexibly

controlled. For example, kt“ through (k+8)”‘ symbols are allocated to the downlink and (k+9)”‘ through (k+12)”‘ symbols
are allocated to the uplink, as illustrated in FIG. 1. In the OFDMA frame, a DL/UL MAP burst delivers configuration

information (e.g. position, length, and MCS level) about a plurality of downlink/uplink bursts allocated to the frame. The
bursts other than the DL/UL MAP burst transfer a DL/UL—Medium Access Control (MAC) layer control message and
downlink/uplink data packets. Particularly, the control message bursts can be a powercontrol change request/command
message burst for controlling the power control scheme of each S8, or a power control message burst for controlling
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the transmit power of each SS. The bursts are time-division-multiple-accessed between SSs and the BS. Transmission
gaps called transmit/receive transition gap (TFG) and receive/transmit transition gap (RTG) are inserted between the
downlink and uplink periods.

[0011] Meanwhile, each SS performs initial ranging and periodic ranging to correct time and frequency errors in uplink
bursts and control power. When the SS attempts ranging, the BS measures the power of a signal from the SS and
transmits to the SS a MAC message including a compensation value for signal power loss caused by path attenuation
and rapid signal power change.
[0012] Now a description will be made of an uplink power control method in a normal mode in the OFDM/OFDMA
TDD system. The uplink power control is executed in two steps.
[0013] In the first step, the BS carries out power control. The BS scheduler determines available resources and an

available MCS level for uplinktransmission within the transmit power range of an SS of interest by

AP = SNRW — sNR,,,,,,,, + (BW,:41 — BWRX ) + MARGIND, s Headroom

.....(1)

where SNR,eq and Bw,eq respectively denote the required SNR and bandwidth for applying an MCS level to the current
packet to be scheduled. SN RULBX and BWRX denote the received SNR and allocated bandwidth of a reference signal,
respectively. The reference signal is a previously received uplink burstsignal, a data signal ora control signal. MARGINTX
is a term that represents a channel change. That, this margin is set considering the difference between the time of

scheduling based on Equation (1) and the actual time of transmitting an uplink signal. Headroom is the transmit power
margin of the SS, calculated by subtracting the current transmit powerfrom the maximum transmit power of the SS. The
BS is assumed to have knowledge of the maximum transmit power of the SS. AP satisfying Equation (1) ensures that
the SS transmits an uplink signal with the resources and MCS level scheduled within the limited power.

[0014] In the second step, the SS performs power control. The uplink power control is considered in two ways:
closed-loop power control and open-loop power control.

[001 5] The uplink closed power control is a scheme ofcontrolling the transmit power ofthe SS according to acommand

from the BS. The BS notifies the SS of a required power increment/decrement AP as well as the resources and MCS
level scheduled by Equation (1).
[0016] The uplink open-loop power control is a scheme of deciding the uplinktransmit power in the SS itself. The BS
simply tells the SS the resources and MCS level decided by Equation (1) and the SS then computes the uplinktransmit
power of an uplink signal to be transmitted using the allocated resources by

P : PLUL + SNRM + NIULIRX + BWW + MARGINRX

= PLDL + SNRW + NIULIRX + BW + MARGINRXreq

= pL,,,_,,, — PL,,,_,,,,, + SNRW + N1,,,_,,,, + BWW + MARGINRX

.....(2)

where PLUL and PLDL denote uplink and downlink path losses, respectively. In view of the TDD system, these two values

are almost the same. The SS can estimate PLDL using the transmit power of the BS, PD,_,TX and the downlink received
power PDLRX of the SS. NIULRX is the power of a signal and interference measured at a receiver of the BS, common

to all of the SSs. SN Rreq and Bw,eq respectively denote the required SNR and bandwidth for an MCS level to be applied
to a packet. MARGINRX is a term that represents the difference between the time to which Equation (2) is computed for
application and the actual uplinktransmission time.

[0017] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a signal flow for a conventional closed-loop power control.
[0018] Referring to FIG. 2, the SS transmits a reference signal and information about the uplink transmit power of the
reference signal (UL,Tx, Power) in an uplink burst to the BS in step 201.
[0019] In step 203, the BS (scheduler) calculates the received SNR ofthe reference signal and determines resources,

an MCS level, and a power incrementAPforthe SS by Equation (1 ). Headroom involved in Equation (1 ) can be calculated
using the information of the transmit power (U L_Tx, Power).
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[0020] In step 205, the BS allocates the uplink resources tothe SS according to the scheduling (UL_MAP) andtransmits
a power control command (or the power increment) to the SS. The resource assignment (UL,MAP) information is
delivered in a UL-MAP burst and the power control command is set in a DL burst containing a predetermined control
message.

[0021] The SS determines its uplink transmit power according to the power control command in step 207 and transmits
packets using the allocated resources in step 209. Thereafter, step 203 (BS scheduling) through step 209 (uplink trans-
mission) are repeated.
[0022] As described before, the power control command is selectively transmitted in the closed-loop power control.
Only if the channel status is changed and the SNR of an uplink received signal is changed, does the BS transmit a power
control command to the SS. In the absence of the power control command, the SS determines its uplink transmit power
based on the previous uplink transmit power by

P = Pm, + SNRnew New _ + - BWLGJI)

. . . . . (3)

where Pnew and P,_aSt denote the newtransmit power and the previous transmit power, respectively, SNRNew and SN R,_aS,
denote a required new SNR and the previous required SN R, respectively, and BWNGW and BWLaSt denote a new allocated
SNR and the previous allocated SNR, respectively.
[0023] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a signal flow for a conventional open—|oop power control.
[0024] Referring to FIG. 3, the SS transmits a reference signal and information about the uplink transmit power of the

reference signal (UL,Tx, Power) in an uplink burst to the BS in step 301.
[0025] In step 303, the BS (scheduler) calculates the received SNR ofthe reference signal and determines resources,
an MCS level, and a power incrementAPforthe SS by Equation (1 ). Headroom involved in Equation (1 )can be calculated

using the information of the transmit power (UL_TX, Power).
[0026] In step 305, the BS allocates the uplink resources to the SS according to the scheduling (UL_MAP) andtransmits
the uplink resource assignment (UL_MAP) information to the SS. Compared to the closed-loop power control, a power

control command is nottransmitted in the open—loop power control. Instead, the BS broadcasts in a DL—MAP burst PDLTX
and NIULBX necessary for the computation of Equation (2) to all of the S38.
[0027] The SS determines its uplinktransmit power using the resource assignment information by Equation (2) in step
307 and transmits an uplink signal using the allocated resources in step 309. Atthe same time, the SS tells the BS the

current transmit power. Thereafter, step 303 (BS scheduling) through step 309 (uplink transmission) are repeated.
[0028] As described earlier, in contrast to the closed-loop power control, the open-loop power control scheme provide
to the BS information about the current uplink transmit power along with the uplink transmission because the SS can

change the uplink transmit powerfreely. Equation (2) that the SS uses in deciding the transmit power includes a channel
variation which is not known to the BS and thus the headroom of the SS is changed, unnoticed by the BS. Therefore,
the SS tells the BS the current transmit power at every uplink transmission so that the BS can update the headroom.
[0029] On the other hand, in the closed-loop power control, the transmit power ofthe SS is changed by a power control
command from the BS or a transmit power calculation formula (Equation (3)) known to the BS. Accordingly, the BS can
distinguish a transmit power change from a channel change in the SNR estimate of an uplink signal. That is, the BS can

execute a power control taking the channel change into account, as shown in Equation (1). The headroom can also be
calculated using the previous headroom and the previous power control command or using the transmit power of the
SS thatthe bas station can estimate by Equation (3). Consequently, the SS does not need to notifythe BS of its transmit
power at every uplink transmission in the closed-loop power control.
[0030] The features of the two power control schemes are summarized below in Table 1.

Table 1

 Closed-loop power control Open-loop power control
Downlink feedback

Uplink feedback 
Scheduling margin MARGINTX MARGINTX

Maximum transmit power margin MARGIN , X MARGINRX

4
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[0031] As noted from Table 1 , the closed-loop and open-loop powercontrol schemes differ in uplink/downlinkfeedback,
scheduling margin, and maximum transmit power margin. The uplink/downlink feedback has been described before.

The scheduling margin is MARGINTX in both power control schemes because a scheduling time point coincides with an
actual uplink transmission time in them. The maximum transmit power margin is defined as the maximum difference

between a required transmit power satisfying SNRreq at the receiver and an actual transmit power. Forthe closed-loop
power control, the maximum transmitpower margin is MARG INTX since the actual transmit power is decided at scheduling.
For the open-loop power control, the actual transmit power is decided by Equation (2) and thus the maximum transmit

power margin is MARGINRX. The scheduling margin leads to resource assignment loss, and the maximum transmit
power margin results in an increase in total system interference.
[0032] If the SS moves slowly, the closed-loop power control performs better on the whole. Because the channel does

not change much at a low mobile velocity, the power control command is not issued frequently and thus the amount of

downlinkfeedback information is small. MARGINTX affected by the channel variation is also very small. Also, the sched-
uling is done andthe transmit poweris decided according to the actual uplinkchannel status, as in Equation (1 ). Therefore,
the uplink power control can be performed with high reliability.

[0033] On the contrary, if the SS moves fast, the open-loop power control outperforms the closed-loop power control.
The channel changes greatly at a high mobile velocity and thus the number of occurrences ofthe power control command
in the closed-loop power control is approximately equal to the number of transmit power feedbacks in the open-loop

power control. However, because MARGINTX 2 MARGINRX, the closed-loop power control tracks the channel variation
consuming much resources, or cannot trackthe channel variation at all. As a result, the closed-loop power control causes
greater interference than the open-loop power control in the case where the SS moves fast.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0034] As described above, the closed-loop and open-loop power control schemes offer their benefits according to
the velocity of the mobile terminal. Nevertheless, conventional systems adopt only one ofthe two power control schemes.

In another case, the open-loop power control applies to an initial access, and the closed-loop power control applies
thereafter. Thus, the conventional systems do not fully utilize the advantages of the closed-loop and open-loop power
control schemes.

[0035] An object of the present invention is to substantially solve at least the above problems and/or disadvantages

and to provide at least the advantages below. Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus
and method for adaptively determining a power control scheme according to mobile velocity in a mobile communication
system.

[0036] Another object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and method for adaptively determining a

power control scheme according to mobile velocity in an OFDM/OFDMA TDD mobile communication system.
[0037] The above objects are achieved by providing an apparatus and method for adaptively changing an uplink power
control scheme according to mobile status in a TDD mobile communication system.
[0038] According to an aspect of the present invention, in a base station in a mobile communication system supporting
a plurality of uplink power control schemes, a mobility estimator generates a mobility index by estimating the velocity of

a subscriber station, and a power controller selects a power control scheme for the uplink of a subscriber station from
among the plurality of power control schemes by comparing the mobility index with a threshold.
[0039] According to another aspect of the present invention, in a subscriber station device in a mobile communication
system supporting a plurality of power control schemes, a MAC entity extracts, upon receipt of a power control change

command message from a base station, information about a power control scheme requested by the base station from
the power control change command message, and a power controller selects a power control scheme according to the
extracted information received from the MAC entity and determines the transmit Pfiwer of an uplink burst according to

the selected power control scheme.
[0040] According to a further aspect of the present invention, in a method of determining an uplink power control
scheme in a mobile communication system supporting a plurality of uplink powercontrol schemes, a base station selects
a powercontrol scheme forthe uplink of a subscriberstation accordingto the status ofthe subscriber station andtransmits

to the subscriber station a power control change command message including information about the selected power
control scheme. The subscriber station extracts, upon receipt ofthe power control change command message from the
base station, the power control scheme information from the power control change command message and selects a
power control scheme according to the extracted information.
[0041] According to still another aspect of the present invention, in a method of determining an uplink power control

scheme in a mobile communication system supporting a plurality of uplink power control schemes, a subscriber station
transmits to a base station a power control change request message including information about a requested power
control scheme. The base station selects, upon receipt of the power control change request message, a power control
scheme for the uplink of the subscriber station and transmits a power control change command message including
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information about the selected power control scheme to the subscriber station. The subscriber station extracts, upon
receipt of the power control change command message from the base station, the power control scheme information
from the power control change command message and selects a power control scheme according to the information

extracted by the subscriber station.
[0042] According to yet another aspect of the present invention, in a method of determining an uplink power control
scheme in a mobile communication system supporting a plurality of uplink power control schemes, a base station
generates a mobility index by estimating the velocity of a subscriber station, selects a power control scheme for the
uplink of a subscriber station according to the mobility index, and transmits to the subscriber station a power control
change command message including information aboutthe selected power control scheme, if the selected powercontrol
scheme is different from a previous power control scheme.

[0043] According to yet further aspect of the present invention, in a method of determining an uplink power control
scheme in a mobile communication system supporting a plurality of power control schemes, asubscriber station extracts
from the power control change command message, upon receipt of a power control change command message from
a base station, information about a power control scheme requested by the base station, selects a power control scheme
according to the extracted information, and determines the transmit power of an uplink burst according to the selected
power control scheme.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent
from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an OFDMA uplink/downlink frame structure in an IEEE 802.16 OFDMA system;
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a signal flow for a conventional closed-loop power control;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a signal flow for a conventional open-loop power control;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a BS in a TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating power control state transitions of the BS depending on which power control scheme
is selected in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for determining an uplink power control scheme in the BS in the TDD
communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an S8 in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating power control state transition of the SS depending on which power control scheme
is selected in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for determining an uplink power control scheme in the SS in the TDD
communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for requesting a power control change to the BS in the SS in the TDD
communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating aflow of messages exchanged between the BS andthe SS in the TDD communication

system according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0045] Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described herein below with reference to the accom-
panying drawings. In the following description, well-known functions or constructions are not described in detail since

they would obscure the invention in unnecessary detail.
[0046] The present invention is intended to provide an apparatus and method for selecting a closed-loop powercontrol

scheme or an open—|oop power control scheme for uplink power control according to mobile status in a mobile commu-
nication system. While the present invention will be described in the context of an IEEE 802.16e communication system,
for the sake of convenience, the power control scheme changing method of the present invention is applicable to all
other Time Division Duplex (TDD) communication systems.
[0047] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a BS in a TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present
invention. The BS includes a MAC entity 401 connected to a higher layer, a TDD transmission MODEM 403, a TDD
reception MODEM 405, a duplexer 407, an uplink power controller 409, a mobility estimator 411, and a scheduler 413.
[0048] Referring to FIG. 4, the MAC entity 401 receives transmission data from the higher layer and processes the
received data in compliance with the connection protocol of the TDD transmission MODEM 403. The MAC entity 401
receives data from the TDD reception MODEM 405, processes the received data in compliance with the connection
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protocol of the higher layer, and provides the processed data to the higher layer.
[0049] The TDD transmission MODEM 403, which includes a channel encoder, a modulator, and an RF transmission
unit, converts the data received from the MAC entity 401 to a form suitable for radio transmission. The modulator performs

spreading in a code division multiple access (CDMA) communication system, and OFDM modulation (IFI-Tl") in an OFDM
communication system.
[0050] The TDD reception MODEM 405, which includes an RF reception unit, a demodulator, and a channel decoder,
recovers a radio signal received from the duplexer 407, and provides the recovered signal to the MAC entity 401.
[0051] The duplexer 407 provides a signal received in TDD from an antenna (uplink signal) to the TDD reception
MODEM 405, and provides the transmission signal received from the TDD transmission MODEM 403 (downlink signal)
to the antenna.

[0052] The scheduler 413 schedules uplink and downlink data transmission according to data transmission status and
the channel statuses of the individual SSs, and orders the Subscriber Station (SS)s to transmit and receive data as

scheduled. In an IEEE 802.16 communication system, for example, the scheduler 41 3 generates UL-MAP and DL-MAP
as uplink and downlink configuration information, and the MAC entity 401 receives an uplink signal and transmits a
downlink signal according to the UL-MAP and DL-MAP from the scheduler 413.
[0053] The mobility estimator 411 determines a mobility index by estimating the mobility status of an individual SS
from a radio signal received from the SS. Many mobility status estimation algorithms are available and any one of them

can be assumedto be used herein. In accordance with the embodiment ofthe present invention, a higher mobility index
indicates a higher mobile velocity.
[0054] The uplink power controller 409 is responsible for the closed-loop or open—loop power control. It determines
the resources and an MCS level available to each mobile terminal in a predetermined method (e.g. Equation (1)) and
tells the scheduler 413 the determined resources and the MOS level. In the case of the closed-loop power control, the
uplink power controller 409 generates a power control command for an individual SS to the MAC entity 401. The power
control schemes have been described in detail and their description is not provided herein.
[0055] In accordance with the present invention, the uplink power controller 409 determines a power control scheme

forthe SS based on the mobility index received from the mobility estimator 411. This determination can be made every
set time period or upon receipt from the SS of a power control change request. Ifthe power control scheme is changed
for the SS, the uplink power controller 409 provides to the MAC entity 401 a power control command for the SS. The
MAC entity generates a power control change command message according to the power control change command
and provides it to the TDD transmission MODEM 403.
[0056] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating power control state transitions of the BS depending on which power control
scheme is selected in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0057] Referring to FIG. 5, a status variable called power control mode change (PMC) is used in deciding a power
control scheme. If PMC is ’0’, it indicates selection of the closed-loop powercontrol. If the PMC is ’1’, it indicates selection
of the open—loop power control.
[0058] In the state where PMC=0, ifthe mobility index received from the mobility estimator 41 1 is less than athreshold,

the state PMC=0 is kept, as indicated by reference numeral 505. If the mobility index is greaterthan the threshold, the
state PMC=0 is transitioned to the state PMC=1, as indicated by reference numeral 511. Similarly, in the state where
PMC=1, if the mobility index is greater than the threshold, the state PMC=1 is kept, as indicated by reference numeral
509. If the mobility index is less than the threshold, the state PMC=1 is transitioned to the state PMC:0, as indicated by
reference numeral 507. lfthe PMC value is changed, this implies that a different power control scheme from the previous
one has been selected. Thus, a power control change command istransmittedto the SS, notifying the SS ofthe change
of the power control scheme.

[0059] With reference to the state transition diagram of FIG. 5, the operation of the BS will be described below.
[0060] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for determining in the BS an uplink power control scheme in the
TDD communication system according to an embodiment ofthe present invention. As stated before, a decision can be
made as to which power control scheme is to be used at a set time period or upon receipt of a power control change

request from the SS. These two methods can also be used in combination. The following description is made underthe
assumption that the decision is made periodically.

[0061] Referring to FIG. 6, the BS determines if a predetermined time period has elapsed and thus if it is time to set
a power control scheme in step 601. If it is time to set a power control scheme, the mobility estimator 411 compares a
calculated mobility index with the threshold in step 603. In step 605, the BS compares the mobility index with the threshold.

If the mobility index is less than the threshold, the BS sets PMC to 0 in step 607. Since the mobility index being less
than the threshold means that the SS moves slowly, the power control scheme is set to the closed-loop power co ntrol.
On the contrary, if the mobility index is greater than the threshold, the BS sets PMC to 1 in step 609. Since the mobility
index being greaterthan the threshold means that the SS moves fast, the power control scheme is set to the open—loop
power control.

[0062] In step 611, the BS determines if the PMC has been toggled by comparing the power control scheme set
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currently with the previous power control scheme. If PMC has not been changed, the BS returns to step 601. If PMC
has been changed, the BS transmits to the SS a power control change command message including information the
changed power control scheme in step 613 and returns to step 601. The detailed structure of the power control change

command message is illustrated below in Table 3.
[0063] As described above, the BS decides whether to change the power control scheme and the SS changes its
power control scheme only by the power control change command received from the BS.
[0064] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the SS in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0065] The SS of the present invention includes a MAC entity 701 connected to a higher layer, a TDD transmission
MODEM 703, a TDD reception MODEM 705, a duplexer 707, a power controller 709, and a mobility estimator 711.

[0066] Referring to FIG. 7, the MAC entity 701 receives transmission data from the higher layer and processes the
received data in compliance with the connection protocol of the TDD transmission MODEM 703. The MAC entity 701
receives data from the TDD reception MODEM 705, processes the received data in compliance with the connection

protocol of the higher layer, and provides the processed data to the higher layer. The functions of the MAC entity 701
are performed as commanded by the BS scheduler 413. In the IEEE 802.18 communication system, for example, the

scheduler 413 generates UL-MAP and DL-MAP as uplink and downlink configuration information, and the MAC entity
701 of the SS receives a downlink signal and transmits an uplink signal according to the DL-MAP and UL-MAP received
from the schedu|er413.

[0067] The TDD transmission MODEM 703, which includes a channel encoder, a modulator, and an RF transmission

unit, converts the data received from the MAC entity 701 to a form suitable for radio transmission. Particularly, the TDD
transmission MODEM 703 adjusts the transmit power of the uplink signal according to an uplink transmit power value
received from the power controller 709.
[0068] The TDD reception MODEM 705, which includes an RF unit, a demodulator, and a channel decoder, recovers
a radio signal received from the duplexer 707, and provides the recovered signal to the MAC entity 701. The duplexer
707 provides asignal received in TDD from an antenna (downlink signal) to the TDD reception MODEM 705, and provides

the transmission signal received from the TDD transmission MODEM 703 (uplink signal) to the antenna.
[0069] The mobility estimator 711 determines a mobility index by estimating the mobility status of the SS from a radio
downlink signal received from the BS, and provides the mobility index to the power controller 709. Many mobility status
estimation algorithms are available and any one of them can be used herein. In accordance with the embodiment of the
present invention, it is assumed that a higher mobility index indicates a higher mobile velocity.
[0070] The power controller 709 is responsible for the closed—loop or open—loop power control. For the closed—loop
power control, the power controller 709 determines uplinktransmit poweraccording to a power control command received
from the BS or by Equation (3), and provides the uplink power transmit power value to the TDD transmission MODEM

703. For the open—loop power control, the power controller 709 determines the uplink transmit power by Equation (2)
and provides it to the TDD transmission MODEM 703. In the case of calculating the uplink transmit power by Equation
(2) or Equation (3), information about required bandwidth and SNR is acquired from the resource assignment information
(UL-MAP) receivedfrom the BS. These power control schemes have been described before in detail and theirdescription
is not provided herein.

[0071] In accordance with the present invention, the power controller 709 adaptively selects a power control scheme
according to the power control change command received from the BS. To be more specific, the power control change

command message is provided to the MAC entity 701 through the TDD transmission MODEM 705. The MAC entity 701
extracts a power control change command indicating a power control scheme from the message. The power controller

709 then selects a power control scheme according to the power control change command received from the MAC entity
701.

[0072] The power controller 709 can request changing the uplink power control scheme to the BS. Specifically, the
power controller 709 selects a power control scheme according to the mobility index received from the mobility estimator
711 and if the selected power control scheme is different from the previous one, the power controller 709 transmits the
power control change request to the MAC entity 701 . Thus the MAC entity 701 generates a power control change request

message and transmits it to the BS. In this way, the SS only needs to request the change of a power control scheme
and the BS makes a final decision about the power control scheme.
[0073] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating power control state transition of the SS depending on which power control
scheme is selected in the TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0074] Referring to FIG. 8, PMC is used in deciding a power control scheme. If PMC is ‘O’, it indicates selection of the
closed—loop power control. If the PMC is ’1’, it indicates selection of the open—loop power control.
[0075] In the state where PMC=0, ifthe power control change command received from the BS indicatesthe closed—loop

power control, the state PMC=0 (closed—loop power control) is Kept, as indicated by reference numeral 805. If the power
control change command indicates the open—loop power control, the state PMC=0 is transitioned to the state PMC=1

(open—loop power control), as indicated by reference numeral 811. Similarly, in the state where PMC=1, if the power
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control change command indicates the open-loop power control, the state PMC=1 (open-loop power control) is kept, as
indicated by reference numeral 809. If the power control change command indicates the closed-loop power control, the

state PMC=1 is transitioned to the state PMC:O (closed-loop power control), as indicated by reference numeral 807. In
this way, the SS determines the power control scheme according to the power control change command from the BS.
[0076] With reference to the state transition diagram of FIG. 8, the operation of the SS will be described below.
[0077] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for determining an uplink power control scheme in the SS in the

TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0078] Referring to FIG. 9, the SS determines if a power control change command message has been received from
the BS in step 901. Upon receipt of the power control change command message, the SS checks in step 903 a power
control change command set in the message. In step 905, the SS determines if the power control change command

indicates the closed-loop power control. If it does, the SS sets PMC to 0 (closed-loop power control) in step 907 and
returns to step 901. lfthe power control change command indicates the open—loop powercontrol, the SS sets the PMC
to 1 (open-loop power control) in step 909 and returns to step 901.
[0079] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an operation for requesting a power control change to the BS in the SS in the

TDD communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0080] Referring to FIG. 10, the SS compares a mobility index calculated by the mobility estimator 711 with a prede-
termined threshold in step 1001 and determines ifthe mobility index is less than the threshold in step 1003. lfthe mobility

index is less than the threshold, the SS sets PMC to 0 (closed-loop power control) in step 1005. Since the mobility index
being less than the threshold means that the SS moves slowly, the power control scheme is setto the closed—loop power
control. On the contrary, if the mobility index is greater than the threshold, the SS sets PMC to 1 (open-loop power
control) in step 1007. Since the mobility index being greaterthan the threshold means that the SS moves fast, the power
control scheme is set to the open-loop power control.
[0081] In step 1009, the SS determines if PMC has been toggled by comparing the power control scheme set currently

(PMC’) with the previous power control scheme (PMC). If PMC has not been changed, the SS returns to step 1001. If
PMC has been changed, the SS transmits to the BS a power control change request message including information
about the changed power control scheme in step 1011 and returns to step 1001. The detailed structure of the power
control change request message is illustrated below in Table 2.
[0082] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a flow of messages exchanged between the BS and the SS in the TDD
communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention. Particularly, the messages are used in

the process of requesting changing by the SS a power control scheme to the BS and determining a power control scheme
upon receipt of the power control change request by the BS.
[0083] Referring to FIG. 11, when it is necessary to change a power control scheme, the SS transmits to the BS in

step 1101 a power control change request message including information about a requested power control scheme.
The format of the power control change request message is illustrated below in Table 2.
[0084] Upon receipt of the power control change request message, the BS determines a power control scheme based
on the mobility index ofthe SS in step 1103. lfthe determined powercontrol scheme is different from the previous one,
the BS transmits to the SS in step 1105 a power control change command message including information about the
determined power control scheme. The format of the power control change command message is illustrated below in
Table 3.

[0085] Upon receipt of the powercontrol change command message, the SS sets in step 1 107 a powercontrol scheme
according to a power control change command set in the received message.
[0086] As described above, the SS requests the change of a power control scheme and the BS transmits a power

control change command to the SS in response to the power control change request. In another case, the BS can
transmit the power control change command according to the mobility index to the SS, without receiving the power
control change request. The power control change request message is transmitted to the BS in a UL burst and the power
control change command message is transmitted to the SS in a DL burst, as illustrated in FIG. 1. Configuration information
about the UL burst and the DL burst are delivered to the SS in a UL-MAP burst and a DL-MAP burst. That is, the SS

transmits the power control change request message and receives the power control change command message using
the MAP information received from the BS.

[0087] Table 2 below illustrates an example ofthe power control change request message depicted in FIG. 11,which
can be transmitted from the SS in the IEEE 802.16 communication system. It is delivered to the BS in a UL burst.

Table 2

Syntax Size

PMCBEQ message form“‘  ManagementMessage Type=62 Type=62
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Table continued

Syntax Notes

Power control mode change 0: C|osed—loop power control mode 1: Open—|oop power control mode

UL Tx power UL Tx power level for the burst that carries this header (11.1.1). When
the Tx poweris different from slot to slot, the maximum value is reported

Reserved 
[0088] Referring to Table 2, "Management Message Type" is a serial numberthat identifies the message in the IEEE
802.16 communication system. It can be changed according to a system standardization. "Powercontro| mode change"

indicates a requested power control scheme. It is set to ’O’ for the closed-loop power control and to ’1’ for the open-loop
power control. "UL Tx power" indicates the transmit powervalue ofthe uplink burstthat delivers the powercontrol change
request. Encoding ofthe transmit powervalue is performed in compliance with IEEE 802.16, which will not be described
in detail herein. The BS can utilize the transmit power value for power control, set in the uplink burst with the power
control change request. "Reserved" represents bits inserted to match the total size of the message in bytes.
[0089] Table 3 below illustrates an example of the power control change command message depicted in FIG. 11,
which can be transmitted from the BS in the IEEE 802.16 communication system. It is delivered to the base mobile in
a DL burst.

Table 3

PMWSP message format 
Management Message Type=63 Type=63

0: Closed-loop powercontrol mode 1: Open-loop powercontrol modePower control mode change

3 LSBs of frame number when the indicated powercontrol mode isStart frame 3 bits
activate d

'1 <'°°Wer °°"”°l mm °ha"9e=°>
Signed integer, which expressesthe change in power level (in multiples

of 0.25dB) that the SS shall apply to its current transmission power.
When subchannelization is employed, the subscriber shall interpret
the power offset adjustment as a required change to the transmitted
power density

Power adjust

Signed integer, which expressesthe change in power level (in multiples

of 0.2dB) that the SS shall apply to the open-loop powerco ntrol formula
in 8.4.10.3.1.

[0090] Referring to Table 3, "Management Message Type" is a serial numberthat identifies the message in the IEEE
802.16 communication system. It can be changed according to a system standardization. "Powercontro| mode change"
indicates a requested power control scheme. It is set to ’O’ for the closed-loop power control and to ’1’ for the open-loop
power control. "Start frame" indicates a frame in which the indicated power control scheme starts to be applied in the
IEEE 802.16 communication system. If the indicated power control scheme is the closed-loop power control, a power

control command "Power adjust" about the transmit power of the SS is transmitted. In the case of the open-loop power

control, an offset value "Offsetperss" is transmitted to be reflected in MARGINRX of Equation (2). This offset value is
specificto the SS, like the change of linkperformance caused by channel selectivity and the diversity gain of BS antennas.

In this case, MARGINRX reflects the channel status of the SS as well as the time delay until the power control scheme
is applied.
[0091] Table 4 below illustrates an example of a bandwidth request and uplinktransmit power report message that

10
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can be transmitted by the SS in the IEEE 802.16 communication system.

Table 4

Type(3) =O11 BR(11)

UL Tx Power (8) cro MSB (8) 
,0 CID LSB (8) HCS (8)

[0092] Referring to Table 4, the bandwidth request and uplink transmit power report message is a modification to an
existing IEEE 802.16 bandwidth request message. In general, uplink communications starts with a bandwidth request
from the SS in the IEEE 802.16 communication system. Th us, the bandwidth request message was defined in the IEEE
802.16 communication system. Assuming that the uplink communications start with the bandwidth request from the SS,
an uplink message transmitted from the SS when the procedure illustrated in FIG. 2 or FIG. 3 can be the bandwidth

request message. Yet, this message cannot be used as a reference signal for power control in the procedure because
it does not have information about uplink transmit power. Accordingly, the SS transmits a bandwidth request and an
uplink transmit power value together in the present invention. In this context, the bandwidth request and uplink transmit
power report message illustrated in Table 4 is designed to serve as the reference signal for power control. Particularly,
this message is in a control message format called a header according to IEEE 802.16.
[0093] In Table 4, "HT (Header Type)" indicates a header type. It is set to ’1’ all the time. "EC (Encryption Control)"
indicates if the payload following the header is encrypted or not. "EC" is always set to '1’. The bandwidth request and

uplink transmit power report message is configured to have a header only, without payload. "Type" indicates the type
of the bandwidth request header. It can be changed according to standardization. "BR" is short for Bandwidth Request.
It indicates the amount of uplink data in bytes. "UL Tx Power" indicates the transmit power value of a UL burst that carries

the bandwidth request and uplink transmit power report message. Encoding of the transmit power value performed in
compliance with IEEE 802.16, and its description will not be provided herein. The BS can utilize the transmit power for

power control transmit, set in the uplink burst with the bandwidth request and uplink transmit power report message.

30 "CID (Connection ID)'' is a16-bit|EEE 802.16 connection ID. "HCS (HeaderCheck Sequence)" is a 8-bitcyclic redundancy
check (CRC) value for the message, to be used for error detection in the BS. The CRC operation is based on IEEE
802.16 and its description will not be provided herein.

[0094] In accordance with the present invention as described above, an uplink power control scheme is changed in
aTDD communication system. Therefore, the uplink power control can be carried out more efficiently. That is, an effcient

uplink powercontrol is provided byfully utilizing the advantages ofthe closed-loop and open-loop power control schemes.
[0095] While the invention has been shown and described with reference to certain preferred embodiments thereof,
they are merely exemplary applications. For example, while the closed-loop power control and the open-loop power
control have been described as available power control schemes, the present invention is applicable to further-divided

power control schemes. Therefore, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in form and

details may be made therein withoutdeparting from the spirit and scope ofthe invention as defined bythe appended claims.
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Claims

45 1. A base station device in a mobile communication system supporting at least two uplink power control schemes,
comprising:

a mobility estimator for generating a mobility index by estimating the velocity of a subscriber station; and
a power controller for selecting a power control scheme forthe uplink of a subscriber station from among the

50 at least two power control schemes by comparing the mobility index with a threshold.

2. The base station device of claim 1,wherein the power controller selects an open-loop power control scheme if the

mobility index is greaterthan the threshold, and selects a closed—loop power control scheme if the mobility index is
less than the threshold.

55

3. The base station device of claim 1 , further comprising a medium access control (MAC) entity for generating a power
control change command message to be transmitted to the subscriber station, if the selected power control scheme

11
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is different from a previous power control scheme.

The base station device of claim 3, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power control
mode change field indicating a requested power control scheme, a Start Frame field indicating the start time of
applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a power control command about the
transmit power of the subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is the closed-loop power control

scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the different between a point
in time when the transmit power of the subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink transmission point in
time if the indicated power control scheme is the open-loop power control scheme.

The base station device of claim 1, wherein the power controller selects a power control scheme periodically or
upon receipt of a power control change request message from the subscriber station.

The base station device of claim 5, wherein the power control change request message includes a Power control

mode change field indicating a power control scheme requested by the subscriber station, and a UL Tx Power field
indicating the transmit power of an uplink burst that carries the power control change request message.

The base station device of claim 1, wherein the mobile communication system is orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing/ orthogonal frequency division multiple access—time division duplex (OFDM/OFDMA—TDD) communi-
cation system.

A subscriber station device in a mobile communication system supporting at least two power control schemes,
comprising:

a medium access control (MAC) entity for, upon receipt of a power control change command message from a
base station, extracting information about a power control scheme requested by the base station from the power
control change command message; and
a power controller for selecting a power control scheme according to the extracted information received from
the MAC entity and determining the transmit power of an uplink burst according to the selected power control
scheme.

The subscriber station device of claim 8, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power

control mode change field indicating the power control scheme requested by the base station, a Start Frame field
indicating the start time of applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a power
control command about the transmit power of a subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is a

closed-loop power control scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the
different between a point in time when the transmit power ofthe subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink

transmission point in time if the indicated power control scheme is an open-loop power control scheme.

The subscriber station device of claim 8, further comprising a mobility estimator for generating a mobility index by
estimating the velocity of the subscriber station,
wherein the power controller selects the open-loop power control scheme if the mobility index is greater than a
threshold, and selects the closed-loop power control scheme if the mobility index is less than the threshold, and

wherein the MAC entity generates a power control change request message to be transmitted to the base station,
if the selected power control scheme is different from a previous power control scheme.

The subscriber station device of claim 10, wherein the power control change request message includes a Power
control mode change field indicating a power control scheme requested by the subscriber station, and a UL Tx
Power field indicating the transmit power of an uplink burst that carries the powercontrol change request message.

The subscriber station device of claim 8, wherein if the subscriber station requests a bandwidth to the base station,
the MAC entity generates a bandwidth request message including information about transmit power.

The subscriber station device of claim 12, wherein the bandwidth request message includes a Bandwidth Request
(BR) field indicating the amount of uplink data to be transmitted and a UL Tx Power field indicating the transmit
power of an uplink burst that carries the bandwidth request message.

14. The subscriber station device of claim 8, wherein the mobile communication system is orthogonal frequency division

12
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multiplexingl orthogonal frequency division multiple access-time division duplex (OFDM/OFDMA-TDD) communi-
cation system.

A method of adaptively determining an uplink power control scheme in a mobile communication system supporting
at least two uplink power control schemes, comprising the steps of:

(1) deciding by a base station a power control scheme for the uplink of a subscriber station according to the
status of the subscriber station;

(2) transmittingtothe subscriberstation bythe base station a powercontrol change command message including
information about the selected power control scheme; and

(3) extracting by the subscriber station, upon receipt of the power control change command message from the
base station, the power control scheme information from the power control change command message and
selecting by the subscriber station a power control scheme according to the extracted information.

The method of claim 15, wherein step (1) is performed periodically.

The method of claim 15, wherein step (1) comprises the step of selecting the power control scheme for the uplink

ofthe subscriberstation by comparing a mobility index indicatingthe velocity ofthe subscriber station with athreshold.

The method of claim 15, wherein step (2) comprises the steps of:

comparing the selected power control scheme with a previous power control scheme; and
transmitting to the subscriber station the power control command message with the power control scheme
information, if the selected power control scheme is different from the previous power control scheme.

The method of claim 15, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power control mode
change field indicating the power control scheme requested by the base station, a Start Frame field indicating the
start time of applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a powercontrol command
about the transmit power of the subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is a closed-loop power

control scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the different between
a point in time when the transmit power of the subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink transmission
point in time if the indicated power control scheme is an open-loop power control scheme.

A method of adaptively determining an uplink power control scheme in a mobile communication system supporting
at least two uplink power control schemes, comprising the steps of:

(a) transmitting to a base station by a subscriber station a power control change request message including
information about a requested power control scheme;
(b) deciding by the base station, upon receipt of the power control change request message, a power control
scheme for the uplink of the subscriber station;

(c) transmitting tothe subscriber station bythe base station a power control change command message including
information about the selected power control scheme; and

(d) extracting bythe subscriberstation, upon receipt of the powercontrol change command message from the
base station, the power control scheme information from the power control change command message and
selecting by the subscriber station a power control scheme according to the extracted information.

The method of claim 20, further comprising the step of determining by the subscriber station whether to change a
power control scheme based on the velocity of the subscriber station.

The method of claim 20, wherein step (b) comprises the step of selecting the power control scheme for the uplink
ofthe subscriberstation by comparing a mobility index indicatingthe velocity ofthe subscriber station with athreshold.

The method of claim 20, wherein step (c) comprises the steps of:

comparing the selected power control scheme with a previous power control scheme; and

transmitting to the subscriber station the power control command message with the power control scheme
information, if the selected power control scheme is different from the previous power control scheme.

13
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The method of claim 20, wherein the powercontrol change request message includes a Power control mode change
field indicating a power control scheme requested by the subscriber station, and a UL Tx Powerfield indicating the
transmit power of an uplink burst that carries the power control change request message.

The method of claim 20, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power control mode
change field indicating the power control scheme requested by the base station, a Start Frame field indicating the
start time of applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a powercontrol command
about the transmit power of the subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is a closed-loop power

control scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the different between
a point in time when the transmit power of the subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink transmission
point in time if the indicated power control scheme is an open-loop power control scheme.

A method of determining an uplink power control scheme in a base station in a mobile communication system

supporting at least two uplink power control schemes, comprising the steps of:

generating a mobility index by estimating the velocity of a subscriber station;
deciding a power control scheme for the uplink of a subscriber station according to the mobility index; and

transmitting to the subscriber station a power control change command message including information about
the selected power control scheme, if the selected power control scheme is different from a previous power
control scheme.

The method of claim 26, wherein the power control scheme selecting step is performed periodically or upon request
from the subscriber station.

The method of claim 26, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power control mode

change field indicating the power control scheme requested by the base station, a Start Frame field indicating the
start time of applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a powercontrol command
about the transmit power of the subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is a closed-loop power

control scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the different between
a point in time when the transmit power of the subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink transmission
point in time if the indicated power control scheme is an open-loop power control scheme.

A method of determining an uplink power control scheme in a subscriber station in a mobile communication system
supporting at least two power control schemes, comprising the steps of:

extracting, upon receipt of a power control change command message from a base station, information about
a power control scheme requested by the base station from the power control change command message;
deciding a power control scheme according to the extracted information; and

determining the transmit power of an uplink burst according to the selected power control scheme.

The method of claim 29, wherein the power control change command message includes a Power control mode
change field indicating the power control scheme requested by the base station, a Start Frame field indicating the

start time of applying the indicated power control scheme, a Power adjust field indicating a powercontrol command
aboutthe transmit power of a subscriber station if the indicated power control scheme is a closed-loop power control

scheme, and an Offsetperss field indicating a margin which is set taking into account the different between a point
in time when the transmit power of the subscriber station is calculated and an actual uplink transmission point in
time if the indicated power control scheme is an open-loop power control scheme.

The method of claim 29, further comprising the steps of:

determining the uplink power control scheme according to the status of the subscriber station; and
transmitting to the base station a power control change request message, if the determined power control
scheme is different from a previous power control scheme.

The method of claim 31 , wherein the powercontrol change request message includes a Power control mode change
field indicating the power control scheme requested by the subscriber station, and a UL Tx Power field indicating

the transmit power of an uplink burst that carries the power control change request message.

14
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33. A method of determining an uplink power control mode in a broadband wireless communication system supporting
an open loop power control and a closed loop power control, comprising the steps of:

transmitting a power control change request message from a subscriber station (88) to base station (B8) to
change the power control mode;
deciding by the BS ofthe change of the power control mode between the open loop power control and closed
loop power control; and
transmitting a power control change response message from the B8 to the 88 including the decided power
control mode.

15
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A method for controlling the transmission power of the reverse common channel for a mobile station in a CDMA communication
system. In the method, the mobile station transmits a preamble signal at predetermined periods with increasing transmission power. Upon
receipt of an acknowledge signal from a base station, the mobile station accesses the reverse common channel. In order to avoid multiple
mobile stations from simultaneously generating increasingly powerful and interfering transmissions, the method generates two transmission
power control signals: one based on the measured strength of a signal received from the base station and the other based on an accumulated
value of power control commands transmitted by the base station. These two signals are accumulated and used to control the preamble
signal.
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POWER CONTROL DEVICE AND METHOD FOR REVERSE LINK

COMMON CHANNEL IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to apower control device and method

for a mobile communication system, and in particular, to a power control device and

method for a reverse link common channel.

2. Description of the Related Art

10 In general, an existing code division multiple access (CDMA) mobile

communication system is based on the IS-95 standard which mainly supports a

voice service. However, in the near future, mobile communication will be

performed in accordance with the lMT—2000 standard which supports not only the

voice seivice but also a high-speed data transfer service. For example, the IMT-

1> 2000 standard can support a high-quality voice service, a moving picture service,

an Internet search service, etc.

In the CDMA mobile communication system, a radio link between a base

station and a mobile station is divided into a forward link for transmitting a signal

from the base station to the mobile station and a reverse link for transmitting a

20 signal fi-om the mobile station to the base station.
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Reverse (link) common channels include a reverse common control channel

(R-CCCH) and a reverse access channel (R—ACH). The reverse common control

channel and the reverse access channel undergo power adjustment by the exchange

of a message and an acknowledge (ACK) between a base station and a mobile

station, but do not undergo fast closed—loop power control which will be described

below.

A description will be made hereinbelow regarding a conventional power

control method for a reverse common control channel and a reverse access channel.

The power control method is divided into an open-loop power control

method and a closed-loop power control method. In the open~loop power control

method, a mobile station measures the strength ofa signal received over the forward

link and compares the measured value with a threshold. ‘When the strength of the

received signal is smaller than the threshold, the mobile station increases

transmission power; otherwise, when the strength of the received signal is greater

than the threshold, the mobile station decreases the transmission power.

In the closed—loop power control method, a mobile station transmits a

message to a base station over a reverse link and then, determines whether or not

an acknowledge (ACK) is received from the base station. Upon failure to receive

the acknowledge, the mobile station transmits the message again with transmission

20 power increased by a predetermined level so as to access the base station.

The reverse common control channel and the reverse access channel are

contention—based channels. When multiple mobile stations simultaneously attempt

to access a base station using through the channels, contention may occur between

them. In this case, the respective mobile stations again attempt to access the base

25 station with increased power, causing an increase in interference between the
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reverse linlcs of the mobile communication system. This results in performance

degradation of other mobile stations channel qualities. This problem will become

clearer in the following descriptions.

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional power control method for the reverse link

common channel. Referring to FIG. 1, a mobile station sends a preamble signal to

a base station with minimum power in an attempt to access a base station. In FIG.

1, T, denotes the time when the first attempt to access the base station is made.

When it fails to access the base station because of contention with other mobile

stations, the mobile station waits for a predetermined time, and then, at time T2,

again attempts to access the base station by increasing the transmission power.

When it fails to access the base station again, the mobile station waits for a

predetermined time again, and then, at time T, attempts to access the base station

with a further increase in transmission power. Here, the predetermined time is the

sum of a fixed time and a random time.

In this case, contention occurring among multiple mobile stations may cause

an increase in interference of the overall system due to the overly increased

transmission power. Therefore, when packet data is transmitted over a reverse

common control channel, this excessive transmission power problem may occur.

Accordingly, there is a need for a fast power control method that suppresses

excessive transmission power.

In general, a power control method for the reverse traffic channel aims at

maintaining a signal—to~noise ratio (Eb/No) for a signal received from a base station.

However, in a power control method for the reverse common channel, multiple

mobile stations are controlled by one power control command stream, thus reducing

the excessive reverse transmission power.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a power control device and

method for reducing the excessive signal power of a reverse common channel in a

mobile communication system.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a device and method

for controlling transmission power of a reverse common channel using both open-

loop power control and closed-loop power control in a mobile communication

system.

To achieve the above and other objects, there is provided a method for

controlling the transmission power of a reverse common channel for a mobile

station in a CDMA communication system. In this method, the mobile station

transmits a preamble signal at predetermined intervals, increasing the transmission

power each time, until receipt of an acknowledge signal from a base station, at

which time the mobile station accesses the reverse common channel. The method

comprises the following steps: measuring the strength of a received signal to

generate a first transmission power control signal for the preamble signal;

accumulating power control commands received for a predetennined time over a

forward common channel to generate an accumulated value, comparing the

accumulated value with a threshold, and generating a second transmission power

control signal for decreasing transmission power when it is required to decrease the

transmission power, and maintaining a present transmission power when it is

required to increase the transmission power ; and accumulating the first and second

transmission power control signals and controlling the preamble signal according

to the accumulated transmission power control signal.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention

will become more apparent from the following detailed description when taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

5 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a conventional power control method for a reverse

common channel in a CDMA mobile communication system;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a channel transmission device for a

CDMA mobile communication system;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating an open—loop power control method for a

10 reverse common channel in a CDMA mobile communication system;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a power control method for a reverse

common channel using both open-loop power control and closed—loop power

control in a CDMA mobile communication system according to an embodiment of

the present invention; and

15 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a power control determiner according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described

hereinbelow with reference to the accompanying drawings.

20 The term ”power control bit” (PCB) as used herein refers to a control bit

which is transmitted to command the other party to increase or decrease

transmission power, in order to control transmission power of the other party.

In an embodiment of the present invention, an open-loop power control
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method and a closed—power control method are used together in order to control the

power of a reverse link common channel. Preferably, the reverse link common

channel is used for the exchange of layer 3 and MAC (Medium Access Control)

messages between a base station and a mobile station in a CDMA mobile

communication system. When using the open—loop power control method, the

power of the reverse link common channel is controlled according to the strength

of a received signal. VVhen using the closed-loop power control method,--the power

of the reverse link common channel is controlled by a power control signal

transmitted from the base station. If the power control signal is a power-down

comm and, the transmission power of the common channel is decreased; otherwise,

the present transmission power is maintained. In this manner, interference due to

excessive signal power of the reverse common channel is reduced.

FIG. 2 illustrates a channel transmission device for a CDMA communication

system. For convenient explanation, it is assumed herein that the input data is a

20ms frame of data at full rate.

Referring to FIG. 2, a 172-bit data frame is input to a Cyclic Redundancy

Code (CRC) generator 111 which adds a 12-bit CRC. The output of the CRC

generator 11 1 is input to a tail bit generator 112 which generates 8 tail bits to add

to the terminating point of the frame data in order that an encoder 1 13 can initialize

data in a frame unit. Therefore, for the 172-bit input data, the tail bit generator 112

outputs 192-bit data. The encoder 113 then encodes frame data output from the tail

bit generator 112 into 576 symbols per frame, and an interleaver 1 14 interleaves the

encoded data output from the encoder 113.

A bit selector 1 17 decimates a long code output from a long code generator

1 16 to match a length of the long code to the length ofthe interleaved encoded data.
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An exclusive OR (XOR) gate 115 XORs the interleaved encoded data and the

decimated long code to scramble the interleaved encoded data. Next, a signal

convertor 1 18 multiplexes the output of the exclusive OR gate 1 15 to output odd~

numbered data to a first channel (i.e., I—channel) and even-numbered data to a

second channel (i.e., Q—channel), wherein the output signals are level converted in

such a manner that a signal ”O” is converted to ”+1 ” and a signal ”l ” to "—1”. The

level-converted signals for I and Q channels are gain controlled by channel gain

controllers 1 19 and 121, respectively.

A control bit generator 120 generates a control bit to be inserted in the

reverse common channel. A puncturer—inserter 122 and a puncturer—inserter 123

insert the control bit output from the control bit generator 120 in output data of the

channel gain controllers 119 and 121 at a location designated by the bit selector

117. A multiplier 124 multiplies an output of the puncturer—inserter 122 by an

assigned Walsh code to generate a spread I—channel signal, and a multiplier 125

multiplies an output of the puncturer—inserter 123 by the assigned Walsh code to

generate a spread Q—channel signal.

FIG. 5 illustrates a power control determiner for controlling power of a

reverse common channel according to an embodiment ofthe present invention. This

power control method for a reverse common channel uses a mix of (1) the power

control method of FIG. 1, for increasing transmission power at predetermined time

periods until access to a base station is made, (2) an open-loop power control

method for measuring strength of a received signal to control transmission power,

and (3) a fast closed—loop power control method for controlling transmission power

using a power control command. Herein, a detailed description ofthe power control

method ofFIG. 1 will be avoided. Instead, the description will be made focusing on

the open-loop power control method and the fast closed—loop power control method.
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Referring to FIG. 5, ameasured powerlevel comparator41 1 compares signal

strength transmitted from a base station with a threshold and generates a comparison

result to determine how to control the transmission power of the reverse common

channel. When the strength of the received signal is greater than the threshold, a

transmission power decreasing device 413 is enabled; otherwise, when the strength

of the received signal is smaller than the threshold, the comparator 411 enables a

transmission power increasing device 412. A first transmission power determiner

414 then analyzes the outputs of the transmission power increasing device 412 and

the transmission power decreasing device 413, to generate an open—loop power

control signal.

The elements 411-414 constitute an open—loop power controller which

increases or decreases transmission power of the reverse common channel

according to the strength of the received signal.

Next, a PCB accumulation register 421 accumulates PCBs received from the

base station. An accumulated PCB value comparator 422 compares the accumulated

PCB value output from the PCB accumulation register 421 with an internal

maximum value and generates a comparison result. As the result ofthe comparison,

when it is required to decrease transmission power, the comparator 422 enables a

transmission power decreasing device 423 . However, when it is required to increase

the transmission power, the transmission power of the reverse common channel

remains unchanged at the present transmission power level. A second transmission

power determiner 424 then analyzes outputs of the transmission power decreasing

device 423 and the comparator 422, to generate a closed-loop power control signal.

The elements 421-424 constitute a closed-loop power controller, which

analyzes an accumulated PCB value to decrease the transmission power of the
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reverse common channel only when it is required to decrease the transmission

power and to maintain the present transmission power of the reverse common

channel when it is required to increase the transmission power. With respect to the

closed—loop power control, the maximum value compared with the accumulated

PCB value is a system parameter which can be determined through experiments,

and is the maximum value permitted when transmission power is increased by the

fast close—1 oop power control. Further, for the fast closed—loop power control, a base

station may send a power control command on the basis ofa mobile station with the

highest transmission power out ofmultiple mobile stations which attempt to access

the base station. Therefore, when the transmission power of the mobile station

which attempts to access the base station with the highest transmission power is

reduced in a large amount, the mobile stations which attempt to access the base

station with lower transmission power may fail to access the base station.

A transmission power accumulator 415 accumulates the open—loop power

control signal and the closed—loop power control signal output from the transmission

power determiners 414 and 424, to output a transmission power control signal. The

transmission power control signal output from the transmission power accumulator

415 depends on both the strength of the received signal and the analyzed result of

the PCBs transmitted from the base station. This transmission power control signal

is accumulated again with a power control signal generated in the power control

method of FIG. 1, and then used as a transmission power control signal for a

preamble signal.

That is, as illustrated in FIG. 1, a preamble transmitter (not shown) sends a

preamble signal at predetermined intervals which consist of a fixed time period

added to a random time period, and increases the transmission power at each

interval. Then, a first transmission power controller (i.e., the open—loop power
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controller) measures the strength of the signal received from the base station to

generate the first transmission power control signal for controlling transmission

power of the preamble signal. Further, a second transmission power controller (i.e.,

the closed—loop power controller) accumulates PCBs received over the forward

common channel for a predetermined time to generate an accumulated PCB value

and compares the accumulated PCB value with a threshold. As the result of

comparison, when it is required to decrease the transmission power, the second

transmission power controller generates a second transmission power control signal

for decreasing the transmission power by a predetermined value. Otherwise,‘ the

second transmission power controller generates a second transmission power

control signal for maintaining the present transmission power. The transmission

power accumulator 41 S accumulates the first transmission power control signal and

the second transmission power control signal, and applies the accumulated signal

to the preamble transmitter to control transmission power of the preamble signal.

As described above, the threshold used when the closed—loop power

control ler determines the second transmission power control signal is the maximum

value permitted when the uansmission power is increased in response to the power

control command. The base station generates a power control command to decrease

the transmission power of the preamble signal on the basis of the mobile station

with the highest transmission power. Upon receipt of the power control command,

all ofthe other mobile stations, but not the mobile station which attempted to access

the base station with the highest transmission power, decrease the transmission

power to the lowest extent. Therefore, it is possible to reduce interference due to

excessive transmission power of the mobile stations which cannot access the base

station.

FIG. 3 illustrates an open-loop power control method performed in the open
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loop power control (41 1 — 414) of FIG. 5.

Referring to FIG. 3, the open loop power control determiner measures

strength, RSS1, of a signal received from a base station in step 212. Since a method

for measuring the received signal strength is well known in—the art, a detailed

description will be avoided herein. After measuring the signal strength, the power

Control determiner compares the measured signal strength with a threshold in step

2 13. As the result ofthe comparison, when the received signal strength is lower than

the threshold, transmission power of the mobile station is increased by a

predetermined value (x dB) in step 215; otherwise, when the received signal

strength is higher than the threshold, the transmission power of the mobile station

is decreased by a predetermined value (x dB) in step 214.

After controlling the transmission power in steps 214 or 215, the power

control determiner transmits a preamble signal to the base station in step 216, and

detennines in step 217 whether an acknowledge signal is received from the base

station. Upon receipt of the acknowledge signal, the power control determiner

communicate through the common channel and ends the procedure. However, upon

failure to receive the acknowledge, the power control determiner passes a

predetermined time T“, in step 218 and then returns to step 212.

FIG. 4 illustrates a power control method for a reverse common channel

using both open—loop power control and closed—loop power control, performed in

the power control determiner of FIG. 5.

Referring to FIG. 4, the power control determiner initializes a PCB

accumulation register value PWR_ACC__REG to ”O”. Here, the open—loop power

control procedure (21 1 — 214/5) ofFIG. 3 is performed in step 330. That is, in step
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330, the mobile station measures strength ofa signal transmitted from a base station

and compares the measured signal strength with a threshold. When the measured

signal strength value is lower than the threshold, transmission power of a preamble

signal is increased by a predetermined value (x dB); when the measured signal

strength value is higher than the threshold, the transmission power of the preamble

signal is decreased by a predetermined Value (x dB).

With respect to a closed—loop power control procedure, the power control

determiner receives a power control command (PCB) transmitted from the base

station and detennines whether it is a power-up command or a power-down

command, in step 313. For example, the power control command value can be +1

for the power-up command, and ~1 for the power-down command. Then the power

control determiner accumulates the power control command values in step 3 14. The

accumulated power control command value is compared with a maximum value in

step 3 15. Here, the maximum value can be 0 or can be given as a system parameter.

Wlien the accumulated power control command value is greater than the maximum

value, i.e., when it is required to increase transmission power ofa preamble signal,

the power control determiner maintains the present transmission power by jumping

to step 317. However, when the accumulated power control command value is

smaller than the maximum value, i.e., when it is required to decrease the

transmission power ofthe preamble signal, the power control determiner decreases

the transmission power of the preamble signal by a predetermined Value (y dB) in

step 31 6. After steps 315 and 3 16, the power control determiner initializes the PCB

accumulation register value PWR_ACC_REG in step 317 and increases a variable

11 by "l " in step 318.

The power control determiner increases or decreases the transmission power

of the preamble signal according to the open—loop and closed—loop power control
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results, in step 319. That is, the power control determiner combines the signal

determined by the open-loop power control procedure and the signal determined by

the closed—loop power control procedure, to determine the transmission power of

the reverse common channel.

In step 320, it is determined whether an acknowledge signal is received from

the base station. Upon receipt ofthe acknowledge signal, the procedure goes to step

321 where communication is made through the common channel. However, upon

failure to receive the acknowledge signal, the procedure returns to step 313. In this

manner, when contention occurs among multiple mobile stations, it is possible to

reduce rather than increase the interference which may occur during the closed-

loop power control method.

In the meantime, for the method of transmitting a power control command

from a base station to a mobile station, it is possible to use a forward link common

sub—contr0l channel in addition to the forward link common control channel. That

is, the base station transmits a power control command using the separate sub-

control channel to the mobile station. As another method for transmitting a power

control command to the mobile station, the base station can puncture a paging

channel or a forward common control channel in order to transmit the power control

bit by inserting it in the punctured location. As further another method for

transmitting a power control command to the mobile station, the base station can

transmit the power control command as a separate message using the paging

channel or the forward common control channel.

As described above, the power control method reduces the interference due

to the excessive signal power on the reverse common channel which occurs when

multiple mobile stations simultaneously attempt to access a base station on a
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contention basis, in a mobile communication system.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to a certain

preferred embodiment thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from

5 the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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VVHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for controlling transmission power of a reverse common

channel for a mobile station in a code division multiple access (CDMA)

communication system, comprising the steps of:

accumulating power control signals received for a predetermined time over

a forward common channel to generate an accumulated value;

comparing the accumulated value with a threshold;

if the accumulated value is less than the threshold, generating a command to

decrease the transmission power;

ifthe accumulated value is greater than the threshold, maintaining the present

transmission power.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, said mobile station having a

preamble signal which is transmitted over the reverse common channel, wherein

said method further comprises the steps of discontinuing transmission of the

preamble signal and accessing the reverse common channel, upon receipt of an

acknowledge signal from the base station.

3. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the forward common

channel is a forward common sub-control channel for transmitting a power control

command exclusively.

4. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein a base station measures

the received power ofthe reverse link, generates a corresponding power control bit,

inserts the power control bit in the forward common control channel at a

predetermined location, and transmits the forward common control channel.
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5. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the forward common channel

is a forward common control channel for transmitting a power control command

message generated by a base station for the reverse link common channel.

6. A method for controlling transmission power of a reverse common

channel for a mobile station in a CDMA communication system in which the mobile

station transmits a preamble signal at predetermined intervals with increasing

transmission power and accesses a reverse common channel upon receipt of an

acknowledge signal from a base station, the method comprising the steps of:

measuring the strength of a received signal to generate a first transmission

power control signal for the preamble signal;

accumulating power control commands received for a predetermined time over

a forward common channel to generate an accumulated value, comparing the

accumulated value with a threshold, generating a second transmission power control

signal for decreasing the transmission power when it is required to decrease the

transmission power, and maintaining the present transmissionpower when it is required

to increase the transmission power; and

accumulating the first and second transmission power control signals and

controlling the preamble signal according to the accumulated transmission power

control signal.

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein a threshold for determining

the second transmission power control signal is a maximum value permitted when the

transmission power is increased according to a power control command generated by

the base station on the basis of the transmission power of a mobile station‘ which

attempts to access the base station with the highest transmission power.
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8. The method as claimed in claim 7, fiirther comprising the step of

discontinuing transmission of the preamble signal and accessing the reverse common

channel, upon receipt of an acknowledge signal from the base station.

9. A device for controlling transmission power of a reverse common

channel for a mobile station in a CDMA communication system, the device

comprising:

an accumulator for accumulating power control signals received for a

predetemiined time over a forward common channel, said accumulator generating an

accumulated value in order to control the transmission power of the reverse common

channel; and

a power controller for comparing the accumulated value with a threshold,

generating a power-down command when it is required to decrease the transmission

power, and maintaining a present transmission power when it is required to increase

the transmission power.

10. The device as claimed in claim 9, wherein a signal transmitted over the

reverse common channel is a preamble signal.

1 1. The device as claimed in claim 9, wherein the forward common channel

is a forward common sub-control channel for transmitting a power control command

exclusively.

12. A device for controlling transmission power of a reverse common

Channel for a mobile station in a CDMA communication system, the device
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comprising:

a preamble signal transmitter for transmitting a preamble signal at

predeteirnined intervals by increasing transmission power;

an open—loop power controller for measuring the strength of a received signal

to generate a first transmission power control signal for the preamble signal;

a power controller for accumulating the power control commands received for

a predetermined time over a forward common channel to generate an -accumulated

value, comparing the accumulated value with a threshold, and generating a second

transmission power control signal for either decreasing the transmission power when

it is required to decrease the transmission power, or maintaining the present

transmission power when it is required to increase the transmission power; and

an accumulator for accumulating the first and second transmissionpower control

signals and applying the accumulated transmission power control signal to the

preamble transmitter.

13. The device as claimed in claim 12, wherein a threshold for determining

the second transmission power control signal is a maximum value permitted when the

transmission power is increased according to a power control command generated by

the base station on a basis ofthe transmission power ofa mobile station which attempts

to access the base station with the highest transmission power.
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An efficient and effective power control
in a mobile communications system is pro-
vided that adapts to rapidly changing radio
transmission conditions in varying and often
unpredictable situations. The value of a sig-
nal parameter detected from a signal received
by a radio transceiver is compared with a de-
sired signal parameter value, and a difference
is determined. A transmit power control com-
mand is sent to the radio transceiver and may
instruct, for example, an increase or decrease
in the level of radio transmit power. Included
with the transmit power control command is
a power control indicator indicating whether a
first or a second type of power control adjust-
ment should be used by the radio transceiver
depending upon the determined difference. In
one example embodiment, the power control
indicator is a single flag bit. A first value in-
dicates that the first type of power control ad-
justment should be used; the second value in-
dicates that the second type of power control
adjustment should be used. In any event, the
power control indicator itself does not include
specific details of the first or second type of
power control adjustment. Because only the
indicator is sent (and not the details), signaling overhead and bandwidth consumption related to frequently sent power control commands
are kept to a minimum. The specific details of the first and second power control adjustments are initially stored in to the radio transceiver.
Such details may be updated when desirable, but the frequency of such updating is likely to be infrequent. Alternatively, a power control
indicator may be communicated using techniques other than adding one or more flag bits to a fast transmit power control message to effect
a change in power control type as long as signaling overhead is not significantly increased.

DETECT SIGNAL PARAMETER OF RECEIVED SIGNAL

COMPARE DETECTED AND DESIRED SIGNAL

PARAMETER AND DETERMINE DIFFERENCE

SEND TRANSMIT POER CONTROL (TPC) COMMAND TO

RAISE, LOWER, DO NOT CHANGE TRANSMIT POWER

ADD TO TPC COMMAND A POWER CONTROL INDICATOR
INDICATING WHETHER A FIRST OR A SECOND TYPE OF

POWER CONTROL ADJUSTMENT SHOULD BE USED
DEPENDING ON DIFFERENCE
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ADAPTIVE POWER CONTROL IN A

MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates radio transmission power control in a code

division multiple access cellular radio communications system.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In a cellular communications system, a mobile radio station communicates

over an assigned radio channel with a radio base station. Several base stations are

connected to a switching node which is typically connected to a gateway that interfaces the

cellular communications system with other communication systems. A call placed from an

external network to a mobile station is directed to the gateway, and from the gateway

through one or more switching nodes to a base station which serves the called mobile

station. The base station pages the called mobile station and established a radio

communications channel. A call originated by the mobile station follows a similar path in

the opposite direction.

In a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) mobile communication system,

, spreading codes are used to distinguish information associated with different mobile

stations or base stations transrnitting over the same radio frequency band. In other words,

individual radio “channels” correspond to and are discriminated on the basis of these

codes. Various aspects of CDMA are set forth in one or more textbooks such as

Application: of CDMA and Wire/e:5/Per50na/ Communztatz'0n:, Garg, Vijay K. et al., Prentice-

Hall 1997.

Spread spectrum communications permit mobile transmissions to be

received at two or more (“diverse”) base stations and processed simultaneously to generate

onereceived signal. With these combined signal processing capabilities, it is possible to
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perform a handover from one base station to another, (or from one antenna sector to

another antenna sector connected to the same base station), without any perceptible

disturbance in the voice or data communications. This kind of handover is typically called

diversity handover.

During diversity handover, the signaling and voice information from plural

sources is combined in a common point with decisions made on the “quality” of the

received data. In soft handover, as a mobile station involved in a call moves to the edge of

a base station’s cell, the adjacent cell’s base station assigns a transceiver to the same call

while a transceiver in the current base station continues to handle that call as well. As a

result, the call is handed over on a make-before—break basis. Soft diversity handover is

therefore a process where two or more base stations handle the call simultaneously until

the mobile station moves sufficiently close to one of the base stations which then

exclusively handles the call. “Softer” diversity handover occurs when the mobile station is

in handover between two different antenna sectors connected to the same, multi—sectored

base station using a similar make—before—break methodology.

Because all users of a CDMA communications system transmit information

using the same frequency band at the same time, each user’s communication interferes with

the communications of the other users. In addition, signals received by a base station from

a mobile station close to the base station are much stronger than signals received from

other mobile stations located at the base station’s cell boundary. As a result, distant mobile

communications are overshadowed and dominated by close—in mobile stations which is

why this condition is sometimes referred as the “near—far effect.”

The physical characteristics of a radio channel vary significantly for a

number of reasons. For example, the signal propagation loss between a radio transmitter

and receiver varies as a function of their respective locations, obstacles, weather, etc. As a

result, large differences may arise in the strength of signals received at the base station from

different mobiles. If the transmission power of a mobile station signal is too low, the

receiving base station may not correctly decode a weak signal, and the signal will have to be

corrected (if possible) or retransmitted. Accordingly, erroneous receipt of the signals adds
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to the delay associated with radio access procedures, increases data processing overhead,

and reduces the available radio bandwidth because erroneously received signals must be

retransmitted. On the other hand, if the mobile transmission power is too high, the signals

transrnitted by the mobile station create interference for the other mobile and base stations

in the system. Ideally, all mobi_le—transmitted signals should arrive at the base station with

about the same average power irrespective of their distance from the base station.

Interference is a particularly severe problem in CDMA systems because large

numbers of radios transrnit on the same frequency. If one mobile station transmits at a

power output that is too large, the interference it creates degrades the signal—to—interference

ratio (SIR) of signals received from other mobile radios to the point that a receiving base

station cannot correctly demodulate transmissions from the other mobile radios. In fact, if

a mobile station transmits a signal at twice the power level needed for the signal to be

accurately received at the base station receiver, that mobile signal occupies roughly twice

the system capacity as it would if the signal were transrnit at the optimum power level.

Unregulated, it is not uncommon for a strong mobile station to transmit signals that are

received at the base station at many, many times the strength of other mobile

transmissions. The loss of system capacity to such excessively “strong” mobile stations is

unacceptable.

Additional problems are associated with transmitting with too much power.

One is the so—called “party effect.” If a mobile transrnits at too high of a power level, the

other mobiles may increase their respective power levels so that they can “be heard”

compounding the already serious interference problem.

Another problem is wasted battery power. It is very important to conserve

the limited battery life in mobile radios. By far, the largest drain on a mobile’s battery

occurs during transmission. A significant objective for any power control approach,

therefore, is to reduce transmit power where possible without increasing the number of

. retransmissions to an unacceptably high level as a consequence of that power reduction.

Except for battery consumption, the above—described problems with setting transmission

power also apply to downlink radio transmissions from base stations.
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Transmit power control (TPC) is therefore important in any mobile radio

communications system, and is a particularly significant factor in improving the

performance and capacity of a CDMA system. In uplink TPC, the mobile station attempts

to control its transmit power based on the power control messages sent to the mobile

station from the base station with the goal of controlling the power level of signals received

at the base station within a relatively small tolerance, e.g., 1 dB for all mobile station

transmissions received at that base station.

More specifically, transmit power control strives to keep the received carrier—

to—interference ratio (CIR) close to a target CIR. Alternate measures of signal quality may

also be used such as received signal—to—interference ratio (SIR), received signal strength

(RSS1), etc. The carrier—to—interference ratio actually received at a base station or mobile

station depends on the received carrier power and the current interference level. Received

carrier power corresponds to the transmit power level P“ rninus the path loss L. The path

loss L may also be represented as a negative gain. Such a gain factor includes two

components for a radio channel: a slow fading gain GS and a fast fading gain Gf . The

interference from other users in the CDMA system also depends on the spreading factor

employed by other transmitters. Accordingly, the carrier—to—interference ratio may be

roughly determined in accordance with the following:

cm = ___’3§Z_m (1)
2 Pk Gk + N

k=other users SF/<

where P corresponds to the transmit power level, G corresponds to the path gain (including

both fast and slowing fading components), SP is the spreading factor which is equal to the

number of “chips” used to spread a data symbol, and Nis the background noise.

The power related issues described above for uplink (or reverse) power

control for transmissions from the mobile station to the base station also apply in the

downlink (or forward) transmit direction from a transceiver in the base station to the

mobile station. In downlink power control, the base station varies the power of the
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transceiver transmitting to the mobile station depending on downlink transrnit power

control messages or commands sent by the mobile station.

Because power control in CDMA systems is very important, transmit power

control adjustments often occur very frequently, e.g., every 0.625 milliseconds. During

transmit power regulation, each station (mobile and base) continually measures the transmit

power level received from the other station and determines whether the measured value is

greater than a reference value. If so, a transmit power control bit having one value is sent

from one station instructing the other station to decrease its transmit power by a

predetermined increment, e.g., 1 dB, down to a rninimum transmit power value. On the

other hand, when the measured value is less than the reference value, the transrnit power

control bit(s) with the opposite value(s) is (are) transrnit to increase transmit power by a

predetermined increment, e.g., 1 dB, up to a maximum value. Because power control

commands occur very frequently, it is desirable to avoid using large numbers of bits to

avoid increasing the signaling “overhead.”

Various factors may cause the received carrier—to—interference ratio to differ

from a target carrier—to—inference ratio by as much as 10 dB or more. These factors include

environmental conditions such as a rapidly varying radio channel, changing temperatures

which affect the performance of radio equipment, practical implementation limitations

(e.g., non—1inear components used to construct base and mobile stations), and delays in

power control commands to name a few. One way to approach power control in View of

such problems is to employ to employ an open loop power control in combination with a

closed loop power control. In open loop power control, the transmit power is calculated at

the transmitter based on one or more parameters, and the calculated value is used to set the

transrnit power level. The transrnit power may be adjusted in order to match an estimated

path loss so that the signal is received at the base station at a predetermined power level.

Closed loop power control relies on feedback from the receiver so that the transmitter

knows, for example, at what CIR level the transmitted signal was received. Using this

A drawbackfeedback, the transmitter then appropriately adjusts its transmit power level.

with this approach is its complexity in that two types of power control must be
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implemented and coordinated. It is often difficult to guarantee that the two power control

schemes work together harmoniously and special hardware may be needed to “mix” these

two types of power control. Another drawback is that since this approach responds to

path loss changes, it does not compensate for changes in interference.

Another less complex approach is a power “ramping” power control

technique such as described in Ericsson’s U.S. Patent No. 5,430,760 to Dent. The mobile

station initiates a random access at a low initial transmit power level and gradually (e.g.,

incrementally) increases the transmission power level until the base station detects and

acknowledges the access signal. Once detected, the power level of the message is

maintained at the detected level.

While both of these approaches are useful, neither is optimum in all

situations and in all respects. As can be seen from equation (1), the interference from other

users depends to a significant extent on the spreading factor employed by that user. A low

spreading factor corresponding to a smaller number of chips per symbol increases the

interference generated by user 2' considerably. Consider the following scenario. A mobile

user having a low spreading factor or otherwise transmitting at a high power, is traveling

through a city with a number of buildings and other obstacles. The serving base station is

relatively far way. However, as the mobile user rounds a street corner, the user is suddenly

very close to another base station previously shadowed or blocked by that building. One

practical effect is that when this mobile transmitting at high power rounds the corner, it

“blasts” the new, closer base station and nearby users currently being served by that base

station. The net result is a large, unnecessary increase in interference in the new base

station’s cell(s) which lowers the carrier—to—interference ratio for the other mobile users in

the cell(s). As a result, those other mobile users will increase their transmit power levels in

order to maintain a reasonable carrier—to—interference ratio, i.e., the party effect referred to

above.

Another example concerns mobile data users that employ low spreading

factors. Such users typically do not significantly increase the interference level as long as

their data sending/receiving activities are low. However, should such low spreading factor
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data users start transmitting at a high data rate, that transmission will be at a much larger

transmit power suddenly increasing the interference level. If a 1dB stepsize is employed to

decrease that user’s transmit power, other users in that cell will not be able to raise their

output power fast enough to compensate for this new situation.

What is needed, therefore, is an effective power control mechanism that

quickly decreases the power of such a mobile user. Such a power control mechanism

should also preferably raise power quickly as well but more restrictively than when

decreasing power. One approach is to vary the step size in the incremental power control

approach mentioned above to accommodate both large and small step sizes. Normally, a

relatively small step size is employed. But in situations like that just described where a high

power transmission mobile rounds a corner, a large power decrease step is necessary to

reduce that mobile’s power quickly and by a significant amount. A Variable step size also

addresses problems related to rapid fading of a radio channel where a mobile is traveling at

high speed. Quickly changing fading conditions of the radio channel mean that the

transmit power to and from that mobile terminal must be adjusted rapidly using variable

step sizes when such changes are detected. Even so, for a fast moving mobile user, it still

may be quite difficult to compensate for fast fading. In that case, a 1 dB power step size

may be too large or will only serve to increase power fluctuations, and it may be better to

use small size power steps in this situation.

A drawback with sending variable step size power control commands is

added overhead. In order to compensate for quickly changing transmission conditions, the

variable step sizes must be transmit very frequently. In the example where a TPC

command is sent every 0.625 msec time slot, a variable step size value is transmit 1,600

times per second. While frequently transmitted, variable step size commands enable the

transmit power control to track fast channel fading and other abrupt changes in

transmission condition relatively well, there is a need to reduce undesirable signaling

overhead associated with sending so much step size data and the associated loss of useable

radio bandwidth for user traffic.
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It is an object of the present invention to overcome the problems identified

above, and in particular, to provide both efficient and effective power control in a mobile

communications system.

It is an object of the present invention to achieve a power control technique

that adapts to rapidly changing radio transnlission conditions and situations.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an adaptive power control

technique that ensures a satisfactory quality of communication at a minimum level of

interference.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an adaptive power control

technique with a minimal amount of control signaling overhead.

The present invention overcomes the identified problems and meets these

and other objectives by efficiently and effectively controlling the transmit power of a radio

transceiver. The Value of a signal parameter detected from a signal received by the radio

transceiver is compared with a desired signal parameter value, and a difference is

deterrnined. A transmit power control command is sent to the radio transceiver and may

instruct, for example, an increase or decrease in the level of radio transmit power.

Associated with the transmit power control command is a power control indicator

indicating which type of power control adjustment should be used by the radio transceiver

depending upon the determined difference. For example, one or more flag bits may

accompany the power control command. Depending on a number of indicator bits

employed, many different power control adjustments may be employed.

Other types of indicators with low overhead may also be employed. For

example, different power control command bit patterns may be used. One pattern

corresponds to a first type of power control adjustment and another pattern corresponds

to another type of power control adjustment. Different power control adjustment type

messages may also be conveyed using other, non—power related control signaling messages

frequently exchanged between the base and mobile stations. Moreover, any message that is

sent in the normal operation and/or control of the base and mobile stations may be used
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to convey power control adjustment type messages without significantly adding to the

overhead.

In one example embodiment, the power control indicator includes a single

flag bit. A first value indicates that a first type of power control adjustment should be

used; the second value indicates that a second type of power control adjustment should be

used. In any event, the power control indicator itself does not include specific details of

the first or second type of power control adjustment. Because only the indicator is sent

(and not the details), signaling overhead and bandwidth consumption related to frequently

sent transmit power control commands are kept to a minimum. The details of the first and

second power control adjustrnents are initially stored in the radio transceiver. Such details

may be updated when desirable, but the frequency of such updating is likely to be

infrequent.

The first and second type of power control adjustments may include a first

and second power adjustment step size, where one step size might be used in one type of

power adjustment situation and another step size might be used in another type of

situation. Alternatively, the first and second type of power control adjustrnents might

correspond to two different power control schemes for adjusting the transmit power of the

radio transceiver. The invention may be implemented for “uplink” power control in a

radio network node with the radio transceiver corresponding to one or more mobile

stations. In addition, the invention may be implemented for the “downlink” direction in a

mobile station with the radio transceiver corresponding to a base station in the radio

network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages of the invention

will be apparent from the following description of preferred embodiments as well as

illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which reference characters refer to the Same
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parts throughout the various views. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis

instead being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention.

Fig. 1 is a high level diagram of an example communications system in which

the present invention may be employed;

Fig. 2 is a function block diagram of a radio network controller and a base

station illustrated in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a function block diagram illustrating a mobile station shown in

Fig. 1 as well as fast and slow power control loops in an example power control scheme in

a mobile communications system;

Fig. 4 illustrates a power control routine in accordance with one example

embodiment of the present invention in flowchart format;

Fig. 5 illustrates an example format of a transmit power control message

including a TPC command and a power control indicator;

Fig. 6 illustrates pictorially a high speed mobile station situation in which the

present invention may be advantageously employed;

Fig. 7 illustrates pictorially a high power mobile interference problem that

may be solved by the present invention; and

Fig. 8 illustrates another example embodiment of the present invention in

flowchart form.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

specific details are set forth, such as particular embodiments, procedures, techniques, etc.,

in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will be

apparent to one skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced in other
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embodiments that depart from these specific details. For example, the present invention

may be applied advantageously to control the transmit power of mobile station

transmissions on uplink/reverse direction radio channels. The present invention may also

be advantageously employed to control the transmit power of a radio transceiver in a base

station in a downlink/forward direction as well. In other instances, detailed descriptions of

well-known methods, interfaces, devices, and signaling techniques are omitted so as not to

obscure the description of the present invention with unnecessary detail.

A mobile radio cellular communications system 10 is shown in Fig. 1 and

may be, for example, a CDMA or a wideband CDMA communications system. Radio

network controllers (RNCs) 12 and 14 control various radio network functions including

for example radio access bearer setup, diversity handover, etc. Radio network controller 12

is coupled to a plurality of base stations 16, 18, and 20. Radio network controller 14 is

connected to base stations 22, 24, and 26. Each base station serves a geographical area

referred to as a cell, and a cell may be divided into plural sectors. Base station 26 is shown

as having five antenna sectors S1—S5. Each sector also has a corresponding cell area so that

in this situation the base station serves five cells. The base stations are connected to their

corresponding radio network controller by various means such as dedicated telephone

lines, optical fiber links, microwave links, etc. Both radio network controllers 12 and 14

are connected with external networks such as the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN), the Internet, etc. through one or more core network nodes like a mobile switching

center and/or a packet radio service node (not shown). The RNC directs mobile station

calls via the appropriate base station(s).

In Fig. 1, two mobile stations 28 and 30 are shown communicating with

plural base stations. Mobile station 28 communicates with base stations 16, 18, and 20, and

mobile station 30 communicates with base stations 20 and 22. A control link between

radio network controllers 12 and 14 permits diversity communications to/from mobile

station 30 via base stations 20 and 22. Each radio communication channel established

between the mobile station and a base station has an uplink component and a downlink

component. Since multiple communications utilize the same radio frequencies in CDMA
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communication, spreading codes along with other well—known CDMA techniques are used

to distinguish between the various mobile station and base station communications. In this

example embodiment, the term “channel” refers to a CDMA channel which, for any

mobile station, is defined in terms of an RF frequency and a particular code sequence.

Additional details of a base station and a radio network controller are now

provided in conjunction with Fig. 2. Each radio network controller (RNC) includes a

network interface 52 for interfacing Communications with various base stations. \Within

the RNC, the network interface 52 is connected to a controller 50 and to a diversity

handover unit (DHO) 54. Diversity handover unit 54 performs numerous functions

required for establishing, maintaining, and dropping diversity connections such as diversity

combining, diversity splitting, power control and other link related radio resource control

algorithms. The RNC may include other control/ functional units not necessary to the

understanding of the invention.

Each base station includes a corresponding network interface 60 for

interfacing with the RNC. In addition, the base station includes a controller 62 connected

to a one or more transceivers. In this example, a plurality of transceivers (TRX) 64, 66, 68,

and 70 are shown coupled to a transmit power controller 72. Controller 62 controls the

overall operation of the base station as well as the establishment, maintenance, and release

of radio connections. Representative transceivers 64-70 are individually assigned to

specific communications with mobile stations. At least one transceiver is employed as a

common control channel over which the base station transmits common signaling such as

pilot, synchronization, or other broadcast signaling. Mobile stations within or near that

base station’s cell(s) monitor the common channel. Transmit power controller 72 performs

power control operations. One or more carrier—to—interference ratio (CIR) detectors 74

(only one is shown for purposes of illustration) may be used to detect the CIR of signals

received from mobiles. As mentioned in the background, other signal quality detectors

may be employed, e.g., SIR, RSSI, etc.

Fig. 3 illustrates additional details of a mobile station shown in Fig. 4. The

mobile station includes a controller 80 connected to a RAKE receiver 82, a transmit power
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controller 88, a transmitter 90, and a CIR (or other signal quality) detector 100. The

RAKE receiver 82 includes plural receivers 84 and 85 (there may be additional receivers as

well) connected to a diversity combiner 86. One or more signal strength detectors (not

shown) or similar detector(s) are employed in the mobile receiver 82 to detect the signal

strength or other parameter of received signals. The transmissions from base stations are

received as multipaths in the receivers 84 and 85, combining diversity combiner 86 and

processed as one signal. Transmit power controller 88 determines the transrnit power level

(preferably as a carrier—to—interference ratio (CIR)) of the received, diversity—combined

signal.

Fig. 3 also shows the fast power control loop between the mobile station and

two base stations BS1 and BS2. Based upon CIR (or SIR) measurements of a received

signal, the mobile station generates transmit power control commands sent to the base

stations BS1 and BS2. Similarly, the base stations 1 and 2 send transmit power control

commands to the mobile station based on CIR/SIR measurements made of signals

received from that mobile station. The TPC commands may include one or more bits

which indicate a desired increase in transmit power, a desired decrease in transmit power,

or in some cases no change in transmit power. Of course, any number of bits or bit

assignments is possible. In order to compensate for rapidly changing transmission

conditions, these transmit power control commands are sent very frequently, and in one

example embodiment, every 0.625 millisecond time slot or 1,600 times a second.

Accordingly, this type of power control is referred to as fast, inner loop control. In

addition, an optional, slow, outer control loop may also be employed in both uplink and

downlink directions. The RNC monitors the quality reports provided from the base

station and provides periodic updates with respect to target or reference CIR/SIR values.

A first example embodiment of the present invention is now described in

conjunction with the power control routine (block 200) illustrated in Fig. 4. In this

embodiment, the power control routine may be implemented in any type of radio

transceiver and used to control the transmit power level in any direction, e.g., uplink and

downlink. A controlling entity detects a signal quality parameter, such as carrier—to—
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interference ratio (CIR), of a signal received from a controlled radio (block 202). The

detected signal quality parameter is compared to a desired signal quality parameter, e.g., a

target CIR, and a difference is determined (block 204). A transmit power control

command is sent to the radio transceiver to either raise, lower, or make no change to the

transceiver’s current transmit power (block 206). A power control indicator is added to the

transmit power control command, and in its simplest form, may be a single flag bit. The

power control indicator indicates whether a first type or a second type of power control

adjustment should be used depending upon the difference (block 208).

Fig. 5 illustrates a sample power control message format that may be used in

accordance with an example embodiment of the present invention. A dedicated physical

control channel (DPCCH) is shown which is divided into 72 frames corresponding to a

720 msec recycle time period. Each 10 msec frame is made up of 16 time slots each lasting

0.625 msec. Each DPCCH time slot may include a pilot field used for synchronization, a

traffic power control (TPC) command which may include a command to increase,

decrease, or maintain transmit power, a power control indicator or flag, and other bits.

This type of transmit power control message may be sent in the uplink direction and

downlink direction of the dedicated physical control channel.

\X7hile in the above example, the power control type indicator is appended to

one or more transmit power control commands and may include a single flag bit to

minimize signaling overhead, the power control adjustment indicator may be conveyed

using other mechanisms. An important objective is to efficiently and effectively

communicate the type of power control adjustment scheme to the radio transceiver

without significantly increasing signaling overhead. One alternative CXaI'I1plC mechanism is

to use different power control command bit patterns to be employed. One pattern might

correspond to a first type of power control adjustment and another pattern might

correspond to another type of power control adjustrnent. Different power control

adjustment type messages may also be conveyed along with other, non—power related

control signaling messages that are typically frequently exchanged between the base and

mobile radio stations. Indeed, a power control adjustment type indicator may be sent with
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any message transmitted in the normal operation and/or control of the radio receiver

without significantly adding to the signaling overhead.

As one example of different types of power control adjustment, the first and

second types of power control adjustments correspond to first and second step sizes. The

first step size rnight be a typical step size change such as plus or minus 1 dB. The second

step size might correspond to a larger amount, e.g., 8 dB. As a result, when the difference

between the detected and the desired signal quality parameter is large, the radio transceiver

is immediately commanded to change its transmit power by the larger step size amount to

compensate for this large disparity. More specifically, if the radio transceiver’s transmit

power is significantly higher than that desired, the transceiver’s transmit power can be

immediately reduced to minimize the interference on surrounding radio communications.

Alternatively, if the radio transceiver’s detected signal quality is far below that desired, e.g.,

as a result of a building shadow or a strong fade, the radio transceiver’s transrnit power may

be significantly increased to immediately improve the quality of communication to/from

that radio transceiver. However, in the latter situation, considerably more care is preferably

taken when increasing the mobile’s transmit power because of the potential for generating

too much interference. It may be determined that only an incremental step size is used to

increase power even though a larger step increase could be indicated.

In either of these situations, if only a small step size is used to gradually

increase or gradually decrease the radio transceiver’s transmit power, the transmission

conditions would be less than optimal for quite some time. In the first overpowered

transmission situation, the radio transceiver disrupts and interferes with the

communications of other provided transceivers which results in those transceivers

increasing their transmit power in order to be adequately heard and possibly escalating into

a “party effect” situation. On the other extreme, if the radio transceiver’s transmit power is

much too low for too long, the radio connection may well be lost.

Another advantage of the fast and effective power control of the present

invention is that it does not significantly increase the amount of overhead signaling to and

from the radio transceiver. This is quite significant in fast transmit power control schemes
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in which the transrnit power control commands are transmitted every time slot in order to

quickly adapt to changes in system conditions, e.g., 1,600 times per second. \Y/hile the

variable step size power adjustment value and other details may be communicated along

with each transmit power control command, that information content adds considerable

overhead in terms of numbers of bits that must be set and transmit over the radio

interface. It also reduces the bandwidth available for user traffic. With the present

invention, varying the step size and even the type of power control scheme employed may

be accomplished simply by transmitting a single bit value with the transmit power control

command resulting in only a small overhead increase and bandwidth decrease. Alternate

existing messages or other techniques, like the few examples mentioned above, may also be

used to convey this information without much increase in overhead. However, if very fast

power control type adjustment is desired, transmitting an indicator with the normal power

control command is preferred. On the other hand, if speed is less important, the indicator

may be transmitted along with existing control signaling.

The first and second type of power control adjustment may also correspond

to first and second types of power control adjustment schemes. For example, in the first

type of power control adjustment scheme, the power adjustment is a change of 1 dB each

time slot. In the second type of power adjustment control scheme, the first slot

corresponds to an adjustment of 2 dB, the second time slot 2 db, the third time slot 4 dB,

the fourth time slot 4 dB, the fifth time slot 8 dB, the next time slot 8dB, the next time slot

4 dB, the next time slot 4 dB and so forth. Table 1 shows an example:

Power control Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 8

scheme

Of course, more than two power control schemes may be employed and selected using

 
further bits, e.g., two power control indicator bits may be used to select one of four

different control schemes.
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In another example, assume that two redundant TPC bits are transmit every slot to

increase reliability, e.g., “D0” = lower power and “1 1” = raise power. Only two of the

possible four combinations of these two bits are used. The other two combinations are

then used to indicate two different power control adjustments. For example, “O1” could

be used to indicate one type of power control adjustment and “ID” to indicate another type

of power control adjustment. To further increase the reliability, TPC bits may be collected

over a number of consecutive slots.

Thus, rather than actually transmitting an actual power control scheme or an

actual step size value by which the transmit power should be increased or decreased along

with each transmit power command (increase, decrease, or no change), the different power

control schemes and different step size values may be pre—stored in or otherwise provided

to the radio transceiver and appropriately referenced by the radio transceiver when the

associated power control indicator is received. The cost of this very fast and flexible power

control is the minimal signaling overhead associated with the one or more power control

indicator bits. Moreover, the different power control adjustment schemes or values (which

require many more bits than a power control indicator) may be changed whenever

necessary by an occasional control message transmitted to the radio receiver. However,

because such changes only infrequently occur (i.e., much less frequently than the TPC

commands are sent), those changes would not considerably increase overall overhead

signaling.

Two example situations where the present invention may be advantageously

employed are now described in conjunction with Figs. 6 and 7. The following examples

are described in the context of controlling the transmit power level of a mobile station

transmitting in the uplink direction. Of course, the invention may also be employed to

control the transmit power of a base station transceiver transmitting in the downlink

direction. In the downlink direction, the invention may be implemented in the radio

network controller, in the base station, in both, or in some other radio network node.
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Fig. 6 shows an example scenario 220 of a mobile station traveling at a high

speed where the radio channel is rapidly changing and fast fading is occurring. Referring to

equation (1) above, the gain factor Gf attributed to the fast fading changes significantly

which changes the carrier—to—interference ratio significantly, rapidly, and unpredictably.

Because the mobile station is also traveling quickly in a vehicle, it may be difficult to fully

compensate for each detected fast fade. Indeed, a 1 dB power step change may be too

large, and by the time it is implemented at the mobile station, it may only exacerbate gain

fluctuations rather than ameliorate the problem. In this particular scenario 220, it may be

decided to use smaller power steps. Accordingly, an alternative power control scheme is

selected (by appropriately setting the power control flag) which provides very small power

changes, e.g., less than 1 dB.

As the high speed mobile station approaches a temporary obstacle, such as a

building, and moves to a location where the line of sight radio path between the mobile

station and the base station is blocked, the detected CIR at the base station from the

mobile station dramatically decreases. In order to maintain a reasonable quality connection

with the mobile station, a different power control indicator is transmitted from the base

station to indicate that the mobile should increase its transmit power substantially using a

different, larger step size to quickly adjust to the conditions in the blocked region and

maintain the connection quality.

Fig. 7 illustrates an overpowered mobile transmission scenario 230 in which

the present invention may be advantageously employed. A mobile station MS1 at time A is

far away from a serving base station BSA with which it is currently communicating.

Because of the far distance, it is transmitting at a high transmit power. At time B, mobile

station MS1 has moved behind a building blocking the line of sight between MS1 and BSA.

This may cause an increase of an already high transmission power as the base station BSA

tries to maintain the quality of connection with MS1 as it moves behind the building as just

described in Fig. 6. Unfortunately, as MS1 rounds the corner of that building, it is quite

near to another base station BSB at time B. Its transmit power is considerably
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overpowered causing severe interference with the base station transmissions and with the

transmissions of mobile stations M54 and M35 transmitting at a much lower power level.

As soon as this high power transmission from MS1 is detected via base station BSB, an

immediate transmit power control command is returned to MS1 to decrease its power. In

addition, a power control indicator indicates that the amount of power decrease should be

large. As a result, in only one or several time slots, the transmit power of MS1 is brought

to a reasonable level thereby minimizing the interference with the other mobile

communications with BSB. If only a standard, typical step size of 1 dB is employed, the

degree and length of interference would be much more significant.

Fig. 8 illustrates a power control routine (block 250) in another example

uplink embodiment of the present invention. Plural power control adjustment factors,

procedures or schemes, comparison thresholds, etc. are either accessible by or provided to

stored in a memory of the base station (and/ or RNC or other radio network node) and one

or more mobile stations (block 252). The base station detects at every time slot, (e.g., 0.625

milliseconds or 1,600 times per second), the CIR (or other signal quality parameter) of the

signal received from the mobile station (block 254). The received CIR is compared with

the desired CIR, and the base station determines the CIR difference and polarity, (i.e.,

whether the received CIR is too high or too low) (block 256). The CIR difference is then

compared to one or more previously stored CIR thresholds to determine which of plural

power control adjustment factors, procedures, or schemes, etc. should be used by the

mobile station to adjust its current transmit power level (block 258). In addition, the value

of the power control indicator is set according to the determined power control adjustment

factor, procedure, or scheme (block 260). The set power control indicator value is sent

along with the transmit power control command to the mobile station (block 262). The

mobile station receives and detects the TPC command and power control indicator and

makes the appropriate adjustment to its transmit power based thereon. The power control

adjustment factors, procedures, or schemes, comparison thresholds, etc. may be optionally

changed and updated in a memory of or accessible by the appropriate mobile and base

stations (block 264).
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While the present invention has been described with respect to a particular

embodiment, those skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention is not limited

to the specific example embodiments described and illustrated herein. Different formats,

embodiments, and adaptations besides those shown and described as well as many

5 modifications, variations, and equivalent arrangements may also be used to implement the

invention. Alternatively, a power control indicator may be communicated using techniques

other than adding one or more flag bits to a fast transmit power control message to effect a

change in power control type as long as signaling overhead is not significantly increased.

Accordingly, it is intended that the invention be limited only by the scope of the claims

10 appended hereto.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for controlling the transmit power of a radio transceiver,

comprising:

detecting a parameter value of a signal received from the radio transceiver;

comparing the detected signal parameter value with a desired signal parameter value

and determining a difference;

sending a transmit power control command to the radio transceiver; and

sending a power control indicator associated with the transrnit power control

command indicating whether a first or a second type of power control adjustment should

be used by the radio transceiver depending on the difference.

2. The method in claim 1, wherein the power control indicator includes only a

single flag bit.

3. The method in claim 1, wherein the power control indicator does not

include the first or second type of power control adjustments.

4. The method in claim 1, wherein the method is implemented in a radio

network node and the radio transceiver is a mobile station.

5. The method in claim 1, wherein the method is implemented in a mobile

station and the radio transceiver is a base station.

6. The method in claim 1, wherein the signal parameter is a radio carrier—to—

interference ratio (CIR).

7. The method in claim 1, wherein the transmit power control command

instructs the radio transceiver to increase, decrease, or maintain transmit power.

8. The method in claim 1, wherein the first and second types of power control

adjustment determine an amount by which the radio transceiver adjusts its transmit power.

9. The method in claim 8, wherein the first type of power control adjustment is

a first amount to be used under a first type of transmission condition, and wherein the
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second type of power control adjustment is a second amount to be used under a second

type of transmission condition.

10. The method in claim 9, wherein the first amount is a default amount and the

second amount is larger or smaller than the default amount depending on the transmission

condition.

11. The method in claim 1, further comprising:

providing the radio transceiver once or at a first frequency, the first and second

power control adjustrnents,

wherein the transmit power control commands are sent at a second frequency

greater than the first frequency.

12. The method in claim 1, wherein transrnit power control commands instruct

the radio transceiver to increase or to decrease transmit power, and the power control

indicator is a flag bit which at a first value indicates a first amount to increase or decrease

transmit power and at a second value indicates a second amount to increase or decrease

transmit power.

13. The method in claim 1, wherein the first and second type of power control

adjustments include a first and second power control scheme, respectively.

14. The method in claim 1, wherein the power control indicator corresponds to

one of different patterns of the transmit power control command.

15. The method in claim 1, wherein the power control indicator is included with

the transmit power control command.

16. The method in claim 1, wherein the power control indicator is included with

a control message other than the transmit power control command frequently sent to the

radio transceiver.

17. The method in claim 1, wherein the sending of the power control indicator is

performed with minimal increase in signaling overhead.
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18. A method for controlling the transmit power of a mobile station transmitting

to a radio network, comprising:

detecting at a first frequency a signal—to—interference parameter value of a signal

received from the mobile radio;

comparing the detected signal—to—interference parameter value with a desired signal—

to—interference parameter value and determining a difference;

comparing the difference with a threshold;

sending a transmit power control command to the mobile station to possibly

increase or decrease its transmit power depending on the difference; and

associating with the transmit power control command a power control indicator

indicating that a first type of power control adjustment should be used by the mobile

station if the difference is less than the threshold and that a second type of power control

adjustment should be used by the mobile station if the difference is greater than or equal to

the threshold.

19. The method in claim 18, further comprising:

providing to the mobile station either once or at a second frequency less than the

first frequency the first and second types of power control adjustments.

20. The method in claim 18, wherein transinit power control commands and the

power control indicator are sent over a slotted channel, and the first frequency corresponds

to once a time slot.

21. The method in claim 18, wherein the first and second types of adjustments

include first and second power adjustment control procedures.

22. The method in claim 18, wherein the first and second types of adjustments

include first and second power adjustment step sizes.

23. The method in claim 18, wherein the difference is compared to plural

thresholds, each threshold having a corresponding type of power control adjustment.
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24. The method in claim ‘l 8, wherein the power control indicator includes only a

single flag bit.

25. The method in claim 18, wherein the power control indicator does not

include the first or second type of power control adjustments.

26. A mobile transceiver capable of communicating with a radio network,

comprising:

a transceiver including a radio transrnitter and a radio receiver; and

a controller having first and second types of power control adjustments and

receiving from the radio network transrnit power control commands to increase or

decrease a transmit power level of the transmitter and a power control indicator indicating

whether the first or second type of power control adjustrnent should be employed,

wherein the controller adjusts the transmit power level of the transmitter using one

of the first and second types of power control adjustments depending on a value of the

power control indicator.

27. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the received power control

indicator is associated with one of the transmit power control commands

28. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the power control indicator

includes only a single flag bit.

29. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the power control indicator

does not include the first or second type of power control adjustments.

30. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the mobile transceiver receives

from radio network either once or at a second frequency less than the first frequency the

first and second types of power control adjustments.

31. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein transmit power control

commands and the power control indicator are sent over a slotted channel, and the first

frequency corresponds to once a time slot.
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32. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the first and second types of

adjustments include first and second power adjustment control procedures.

33. The mobile transceiver in claim 26, wherein the first and second types of

adjustments include first and second power adjustrnent step sizes.

34. A radio network node sending power control commands to a radio

transceiver, comprising:

a detector detecting a signal parameter value of a signal received from the radio

transceiver;

a comparator comparing the detected signal parameter value with a desired signal

parameter value and determining a difference; and

a transmitter transmitting a transmit power control command to the radio

transceiver and along with a power control indicator indicating whether a first or a second

type of power control adjustment should be used by the radio transceiver depending on the

difference.

35. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the radio network node

includes a base station.

36. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the radio network node

includes a radio network controller.

37. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the a power control indicator

corresponds to a flag bit and does not include the first or second type of power control

adjustments.

38. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the signal parameter is a

carrier—to—interference ratio (CIR).

39. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the transrnit power control

command instructs the radio transceiver to increase or decrease transmit power, and

wherein the first and second types of power control adjustment determine an amount by

which the radio transceiver adjusts its transmit power.
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40. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the first type of power control

adjustment is a first amount to be used under a first type of transmission condition, and

wherein the second type of power control adjustment is a second amount to be used under

a second type of transmission condition.

5 41. The radio network node in claim 34, further comprising:

means for providing the radio transceiver once or at a first frequency, the first and

second power control adjustments,

wherein the transmitter transmits the transmit power control commands at a second

frequency greater than the first frequency.

10 42. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the power control indicator

corresponds to one of different patterns of the transinit power control command.

43. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the power control indicator is

included with the transmit power control command.

44. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the power control indicator is

15 included with a control message other than the transmit power control command

frequently sent to the radio transceiver.

45. The radio network node in claim 34, wherein the sending of the power

control indicator is performed with minimal increase in signaling overhead.
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POWER HEADROOM REPORTING METHOD

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to the field of wireless telecommunications. More particularly,

the present invention pertains to power control.

Background of the Invention

The telecommunications industry is in the process of developing a new generation of

flexible and affordable communications that includes high—speed access while also supporting

broadband services. Many features of the third generation (3 G) mobile telecommunications

system have already been established, but many other features have yet to be perfected. The

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been pivotal in these developments.

One of the systems within the third generation of mobile communications is the

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) which delivers voice, data,

multimedia, and wideband information to stationary as well as mobile customers. UMTS is

designed to accommodate increased system capacity and data capability. Efficient use of the

electromagnetic spectrum is vital in UMTS. It is known that spectrum efficiency can be

attained using frequency division duplex (FDD) or using time division duplex (TDD)

schemes. Space division duplex (SDD) is a third duplex transmission method used for

Wireless telecommunications.

As can be seen in FIG. 1, the UMTS architecture consists of user equipment 102

(UE), the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 104 (UTRAN), and the Core Network

126 (CN). The air interface between the UTRAN and the UE is called Uu, and the interface

between the UTRAN and the Core Network is called In.

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High-Speed Uplinlc Packet

Access (I-ISUPA) are further 3G mobile telephony protocols in the High-Speed Packet Access

(HSPA) family.

allowing for higher data transfer speeds.

They provide a smooth evolutionary path for UMTS-based networks
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Evolved UTRAN (EUTRAN) is a more recent project than HSPA, and is meant to

take 3G even farther into the future. EUTRAN is designed to improve the UMTS mobile

EUTRAN is

frequently indicated by the term Long Term Evolution (LTE), and is also associated with

terms like System Architecture Evolution (SAE). One target of EUTRAN is to enable all

phone standard in order to cope with various anticipated requirements.

intemet protocol (IP) systems to efficiently transmit IP data. The system will have only use 21

PS (packet switched) domain for voice and data calls, i.e. the system will contain Voice Over

Internet Protocol (VoIP).

Information about LTE can be found in 3GPP TS 36.300 (V8.0.0, March 2007),

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial

Radio Access Network @—UTRAN) — Overall descrzjptz'on; Stage 2 (Release 8), which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. UTRAN and EUTRAN will now be

described in some further detail, although it is to be understood that especially E-UTRAN is

evolving over time.

The UTRAN consists of a set of Radio Network Subsystems 128 (RNS), each of

which has geographic coverage of a number of cells 110 (C), as can be seen in FIG. 1. The

interface between the subsystems is called Iur. Each Radio Network Subsystem 128 (RNS)

includes a Radio Network Controller 112 (RNC) and at least one Node B 114, each Node B

having geographic coverage of at least one cell 110. As can be seen from Figure l, the

interface between an RNC 112 and a Node B 114 is called Iub, and the Iub is hard—wired

rather than being an air interface. For any Node B 114 there is only one RNC 112. A Node B

114 is responsible for radio transmission and reception to and from the UE 102 (Node B

antennas can typically be seen atop towers or preferably at less visible locations). The RNC

112 has overall control of the logical resources of each Node B 114 Within the RNS 128, and

the RNC 112 is also responsible for handover decisions which entail switching a call from

one cell to another or between radio channels in the same cell.

In UMTS radio networks, a UE can support multiple applications of different qualities

of service running simultaneously. In the MAC layer, multiple logical channels can be
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multiplexed to a single transport channel. The transport channel can define how traffic from

logical channels is processed and sent to the physical layer. The basic data unit exchanged

between MAC and physical layer is called the Transport Block (TB). It is composed of an

RLC PDU and a MAC header. During a period of time called the transmission time interval

(TTI), several transport blocks and some other parameters are delivered to the physical layer.

Generally speaking, a prefix of the letter “E" in upper or lower case signifies the Long

Term Evolution (LTE). The E—UTRAN consists of eNBs (E—UTRAN Node B), providing the

E-UTRA user plane (RLC/IVIAC/PHY) and control plane (RRC) protocol terminations

towards the UE. The eNBs interface to the access gateway (aGW) via the S1, and are inter-

connected via the X2.

An example of the E—UTRAN architecture is illustrated in FIG. 2. This example of

E—UTRAN consists of eNBs, providing the E-UTRA user plane (RLC/l\/IAC/PHY) and

control plane (RRC) protocol terminations towards the UE. The eNBs are connected by

means of the S1 interface to the EPC (evolved packet core), which is made out of Mobility

Management Entities (1VlMEs) andfor gateways such as an access gateway (aGW'). The S1

interface supports a many-to-many relation between MMES and eNBs. Packet Data

Convergence Protocol (PDCP) is located in an eNB.

In this example there exists an X2 interface between the eNBs that need to

communicate with each other. For exceptional cases (e.g. inter-PLMN handover),

LTE_ACTIVE inter-eNB mobility is supported by means of MME relocation via the S1

interface.

The eNB may host functions such as radio resource management (radio bearer control,

radio admission control, connection mobility control, dynamic allocation of resources to UEs

in both uplink and downlink), selection of a mobility management entity (MME) at UE

attachment, scheduling and transmission of paging messages (originated fiom the MME),

scheduling and transmission of broadcast information (originated fiom the MME or O&M),

and measurement and measurement reporting configuration for mobility and scheduling. The

MME may host functions such as the following: distribution ofpaging messages to the eNBs,
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security control, [P header compression and encryption of user data streams; termination of

U-plane packets for paging reasons; switching of U—plane for support of UE mobility, idle

state mobility control, System Architecture Evolution (SAE) bearer control, and ciphering

and integrity protection ofNAS signaling.

In mobile telecommunications, the two basic types of power control are open-loop and

closed-loop. In open-loop power control (OLPC), a mobile terminal measures received pilot

signal power and accordingly sets the transmission power density (PDS) according to this

measured quantity, and based on the pilot transmitted power, the S(l)NR target, and the

interference level (these last values are usually broadcasted by the base station). In closed-

loop power control, the measurements are done on the other end of the connection, in the base

station, and the results are then sent back to the mobile terminal so that the mobile terminal

can adjust its transmission power. Note that the term “base station” is used broadly in this

application, and may refer to a Node B, or an eNodeB, or the like.

The current trend in the art is that uplink power control will include: (i) an open loop

power control mechanism at the terminal, as well as (ii) options for the eNode—B to send

closed loop power control correction commands to the terminal. The current invention solves

problems that occur with uplink power control and associated signalling from the terminal to

the base station (eNode—B) to facilitate efficient uplink radio resource management decisions

at the eNode—B.

Given this uplink power control scheme, the eNode—B may be unaware of the transmit

power level at which different terminals are operating. This information is important for the

eNode—B, because this knowledge is needed for optimal radio resource management decisions

such as allocating MCS (modulation and coding scheme) and transmission bandwidth for the

different terminals. It therefore has been discussed in 3GPP that terminals should be able to

provide power control headroom reports to the eNode—B. The power control headroom report

basically provides a measure of how close the terminal’s power spectral density (PSD) is to

the maximum PSD limit. The maximum PSD might be derived from the maximum UE
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transmit power (typically assumed to be on the order of 24 dBm) and the minimum

bandwidth (typically 1 PRB).

Unforhmately, 3GPP has not yet been able to find satisfactory criteria for sending a

power control headroom report fi'orn the user terminal to the eNode-B. In LTE uplink (UL),

the eNode—B makes the scheduling and radio resource management decisions such as

selecting the UEs to transmit, allocating the UE transmission bandwidths, and (as mentioned

above) selecting the MCS they should use. These decisions are then signalled to the

terminal(s) via dedicated signalling (e.g. UL scheduling grant message). And, in order to

make these decisions properly, the eNode-(B should be aware of the power level at which the

terminals are transmitting, or some equivalent information like the power headroom

information, since fiom this information the eNodeB derives which MCS can be supported in

the future with a targeted block error rate (BLER) which would be otherwise not possible.

Knowing at the eNode-B the power spectral density used by the mobile terminals is

particularly important when selecting the transmission bandwidth (rather than the MCS). Not

knowing with precision the PSD used by a mobile terminal when selecting the MCS has only

a major impact in case of slow AMC (in which case the PSD is "automatically"

increased/decreased when the MCS is modified).

Consequently, reporting of power headroom or some equivalent information is

needed. However, reporting of the power control headroom is a trade-off between uplinlc

signalling overhead versus performance improvements that result from having this

information readily available at the eNode-B.

It is problematic to have the terminal periodically report the power control headroom

at a frequency higher than the adjustments of the actual terminal power spectral density

(PSD). Further, the aim of these power adjustments at the terminal is basically to (partly or

fully) compensate the path-loss (including antenna-pattern, distance dependent path-loss and

shadowing) between the eNode—B and the terminal, and the measurement ofpath-loss is done

based on the DL (e.g. DL pilot channel). Even if the frequency of potential power

adjustments at the terminal is high but the measured path-loss is not changing, UL signalling
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would be a waste of resources; the only issue then for reporting would be if closed loop

power control commands would come fi'om the eNodeB and some of those commands would

be misinterpreted at the UE. Then, the problem occurs that the eNodeB does not know the

used transmission power. The problem with power control commands being misinterpreted

at the mobile terminal is only an issue if relative closed loop power control commands are

used (which is also the working assumption in 3GPP).

In HSUPA, the UE Power Headroom (UPH) is part of the Scheduling Information

(SI), which is transmitted by the UE as part of the MAC-e header. If the UE is not allocated

resources for the transmission of scheduled-data, then Scheduling Information can be

transmitted periodically and/or based on specific triggers (i.e. when data arrives in the buffer).

Otherwise, only periodic reporting is supported.

Summagy of the Invention

Although the present invention is applicable in the context of the E-UTRAN (LTE or

3.9G), its principles are not limited to such an environment, and instead may also be

applicable to various other current and fixture wireless telecommunications systems and

access technologies. This invention provides specific reporting criteria that are an attractive

trade-off between signalling overhead versus overall uplinlc performance for LTE. The

following triggering criteria are found to be very efficient for sending a power control

headroom report in the uplink, while optimizing uplink performance, and while minimizing

signalling overhead.

The first triggering criterion is that, once “u” closed loop power corrections have been

received by a terminal (sent fi'om the eNode-B), the power control headroom is measured by

the terminal over the next “m” transmission time intervals (TTIs) and afterwards reported to

the eNode-B. The reason for this first criterion is, as already mentioned above, that the closed

loop commands can be misinterpreted at the terminal and therefore tracking ofpower status at

the eNodeB would lead to the accumulation of such errors. The problem with power control

commands being misinterpreted at the mobile terminal is only an issue if relative closed loop
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power control commands are used (which is also the working assumption in 3GPP).

The second triggering criterion is that, after the teI'minal’s open loop power control

algorithm modifies the PSD, the terminal shall measure the power control headroom over the

following “m” TTIs and afierwards report it to the eNode—B.

The third triggering criterion is that,in order to further limit the signalling of uplinlc

power control headroom reports, the terminal shall only send a new power control headroom

report if the time since the last reporting exceeds “k” TTIs.

And, the fourth triggering criterion is that, instead of the third triggering criterion,

another embodiment of the invention is that the terminal shall only send a new power control

headroom report if the absolute difference between the current and the latest path-loss

measurement is higher than a given threshold “p”.

The three aforementioned quantities “n”, “m”, “k” (or “p” if the fourth rather than

third triggering criterion is used) are parameters that are configured by the eNode—B. As an

example, these parameters can be configured via RRC signalling from the eNode—B to the

terminal. These described triggering criteria can be combined ( e.g. using a logical “OR”

combination).

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 shows a UTRAN network.

Figure 2 shows an LTE architecture.

Figure 3 is a flow chart showing and embodiment of a method according to the

present invention.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a system according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will now be described. This is

merely to illustrate one way of implementing the invention, without limiting the scope or

coverage ofwhat is described elsewhere in this application.
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In this preferred embodiment, the reporting criteria are implemented in the terminal.

However, the protocol for signalling the parameters “n”, “In”, “k” and/or “p” requires

implementation at both the eNode—B and tl1e terminal. This embodiment of the invention

provides an attractive trade—ofi“ between signalling overhead and performance.

As seen in FIG. 3, the method 300 can begin with the base station adjusting 307 one

or more of the thresholds “n", “m”, “k” and/or “p” at the user equipment (UE) by signalling

to the UE. At some subsequent point in time, the UE determines 315 that a triggering

criterion has been met because one of those thresholds have been reached (or some

combination of those thresholds have been reached). This will trigger the UE to provide 325

a power control headroom report on the uplink. ‘When this report is received 335 at the base

station, the base station will then use that report to help provide 370 a closed loop power

control correction command to the user equipment.

Referring now to FIG. 4, a system 400 is shown according to an embodiment of the

invention, including a network element 492 and a user equipment 405. At the network

element, a threshold adjustment module 468 instructs transceiver 454 to send a threshold

adjustment signal to the user equipment. At some subsequent point, a triggering module 413

at the user equipment determines that the threshold has been reached, and therefore instructs

transceiver 411 to provide a power control headroom report to the network element, which

processes the report in a report receiving module 463. The report receiving module 463 will

thereby help the network element to provide a closed loop power control correction command

to the user equipment 405.

Each of the embodiments described above can be implemented using a general

purpose or specific-use computer system, with standard operating system software

conforming to the method described herein. The software is designed to drive the operation

of the particular hardware of the system, and will be compatible with other system

components and I/O controllers. The computer system of this embodiment includes a CPU

processor, comprising a single processing unit, multiple processing units capable of parallel

operation, or the CPU can be distributed across one or more processing units in one or more
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locations, e.g., on a client and server. A memory may comprise any known type of data

storage and/or transmission media, including magnetic media, optical media, random access

memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a data cache, a data object, etc. Moreover,

similar to the CPU, the memory may reside at a single physical location, comprising one or

5 more types of data storage, or be distributed across a plurality of physical systems in various

forms.

It is to be understood that the present figures, and the accompanying narrative

discussions of best mode embodiments, do not purpoit to be completely rigorous treatments

of the method, system, mobile device, network element, and software product under

10 consideration. A person skilled in the art will understand that the steps and signals of the

present application represent general cause—and—efTect relationships fliat do not exclude

intermediate interactions of various types, and will further understand that the various steps

and structures described in this application can be implemented by a variety of different

sequences and configurations, using various different combinations of hardware and soflware

15 which need not be further detailed herein.

The invention includes a variety of concepts, which can be briefly described as

follows, without in any way limiting what will be claimed in the future in reliance upon this

provisional application. It is to be understood that the following concepts can be further

combined with each other in any multiple dependent maimer, without departing from the

20 scope of the invention.
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Claims

1. A method (300) comprising:

determining (315) that a set of at least onetriggering criterion is met; and

providing (325) a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment,

5 in response to determining that the set is met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to the

user equipment.

10

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

15 4. The method of claim 1, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion include

any one of a plurality ofcriteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first criterion,

a second criterion, and a third criterion.

20

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that a number

ofreceived closed loop power corrections has reached a threshold of corrections.

'7. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an amount

25 of transmission time intervals, following an open loop power control modification, has

reached a threshold ofintervals since modification.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an amount
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of transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has

reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

9. The method of claim 5,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and I

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of 1:ransmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has reached

a threshold of intervals since reporting.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

12. An apparatus (405) comprising:

means (413) for determining that a set ofat least one triggering criterion is met; and

means (411) for providing a power control headroom report on an uplink from user

equipment, in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a signal to the

user equipment.

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an
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absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has

reached a threshold of difference.

15. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective

threshold.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

17. The apparatus of claim 16,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report,

has reached a threshold of intervals since reporting.

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold ofdifference.

20. Apparatus (405) comprising:

a triggering module (413) configured to determine that a set of at least one triggering

criterion is met; and
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a transceiver (411) configured to provide a power control headroom report on an

uplink from said user equipment, in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said threshold is adjustable via a sigial to

the apparatus.

22. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path—loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

23. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein said set of at least one triggering criterion

include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a respective threshold.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the plurality of criteria comprise a first

criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

25. The apparatus of claim 24,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

26. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an amount of

transmission time intervals, following a previous power control headroom report, has reached

a threshold of intervals since reporting.
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27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the third criterion is such that an absolute

difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a threshold

of difference.

28. A computer program product comprising a computer readable medium having

executable code stored therein‘, the code, when executed by a processor, adapted to carry out

the functions of:

determining (315) that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met; and

providing (325) a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment,

in response to the set having been met,

wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold having been reached.

29. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said threshold is

adjustable via a signal to the user equipment.

30. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein the set comprises a criterion

such that an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss

measurements has reached a threshold of difference.

31. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein said set of at least one

triggering criterion include any one of a plurality of criteria that each entail reaching a

respective threshold.

32. The computer progam product of claim 31, wherein the plurality of criteria

comprise a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion.

33. The computer program product ofclaim 32,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power
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corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

modification.

34. A network element (492) comprising:

a report receiving module (463) configured to receive a power control headroom

report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user equipment determining that a

set of at least one triggering criterion is met because a threshold has been reached, and

a threshold adjustment module (468) , configured to provide a threshold adjustment

signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the threshold.

35. The network element of claim 34, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that

an absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold ofdifference.

36. The network element of claim 34, further comprising a correction module

configured to provide a closed loop power control correction command signal to the user

equipment at least partly in response to said power control headroom report.

37. A system (400) comprising:

user equipment (405) having a triggering module (413) configured to determine that a

set of at least one triggering criterion is met, and having a transceiver (411) configured to

provide a power control headroom report on an uplink from said user equipment, in response

to the set having been met, wherein said at least one triggering criterion include a threshold

having been reached; and

a network element (492) having a report receiving module (463) configured to receive

a power control headroom report on an uplink from user equipment, in response to the user
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equipment determining that a set of at least one triggering criterion is met because said

threshold has been reached, and having a threshold adjustment module (468) configured to

provide a threshold adjustment signal to the user equipment in order to adjust the threshold.

5 38. The system of claim 37, wherein the set comprises a criterion such that an

absolute difference between current and most recent path-loss measurements has reached a

threshold of difference.

39. The system of claim 37,

10 wherein the set comprises a first criterion, a second criterion, and a third criterion,

wherein the first criterion is such that a number of received closed loop power

corrections has reached a threshold of corrections, and

wherein the second criterion is such that an amount of transmission time intervals,

following an open loop power control modification, has reached a threshold of intervals since

15 modification.
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5 Eield_nf_the_In1entiun

The invention relates to the field of wireless telecommunications. More particularly,

_ the present invention pertains to power control.

mm 

10 The telecommunications industry is in the process of developing a new generation of

flexible and affordable communications that includes high-speed access while also supporting

broadband services. Many features of the third generation (3G) mobile telecommunications

system have already been established, but many other features have yet to be perfected. The

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been pivotal in these developments.

15 One of the systems within the third generation ofmobile communications is the

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) which delivers voice, data,

multimedia, and wideband information to stationary as well as mobile customers. UMTS is

designed to accommodate increased system capacity and data capability. Efficient use of the

electromagnetic spectrum is vital in Ul\/ITS. It is known that spectrum efficiency can be

20 attained using frequency division duplex (FDD) or using time division duplex (TDD)

schemes. Space division duplex (SDD) is a third duplex transmission method used for

wireless telecommtmications.

As can be seen in FIG. 1, the UMTS architecture consists ofuser equipment 102

(UE), the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 104 (UTRAN), and the Core Network

25 126 (CN). The air interface between the UTRAN and the UE is called Uu, and the interface

between the UTRAN and the Core Network is called Iu.

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High-Speed Uplink Packet

Access (HSUPA) are further 3G mobile telephony protocols in the High-Speed Packet Access
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(HSPA) family. They provide a smooth evolutionary path for UMTS-based networks

allowing for higher data transfer speeds. '

Evolved UTRAN (EUTRAN) is a more recent project than HSPA, a.nd is meant to

take 3G even farther into the future. EUTRAN is designed to improve the UMTS mobile

5 ‘ phone standard in order to cope with various anticipated requirements- EUTRAN-is

frequently indicated by the term Long Term Evolution (LTE), and is also associated with

terms like System Architecture Evolution (SAE). One-target ofEUTRAN is to enable all

internet protocol (IP) systems to efficiently transmit _IP data. The system will have only use a

PS (packet switched) domain for voice and data calls, i.e. the system will contain Voice Over

10 Internet Protocol (VoIP). _

Information about LTE can be found in 3GPP TS 36.300 (V8.0.0, March 2007),

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial

Radio Access Network (E—UTRA1\D — Overall description; Stage 2 0?elease 8), which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. UTRAN and EUTRAN will now be

15 described in some further detail, although it is to be understood that especially E-UTRAN is

evolving over time.

The UTRAN consists ofa set ofRadio Network Subsystems 128 (RNS), each of

which has geographic coverage ofa number of cells 110 (C), as can be seen in FIG. 1. The

interface between the subsystems is called Iur. Each Radio Network Subsystem 128 (RNS)

20 includes a Radio Network Controller 112 (RNC) and at least one Node B 114, each Node B

having geographic coverage of at least one cell 110. As can be seen from Figure 1, the

interface between an RNC 111 and a Node B 114 is called Iub, and the Iub is hard-wired

rather than being an air interface. For any Node B 114 there is only one RNC_ ll_2. A Node B

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
  

114 is responsible for radio transmission and reception to and fi'om the UE 102 (Node B

25 antennas typically be seen atop towers or preferably at less visible locations). The RNC

112 has overall control of the logical resources ofeach Node B 114 within the RNS 128, and

the RNC 112 is also responsible for handover decisions which entail switching a call from

one cell to another or between radio channels in the same cell.
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In UMTS radio networks, a UE can support multiple applications of different qualities

of service running simultaneously. In the MAC layer, multiple logical channels can be

multiplexed to a single transport channel. The transport charmel can define how traffic from

logical channels is processed and sent to the physical layer. The basic data unit exchanged

5 between MAC and physical layer is called the Transport Block (TB). It is composed ofan

RLC PDU and a MAC header. During a period oftime called the transmission time interval

(TF1), several transport blocks and some other parameters are delivered to the physical layer.

Generally speaking, a prefix of the letter “B” in upper or lower case signifies the Long

Term Evolution‘ (LTE). The E-UTRAN consists of eNBs (E-UTRAN Node B), providing the

10 E-UTRA user plane (RLC/MAC/PHY) and control plane (RRC) protocol terminations

towards the UE. The eNBs interface to the access gateway (aGVV) via the S1, and are inter-

connected via the X2.

An example of the E-UTRAN architecture is illustrated in FIG. 2. This example of

E-UTRAN consists ofeNBs, providing the E-UTRA user plane (RLC/MAC/PHY) and

15 control plane (RRC) protocol terminations towards the UE. The eNBs are connected by

means of the S1 interface to the EPC (evolved packet core), which is made out of Mobility

Management Entities (MMEs) and/or gateways such as an access gateway (aGW). The S1

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

interface supports a many-to-many relation between MMEs and eNBs. Packet Data

Convergence Protocol (PDCP) is located in an eNB.

0 In this example there exists an X2 interface between the eNBs that need to

communicate with each other. For exceptional cases (e.g. inter-PLMN handover),

LTE_ACTIVE inter—eNB mobility is supported by meansof relocation via the S1

interface.

The eNB may host fimctions such as radio resource manageme_nt"(radio bearer control,

5 radio admission control, connection mobility control, dynamic allocation ofresources to UEs

in both uplink and downlink), selection of a mobility management entity (MME) at UE

attachment, scheduling and transmission ofpaging messages (originated from the MME),

scheduling and transmission ofbroadcast information (originated from the MB or O&M),
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and measurement and measurement reporting configuration for mobility and scheduling. The

MME may host fimctions such as the following: distribution ofpaging messages to the eNBs,

_ security control, 1P header compression and encryption_ofuser data streams; termination of

U-plane packets for paging reasons; switching ofU-plane for support of UE mobility, idle

5 state mobility control, System Architecture Evolution (SAE) bearer control, and ciphering

and. integrity protection ofNAS signaling.

In mobile telecommunications, the two basic types ofpower control are open-loop and

closed-loop. In open-loop power control (OLPC), a mobile terminal measures received pilot

signal power and accordingly sets the transmission power density (PDS) according to this

10 measured quantity, and based on the pilot transmitted power, the S(I)NR target, and the

interference level (these last values are usually broadcasted by the base station). In closed-

loop power control, the measurements are done on the other end of the connection, in the base

station, and the results are then sent back to the mobile terminal so that the mobile terminal

can adjust its transmission power. Note that the term “base station” is used broadly in this

15 application, and may refer to a Node B, or an eNodeB, or the like.

The current trend in the art is that uplink power control will include: (i) an open loop

power control mechanism at the temiinal, as well as (ii) options for the eNode-B to send

closed loop power control correction commands to the terminal. The current invention solves

problems that occur with uplink power control and associated signalling from the terminal to

20 the base station (eNode-B) to facilitate efficient uplink radio resource management decisions

at the eNode-B.

Given this uplink power control scheme, the eNode-B may be unaware of the transmit

power level at which different terminals are operating. This information is important for the

eNode-B, because this knowledge is needed for optimal radio resource management decisions

25 such as allocating MCS (modulation and coding scheme) and transmission bandwidth for the

different terminals. It therefore has been discussed in 3GPP that terminals should be able to

provide power control headroom reports to the eNode-B. The power control headroom report

basically provides a measure ofhowclose the terminal’s power spectral density (PSD) is to
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the maximum PSD limit. The maximum PSD might be derived from the maximum UE

transmit power (typically assumed to be on the order of24 dBm) and the minimum

bandwi_dth (typically 1 PRB). . _

Unfortunately, 3GPP has not yet been able to find satisfactory criteria for sending a

5 power conuol headroom report from the user terminal to the eNode-B. In LTE uplink (UL),

I the eNode-B makes the scheduling and radio resource management decisions such as

selecting the UEs to transmit, allocating the UE transmission bandwidths, and (as mentioned

above) selecting the MCS they should use. These decisions are then signalled to the

terminal(s) via dedicated signalling (e.g. UL scheduling grant message). And, in order to

10 make these decisions properly, the eNode-B should be aware ofthe power level at which the

terminals are transmitting, or some equivalent information like the power headroom

information, since fi'om this information the eNodeB derives which MCS can be supported in

the fiiture with a targeted block error rate (BLER) which would be otherwise not possible.

Knowing at the eNode-B the power spectral density used by the mobile terminals is

15 particularly important when selecting the transmission bandwidth (rather than the MCS). Not

knowing with precision the PSD used by a mobile terminal when selecting the MCS has only

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

a major impact in case of slow AMC (in which case the PSD is "automatically"

increased/decreased when the MCS is modified).

Consequently, reporting ofpower headroom or some equivalent information is

20 needed. However, reporting of the power control headmom is a trade—off between uplink

signalling overhead versus performance improvements that result fiom having this

information readily available at the eNode-B. V

It is problematic to have the terminal periodically report the power control headroom

at a frequency higher than the adjustments of the actual terminal power spectral density

25 (PSD). Further, the aim of these power adjustments at the terminal is basically to (partly or

fully) compensate the path-loss (including antenna-pattern, distance dependent path-loss and

shadowing) between the eNode-B and the terminal, and the measurement ofpath-loss is done

based on the DL (e.g. DL pilot channel). Even if the frequency ofpotential power
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